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UNIklit THE STATE HOUSE
DOME
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bonds of $300.

By The Bellboy
major iniportance in the,
political world were two events
which closely follewed, the one
upon the heels of the. other. First
came the returns from.Essex where'
William McSweeney was ttlumpliant in )
4 li4 quest for the State
Senate, giving the Republicans a
clear majority
in that . augu1/41
body. True, Essex is a Jtepubli.
can bailiwick
but' this year's
election,
regardless . of
what
"puch poohing" may now be done
by Dicky-Phoney and his pals, was
made a clear test of the popularity of His Eicellency for Rim., illeharn. the Democratic and utiuccessfal candidate, ran upon a
platform which wag bulit on the
PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE :oundatio
n tit Governor Curley's
2 Park Square
id in inistrai ion a nfilliittirgivrtiod
BOSTON
MASS slainly thao a repudiation of
Ilirmingham meant
likewise
a
•cpurliation of Curley.
Thus it
tvzi
that the returns were .eagerly watched and it was with a
:r.nulne sigh of satisfactton that
Nepublicans
throughout,
the
Commonwealth saw the lead' of
McSweeney mount steadily. For
an off year, a bye election, the
vote was surpiisingly large indicative of the fact that the voters
are taking greater interest than
ever before in governmental poll.
cies. Apd sq, regardless of the
Chicago, Oct. 31.—rdTh---0overnor
after election" alibi* and the afJames M. Curley of Mas.sachusetts
fected
disinterest of the Goversaid here tonight it would be LIP
nor's closest friends. the Ease
leaders
to the state
of his party
election is another straw indica'whether he would be a candidate
, ilia the trend today away from
for the United States Senate next
the polieles of the present adyear or seek re-election as governor.
"Upon my return to Massachuministration of the state's affairs.
setts I intend to confer with leaders of my party there on my plans
for the next campaign," Gov. CurAnd then on the following day
ley said.
came the official announcement
"I will be governed by their deciby Speaker I.everett
S'altonstall
sion as to what office I shall seek."
of his candidacy for the GoverThe governor denied reports that
norship.
he already had decided to abandon
a Senatorial campaign in order to
head the State Liemocratic ticket
Leading Democrats are by no
again.
means satisfied with the dispchm
ing of patronage by llis Excel.
lency and upon hi- return. from
Ilawaih—we wonder that it was
not polio Rico the
Governor
chose as his vacation spot—
James M. Curley is to receive,
quite unwillingly, a delegation of
Democratic leaders
who
will
voice their protest over his high
handed
methods in
giving out

CURLEY TO ABIDE BY
••••••••,
PARTY'S DECISION
Chicago, Nov. 1—(PPI—Governor
James M. Curley of Massachusette
a Democrat, says that it rests
with the state leaders of his party
whether he will be a candidate for
the United States senate or will
seek re-election as governor
Vear.

JOURNAL
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NOV ri
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ICurley's Candidacy

1—fs-Ptit Up to Leaders

i

Of

jobs. Some of the faithful who
have stood wearily by the doefr
since election are beginning to
worry, they' feel that after all
Curley has hut little more Guth a
year to serve and that if any.
thing is to be done for them it
must he done speedily.
Frank Knox caine into New
England, his own home territory
last week
made a • couple of
speechee. was received
at a
luncheon in the Parker House
and returned to his now
home
city of Chicago. But Knox gain.
ed strength by his brief visit anti
is right at the moment the lead
Presidential
ing candidate
for
honors.
There is po gainsaying
that, No one can accurately fore.
ca -t what is to come in the next
few weeks or months but at the
moment the Chicago-Manchester
publisher . has the jump on the
°there.
Incidentally it Would he well
to keep
your eyes on a
man.
named Landon who at present
oCcupies the office of Governor
out in Kansas. Landed is one of
the i eally "big men" of nation.
He is idolised in the
Mtddle•
West. where Roosevelt is said to
be slipping, and must be reckoned with in the next national convention.
That Henry Cabot 1.odge will
candidate for the Units'
,
be
is • now
States S. nate
iertan.
Tiukra ha v• Iva•n, r ii ii,or• th.al Istis
•

youth would be urged against
Ledge but surely no thinking man
or woman will permit the question of a candidate'a axe to enter
)anda
into the question of his ability.—
and o ope can seriously question
Lodge's ability to adequately Vett:
resent Maimiachutsette, We, kistter
trf no individual in either party
who has.* more secure hold. Upon
the public affection than this belllint descendant of
a
famous
Senator.

i
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Hurd
Mrs. ANN HACKETT, of 15
Bay
Back
to
week
last
appealed
road,
diamond.
$400
a
for
police in her search
2 Park Square
disappeared
set platinum brooch that
&Arun Mato.
OCHCI ti-an004,1 ,1-e8:1-0-ti-d-euts r;:tCreui:k
Beacon and
near
while she was walking
The
Clarendon streets, Back Bay.
Citizen
with
brooch, fashioned like a bow, is set
Brookline, Mass.
surrounded
diamond,
zed
medium-si
one
by 20 small diamonds.
her car
When the left front tire of
ELEANOR
blew out last week Miss
lost
JACQUES, of Westbourne terrace,
hydrant
fire
a
into
careened
and
control
alth avenue,
in front of 171 Commonwe
1—Something went
top and sendthe
off
snapping
Bay,
Back
askew in the governor's office yesterstreet.
the
over
all
ing a geyser of water
day and because of that fact, a list of,
last week seven
pardons that was to be submitA suit for divorce was filed
of Brook- ted to the councilors, was withheld,
by WINIFRED B. HERSEY
Court from As near as can be learned. acting-Gov.
line in Dedham Probate
Politics
L. Hurley did not want to takc ,
parts unknown on ,Joseph
of
Hersey
Governor's
F.
the
Walter
of
left
is
the responsibility of urging them upon I
Only $7,000
desertion.
opposed
the colincil and Assistant Secretary .
the grounds of
$100,000 contingency fund, as
Presi- John II. Backus of New Bedford,'
Boston University's council of
to $54,000 at the end of Governor Ely's
of 230 Buck- asked to do so. ducked the task.
administration, according to a report' dent DANIEL L. MARSH,
Included in the list, which probably
deans
various
the
G.
and
PHILIP
road,
tive
minster
made by Representa
will be submitted at the next meeting.
of
students
that
when Gov. Curley is to be present.
BOWKER of 48 Welland road, in the recommended last week
the "Christian , are two -lifers," serving for secondlegislature last week. Curley was scored the university attend
the Youth Peace Demonstration," on Boston degree murder: an arson convict from
again by Representative Bowker at
n Common, Friday, November 8. Dr. Essex county: a man serving 35 to 40
Republica
meeting of the Young Men's
years for robbery while armed in Fall
presentation
River: and a case from Springfield of
Club of Cambridge when he charged Marsh also figured in the
braille a man who held up "petters" while
that "when Governor Curley and hs ad- of a volume of hymns printed in
Protes- parked, and drew enough "on-andministration go offsti"Ta'sleave his 22- by the U. S. Government for the
after" sentences to total 20 to 26 years.
year-old messenger, Robert Gallagher, tant blind of America.
Information is that sane of these
and
"work
0
$13,000,00
anual
the
100th
of
charge
the
in
proposed pardons have not been reThe first address of
to
people
wages" fund, it's time for the
meeting of the Plymouth County Teach- ported on by the state board of parole.
,
delivcall a halt."
ers' Association last Friday was
Declaring that Governor Curley was ered by Dr. PAYSON SMITH, of 1805
"heading a wrecking crew to get control Beacon street, state commissioner of edut
of all departments of the state," Miss "littirm.
road,
Clarke
279
of
SYBIL HOLMES,
former assistant attorney general, spoke
to the first meeting of the new Four
County Women's Republican Club at

2 Park Square
Mass.
Boston
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Pardon Delayed;
Curley Must Decidel
Bwto;i7rov.

The Citizen
© At Large

i

!

!

Plymouth last week.

Suits, Crime, Accidents

up
held
bandits
masked
Two
WILLIAM SILVERMAN and his son,
MILTON, 25, both of 11 Atherton road,
as they were counting the contents of ;
the till in their grocery store in Charlestown last week. When son Milton hesitated at the command, "Put your hands
UD and your heads down," one of the
gunmen promptly felled him with a blow
on the head with his revolver. The
bandits made away with $435 of the
day's receipts.
Crashed into a "white way" light on;
the Worcester Turnpike, at Audubon'
road in Wellesley last week, BERNARD
M. EDENBERG, of 142 Coolidge street,
complained that he had been forced off
the road by the breeze of a passing car.
Decision was reserved in the $10,000
suit against JOHN G. WHITNEY of
Brookline brought by the sister of the
late Ruth Deward to recover for the
latter's death, allegedly caused by the
treatments of Whitney, who has since
been found guilty of practicing medicine
without a license.
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CURLEY LEAVES
TirrniTE LEADERS
OF HIS PARTY
CHItAGO, Oct. 31—(AP)—Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts said here tonight It would be
up to the state leaders of his party
whether he would be a candidate
for the United States Senate next
year or seek re-election as governor.
"Upon my return to Massachusetts 1 intend to confer with leaders of my party there on my plans
for the next campaign," Gov. Curley said.
"I will be governed by their decision as to what office I shall
seek."

Curley's Future up
To State Leaders
CHICAGO, Nov. 1. — (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts,
a democrat, says that it rests with
the State' leaders of his party
whether he will he a candidate for
the United States Senate or will
seek re-election as governor next
year.
The governor denied reports that ,
he already had decided to abandon a
senatorial campaign In order to head
the State democratic ticket again.
He said he intended to confer with
party leaders upon his return to Mas-

sachusetts.
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word of Governor Curley's administration, and urged Brookline citizens to atPress Clipping Service
tend meetings of the state tax commis2 Park Square
sion in the effort to moderate the extravagance of that body. His principal
BOSTON
MASS.
argument was that the only sound sort
productive inof ernploynient, that in the
RECORD
baldustries, was impossible without a
Chelsea, Mass.
anced budget in state and nation.
need
the
of
spoke
y
Rowle
President
,
NOV I
town
of some sort of an investigation of
comdepartments and suggested that a
posone
is
s
citizen
ine
mittee of Brookl
saving
the
ized
emphas
He
on.
soluti
sible
possible,
in towriexpenses that would be
sing
purcha
l
centra
for example, if a
Continuing their extensive canvass
deall
for
cups
ng
drinki
t
bough
agent
of the city In order to insure his rement
depart
election, the Aid. James F. Shannon
partments, instead of each
campaign workers will hold a meetbuying its own drinking cups.
the ing of the Ward 5. Precinct 1, group
William W. Taff, Jr., chairman of
tonight. The large number who have
also
tee,
Membership Campaign Commit
been notified are expected to attend
inter- the meeting which will be held at 8
spoke in the attempt to stimulate
o'clock in the home of Timothy P.
est in enlisting 1000 new members.
rate,1 Lynch. 35 John st.
tax
low
ine's
Brookl
on
nting
comme
s were
Mr. Taff said that the figure town's/ The Curley-apronstring is making
the
of
a red-fl'ilrinayoral.ty campaign in
half
over
"delusory in that
paying
Worcester, and Rep. Edward Kelley,
were
rises
enterp
commercial
the House Curley boss. is making a
than
rather
pal
their taxes out of princi
ain attkinpt. to pull James MichaP1
.nto the contest. But the governcr
.
1 income
taxpaye d
.
fla
ieanttltyhede
of
delaye
go.cu
Conveniently
lston
eotven
Chica
New directors elected to the
Bond and and it appears as if Kelley of
B.
th
Kenne
were
board
ers'
g the bag. Kelly has
directors are cestera is holdin
been popular politician in the Ntext
Ernest M. Parson. Other
Driscol of the Commonwealth. and if he is
Miss Sybil Holmes, Joseph
an defeated for mayor, his defeat can
Moran
H.
John
n,
Lincol
der
Alexan
the
be placed
iWalter D. Allen.
aon
Gang.- as the Curley administrti
is known outside
Clton.T
ter angle down
bring the Worces
to the local muniespal e:ection, there
appears little likelihood that, Melley
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CHARLES F. ROWLEY

I

Curky's Taxation
Scored by Bigelow

Rowley Re-elected President, Dana
and Clarke Secretary-Treasurer
of Taxpayers' Group

Taff Ask New Membership
Drive; 1,000 Wanted
"Brookline's tax rate would jump
state
from $3.90 to $5.6() if the entire
state
a
as
ed
assess
were
deficit
t
budge
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‘.‘ 111 be successful in
Jamsie into the fight.
election takes place
one week previous to
of ballots.

bringing Don
The Wutcester
next Tuesday,
the local battle
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Gov.
ey Misses
Y
PART
LET
Golf
e
with Kelly
Gam
CURLEY TO
Gov.
M.
James
of MassaDECIDE (3N SENATE RACE chusetts, who was Curley
in Chicago home

tax on cities and towns," according to
Albert F. Bigelow, chairman of the
ward bound from Honolulu. will
Ways and Means Committee of the
Gown.- leave for New York today a someCHICAGO Oct. 31.—(AP)
Massachusetts House of Repreeertatives,
i. Curiey of rile...2seehw what disappointed man. He had exwho spoke at the annual meeting and I nor James hove tonight it would he pected to take Mayor Kelly on for a
said
setts
Ashis part; round of golf, but the sudden apelection of the Brookline Taxpayers'
up to the state leaders of
ate fur proach ef IThistery weather intercandid
a
be
would
he
er
sociation Tuesday night in the town
wheth
year fered.
next
Senate
States
United
' the
library.
-Upor.
govern
as
tion
Before leaving for the east, Cm
re-elec
Charles F. Rowley, president, Gorham or seekreturn Massachusetts I intend Curley said it would be km to the
my
on
T.
my party,
Dana, secretary and Hermann
confer with leaders of
cam- leaoets of his state party whether
ously to
there on my plans for the next
Clarke, treasurer, were all unanim
the U. S.
said.
Curley
he %Ill be a candidate for
reelected at the suggestion of the nom- paign," Gov.
by their tied- I senate next year or seek re-election
ed
govern
be
will
'1
latseek."
inating committee, presented by the
as to what °Mee I sin I
si
ion
RS governor.
ter's chairman, Charles A. Newhall.
out
d
pointe
w
Bigelo
Representative
y
that "Nlaste and Taxes" should rightl
bythe
as
"
Supplant "Work and Wages

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
COMMERCIAL NEWS
NOVEMBER 1, 1935

"SaRtflosa" Off
For New York Today
Her passengers for the most part
holiday-bent or ths Spanish Amen'cos and the aster section of the
2 Park Square
til fter New Year's,
United State
s hundreds of tons
and below d
MASS.
BOSTON
on transshipped and Pacific Coast
products for the Christmas trade, the
NEWS
Grace Line's flagship "Santa Rosa," I
in command of Captain Henry L.
.
Dorchester, Mass.
Stephenson, is sailing at noon today
that
ed
plann
was
it
Originally
masCaptain Curt Zastrow, regular
and here,
ter, would assume comm
and Capbut orders were changed
of staying
the
tain Stephenson, instead
York for election to
for his vahere as he contemplated
"
at
Rosa
and
a
"Sant
8
192
presidenty in
cation, will take the
the
of
hack to New York.
one
that time was
to the SpanTravelers on the ship
through to New
and
cas
Ameri
group of Technology gradish
7
of
Hill, son of
Eng
erty
rdo
Flah
Edua
New
C.
de
ed
inclu
tour
John
York
uates who
coffee
well-known
Hill.
j James
ll st, this district, is ,land speaking in behalf of
iorj
ca; R. R.
Ameri
al
Centr
of
'grower
"
manager of the one of the most active of the the "Happy Warrior.
j Barber, division
has
he
John J.
time
any;
Comp
that
to
e
Flour
Sinc
tion
ISperry
for elec
nor of candidates
gover
of
e
ber
,h
mem
ey
I Curt
been an active
Kittenger of the School Committee.
on,
Bost
!Massachusetts; L. T.
ey's
Curl
rnor
Gove
ests, en route
the local Shell inter
He has organized cam- organization and in the
become general
of
each
in
to New York to
es
itte
Shell Eastern paign comm
al campaign of last
!sales manager of the
of the five ernatori
any, with the precincts
nized committees:
orga
Petroleum Products Comp
year
York; Lieu- Dorchester wards and in adheadquarters in New
of civil engineers under the!
Koster, retirhas an organization Curley banner
tenant General J. C.
on
every
diti
the
of
ons
comamnder-in-chief
pers
0
450
ing
than
e
monmor
of
Com
Inof the
Dutch East
1 Royal Army in the
behalf in county
vice presi- working in his
l,
McNei
A.
It.
and
th.
weal
dies,
ger of the other sections of the city,.
dent and general mana
Members of the Curley ,
this
it,
Circu
Dorres
in
Theat
born
was
State
Golden
Flaherty
organization are now cam-1
city.
chester .33 years ago and
to the '
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Flaherty Backed I
By Curley Forces

gub-

in

paining to elect him
has been a lifelong resident vacancy in the school cornid this section. His father mlttee created through the
is Lieut. McDarrah Flaher- death recently of Joseph J.
ty of the Boston Fire De. Hurley of. West Roxbury.
:kpartment.
Scores of Dorchester orFlaherty is a graduate of ganizations have endorsed
!Massachusetts Institute of Flaherty, among them the
Technology Class of 1923 Ward 15 Democratic ComAnd has done graduate work mittee, the Rona A. C., and
at Boston University, Lowell the Frank Mitchell AsaociInstitute and the U. S. Army ates. Re is also receiving
School of Engineers, Fort support from members of
Humphries, Virginia. He labor .unions of all sections
holds thk rank of- first lieu- of the city because of his
tenant in the 101st Engi- good record as a friend of
neers, Massachusetts Na- labor while engaged in contional Guard.
struction work.
He first became interested in politics during the
PATRONIZE OUR
campaign of former GoverADVERTISERS
nor Alfred E. Smith of New
Prys.64.... A TVW

NEWS
Gardner, Mass.
Press Clipping Service
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EDITORIAL NOTES

HERALD-NEWS
Fall River, Mass.
A

Athol as a town and the Ansin Shoe Co., as
a business concern there, are facing the uncomfortable situation of losing employment
I for from 800 to 1000 men and women. The
company has informed a group of those interested in the welfare of the community
( that it cannot longer continue in town with
the continued labor troubles.

1935

Schuster Again
Attacks Curley

l

blisterBOSTON, Nov. 1 (AP)—A
cratic
ing attack on the State Demo
said
he
h
whic
in
Administration
Beaon
rule
ption
corru
and
"graft
rday
con Hill," was delivered yeste
lican
Repub
a
ter,
Schus
by Winfield
il.
member of the Executive Counc
Massa, Schuster, addressing the
Club,
chusetts Women's Republican
s M.
Jame
rnor
Gove
ed
accus
flatly
a
build
to
pting
attem
of
Curley
of
that
to
ar
simil
ine
political mach
iana.
the late Huey Long in Louis
tive of
Charging the chief execu
quest
"character assailing" in his
executive
the
r,
powe
cal
politi
for
Curley's
councillor who has opposed
"the govpolicies many times said
4n this
ernor, himself, is a coward
attack any
respect and afraid to
has his
individual personally, so he
hard R
(Ric
t
Gran
man'
het
'hatc
Curley
Crant, private secretary to
him.
for
work
do the dirty
licans,"
"Let us not, as Repub
ive ourSchuster declared, "dece
this poliselves to the extent that
y disposed
easil
be
will
t
tyran
tical
wijI be a
of. On the contrary, it
man is
this
se
becau
difficult task
wd and
resourceful, cunning, shre
ruthless."
Republican
He then urged the
date in the'
candi
a
nt
prese
to
party
will again
"who
ion
elect
1936 state
of the
party
lican
Repub
make the
for the
people, by the people and
people."

I

"California, Here We Come," is changed to
"California, Here We Go." This refers to
folks with money like William Randolph
Hearst and Mary Pickford. - They say they
, are taxed to death out there on the "Gold
Coast" and are to move to New York or New
Jersey. They cannot know that our Massachusetts' taxes are one notch lower than are
imposed in California.
For whatever it is worth that vote in Hudson in the Middlesex Representative election
that turned a 400 Democratic majority in the
election that put Governor Curley in office in—Miran of eight, repto a majority for a Rept
resents a change in sentiment.
• Sen,t

GAZETTE
Haverhill, Mass.

NOV 1

Another G.0.P. Victory

1 imes
Hartford, ct.

NOV 1
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CURLEY TO DEPEND
or-STATE ADVISERS
James 1
/Chkage—(AN—Governor
demo
a
M. Curley of Massachusetts,
state
with
rests
it
crat, says that
will
leadak of his part/ whether he
s
be a AndidaUl for the United State
govSenate or will seek re-election as
ernor next year.
Governor Curley is homeward bound
ter, 1
from Honolulu with his daugh
C. ,
Mary, and her husband, Edward
Donnelly, Boston advertising execu
tive.
Many zoologists believe that. the
sents
spectral Tarsier of Borneo repre
l iLst of a group of animals from
Idta
saestkevs or inated.

1931

I

ans
More encouraging news for Republic
s
crat
Demo
for
news
and more discouraging
10th
the
of
s
poll
the
m
fro
was dispatched
a speMiddlesex district when the victory in Demoa
over
an
cial election of a Republic
.rat was announced.
The special election was caused by the
ve
resignation of Democratic Representati
ard.
Mayn
of
er
mast
post
Sheridan to become
The Democrats nominated John A. Driscoll
for Sheridan's seat in the House of Repre-d
sentatives and the Republicans nominate
Sheridan's predecessor as postmaster, William 0. Stockwell.
Sheridan's opponent last year was Avery
W. Steele, of Boxborough, and Sheridan
won, 3345 to 2196, carrying the district by
.publi1149 votes. This year, Stockwell, Re
to
2/01
,
crat
Demo
,
coll
Dris
can, defeated
s.
vote
1706, carrying the district by 995
With 934 fewer votes into a victory by
ing
995 votes. This overturn can be noth of
le
peop
less than another sign that the
Massachusetts are turning thumbs down on
the Curley show at the State House.
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Pylitical Pickups

1935

4.

Now that Mr. Yoerg is ir
JOHN C. FI.AHERTY
ndido te—School Committee,
the race things will move fast
(7th Name On Ballot) 1
and furious in local politics.
As hinted in this paper last
Supporters of John C. Flaherty
week two more candidates will of 7 Morrill street, Dorchester,
come to the front before candidate for election to the Boston School Committee, tpday preSaturday noon.

How about our old friend
Joe Griffin? According to reports "all lines are busy" and
that means that Joe is answering calls from friends who
dicted that he will carry every preare assuring him of their supcinct
of Ward 18 in the election
The
late
Congr
ess
passed a
port for his re-election. Here.s
next Tuesday.
potat
o
law
that
made it a
two votes from 8521, Joe.
They base their prediction uppenal offense for anyone to
on the enormous strength of the
VOTE NO, ON THE TWO grow more than five bushels of Flaher organi
tyzation in this disYEAR TERM FOR MAYOR. potatoes without a special
license. The law also makes;
,
it
a penal offense punishable
It may 13e only a rumor and
/still it might be true, but Gov. by a $1000 fine or imprisonment
Curley couldn't make —a-better buy for one year, or both, to
any potatoes
"Iretection on the State Com- not either stamp which are
ed with the
mission of Education than special stamp or packed in a
appointing Supt. of Public special package prescribed by
j Schools Wm. R. Peck. Our law. The law will in all probabili
Superintendent has done an cause ty not be enforced beof the failure of the
I extra good job here in Holyoke Third Deficiency
bill preventi and his work has been corn - ed of passage by Huey Long's
I mended all over the state. We filibuster.
Without these
wouldn't like to lose Supt. funds the enforcement machinery of the law cannot be set
I
Peck, but on the other hand up.
trict, together with the support
the appointment would be a
given him by City Councillor Clewell merited one and an honor
ment A. Norton and the rival
Signs Then Weds
• conferred upon the city of
Council candidates Frank J. Alberto and S. Thomas Falcone and
Holyoke.

i

1

Wm. P. Yoerg,("Bill" to his
friends) has announced his
, candidacy for Room 1. Mr:
Yoerg was a candidate last
! year, his first in politics and
came out a good second. In
, his opening statement Mr.
; Yoerg features the fact that
the tax rate must he kept down
and the reducing of the Bonded Indebtedness should
be
carried on. Mr Yoerg will reveal the personel of his organization in a few days and •
he plans a short but up to the
point campaign.

1

1

YUMA, Ariz.. . Alice Moore, 20,.
(above), daughter of Tom Moore and,
Alice Joyce, last week signed a con.)
tract for a screen career with one
of the large companies . . . and the)
next day here, wed Felix Knight,
'
concert singer

of the organization of Herbert
White, who is to be a sticker candidate in the local contest.
Councillor Norton in his endorsement of Flaherty said: "I
urge my friends of Ward 18 to
vote for John C. Flaherty. He is
a man who will serve this district
with honor and distinction. He is I
possessed of most unusual qualifications in that he is a civil engineer and an authority on tire hazards and schoolhouse construction.!
Flaherty's services to the school
children and the parents of Boston
will be priceless. I have placed
my personal organization solidly
on the line in support of him."
In addition to the .tremendous
support given. him by Ward 18
leaders,' Flaherty, one of the most
prominent of the younger men in
Governor Curley's Boston organization, has "Prittved endorsement
of more than 200 labor, military,

Ine was commissioned a lieutenant
in the U. S. Army Corps of Enand fraternal gineers. He now holds the rank
civic
political,
groups. His record as a friend of
labor is an exceptionally good one of first lieutenant; 101st Enginbecause of the pleasant relations eers, Mass. National Guard. '
he has always enjoyed with repreHe is a member of the American
sentatives of various unions who Institute of Mining Engineers and
were associated with him on con- of the American Institute of Milistruction projects.
--itary Engineers.
Flaherty is a graduate of MassaFlaherty is the son of Lieut.
chusetts Institute of Technology, f McDarrah Flaherty of the River
Class of 1923, and has done gradu- street fire station, near Mattapan
ate work at Boston University, square. Twelve committees cornLowell Institute, and the U. S. Ar- :posed of more than 200 local men
my School of Engineers , Fort and women are now conducting a
Humphries, Virginia. After grad- ' house-to-house canvass of Ward lii
.uation from the latter institution 1 in support of him.

f
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GOV. CURLEY AND HONEYMOONERS

•

,

3 •

that rnds well, and lolling contentedly on a
Honolulu beach NILII I. daughter and Lt.-Col. Rd C. Donnelly
her husband, Gov, ,lamec M. Curley is pictured ac
ht. let the 11.rwairan sun dispel the last shreds of aaxiety created
when word that Mrs. Donnelly had been
stricken with appendicitis on her hotteymoon brought Massachusetts gov•
ernor to Honolulu on the rush, by plane and boat,
Shortly after this cheerful scene was taken, the trio returned to the
main land.

JEWISH ADVOCATE
Boston, Mass.
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Shalom
Group Hears
David Croll

lip"label
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SCHUSTER ATTACKS
RLEY MACHINE
CUBOSTON, Oct. 31 (W)—A blisteric
ing attack on the state Democrat
said
administration in which he
on
"graft and corruption rule
today
Beacon Hill," was delivered
an
tv Winfield Schuster, a Republic
cil.
member of the executive coun
aSchuster, addressing the Mass
Club,
chusetts Women's Republican
s M.
flatly accused Governor Jame
d a
Curley of attempting to buil
of
political machine similar to that
a.
the late Huey Long in Louisian
e of
Charging the chief executiv
quest
"character assailing" in his
utive
for political power, the exec
ey's
councillor who has opposed Curl
govPoston Post
policies many times said "the
this
s the Distinernor, himself, is a coward in
sh Cabinet Member, Sign
David A. Croll, Canadian-Jewi
and afraid to attack any
e
ect
Whil
resp
se
Hou
e
Stat
the
his
guished Visitor's Book at
individual personally, so he has
B.
Lt.-Gov. Hurley Look
chet man' Grant (Richard
'hat
Among those
secretary to Curley)
.
ate
neon
priv
t,
iune
Gran
a
at
tamed
Ralph 0. Frank,
do the dirty work for him."
wtio attended were
"
C. Ratshesky,
A.
en,
"Let us not, as Republicans,
Tarl
C.
Edwin
, "deceive oure Jacob J.
ared
Judg
decl
,
tein
ster
Kirs
Schu
Louis E.
poliiro, Alexander
selves to the extent that this
Kaplan, Ben G. Shap
Fuchs,
be easily disposed
l
will
Emi
nt
trya
er,
tical
Tarl
Brin, Edwin
a
is Morse, Dr.
r
of. On the contrary, it will be
Samuel Kalesky, Morr
David A. Croll, minister of labo
man is
this
Wein
use
beca
task
H.
cult
s
diffi
Loui
rio
Maurice Taylor,
and public welfare in Onta
and
Alan Morse,
resourceful, cunning, shrewd
Province, and guardian of the Di- stein, Gabriel Stern,
ruthless."
Professor
n,
ema
Wis
L.
b
onne quintuplets, addressed a meet
Jaco
Jennie
He then urged the Republican
k
sAreirson, and Judge
ing of close to 500 peoph? this wee
party to present a candidate In the
ood
herh
Brot
on.
the
of
g
Barr
erin
n
Zmitman
at a gath
1936 ste election "who will agai
gave
discussion of
of Temple Ohabet Shalom, and
In addition to his
e the Republican party of the
mak
in
inl
Crol
pses
glim
ster
mate
Mini
his audience inti
the quintuplets,
people, by the people and for the
ood
to the life of the famous babies, as his speech before the Brotherh
people."
attial
ic
mun
riot
-pat
well as views of Jewish com
rebuked the super
icans which
Amer
e
life in his country.
som
tude of
Arriving in Boston qa TuesdaY.1 made them unfriendly to Canada.
ged
ispo
was
he
ing,
before a gathmorn
He also appeared
bei
of the Assoers
'G. Slutpiro, president `of the Og'a
work
the
of
0. ^ring
anthropies and
Phil
Shalom Brotherhood; Ralph
sh
Jewi
rtain- ciated
inue
Frank, chairman of the ente
volunteers to cont
in C. urged the
ment committee; and Edw
r It their work.
the youngest
Tarler. He was received by Mayo
Minister Croll is
rnor
position in
net
Cabi
Mansfield and by Acting Gove
ernor , man to hold a
only Jew in CanJoseph L. Hurley. Lt.-Gov
the
and
rio,
Onta
Croll
tion.
Hurley presented Minister
in to that posi
ento of ada ever to atta
with a State flag as a mem
his visit.
United States Assistant District
. Attorney Charles A. Rome enter-

Twri

Canadian-Jewish Cabinet
/
Member Pays Visit
ton
to Bos

•
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TOPICS1

The change in the weather should
come Saturday. Important football games
are scheduled.
Aftet the chalk marks are washed off
the windows and gates and blinds restored
s,o their customary places, the Hallowe'en
celebration may be considered at an end.
The comments today indicate that it
requires a mild earthquake to awaken
,some of the sound sleepers.
Former Mayor Walker had a triumphal
entry back to the old home town where in
past years he developed the welcome
business into a fine art.
Governor Curley is prepared to run for
• any office the party leaders select: In
'other words he is "in the hands of his
friends."

I
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GURLEY'S PLANS IN
HANDS OF LEADERS
CHICAGO, Oct. 31 (?p)—Governor
Rand M. Citrley of Massachusetts
said here tonight it would be up to
wheththe state leaders of his party
the
er he would be a candidate for
United States senate next year or
seek re-election as governor.
"Upon my return to Massachusetts I intend to confer with leadplans
ers of my party there on my
for the next campaign," Gov. Curley said.
"I will be governed by their decision as to what office I shall
seek."
The governor denied reports that 1
he already had decided to abandon
to
a senatorial campaign in order
head the state Democratic ticket
again.
Homeward bound from Honolulu
with his daughter, Mary, and her
husband, Lieut. Edward C. Donnelxecutive,
ly, Boston advertising
Governor Curley planned to leave
afternoon.
for New York tomorrow
Before departing he hoped to play
Edward
a round of golf with Mayorgovernor
J. Kelly of Chicago, the
eat&

I

1
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Curley Club
- Working- for
Charles Flood
The

Governor Curley Women's
Democratic club will sponsor a women's rally in Liberty hall next
Sunday night, at which the
president,
Mrs. Theresa V. McDermott, will
preside. All Democratic candidates
for
office will be invited to speak.
The Curley club is working
as a
women's committee in the interests
of the candidacy of Charles R.
for mayor. Its headquarters Flood
are at
Gorham and Appleton streets, where
check lists are being examined
and
transportation arrangements
On election day, automobiles made.
with
women drivers will take women
voters to the polls.
The club also is sponsoring
house
rallies every night. Six were
held
last night and five will be held
this
evening.
At the Liberty hall rally Sunday
night, there will be a vaudeville program under the direction of
Agnes
O'Neill, and refreshments will be
served.
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Curley Says Its
Up to People
CHICAGO, Nov, 1 (—Governor
James M. Curley of Massachusetts,
a Democrat, says that it rests with
the state leaders of his party
whether he will he a candidate for
the United States senate or will seek
re-election as governor next year.
The governor denied reports that
he already had decided to abandon
a senatorial campaign in order to
bead the state Democratic ticket
again.
He said he intended to confer with
party leaders upon his return to
Massachusetts.
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or selecting a candidate for Governor.
The present system aims to combine the good qualities of both of
those that have been tried, and to
eliminate, in so far as passible, the
evils of both. It is worthy of a trial.
It cannot succeed unless the voters
understand it, and take more of an
Intelligent interest in the election of
delegates. At the last election, in
April, 1934, not more than 10 per
eent, of the people qualified to vote
used their privilege. It is very easy
ta criticise, but the way out is to
act.
Sees Rising Tide
"The rising tide of Republicanism,"
he continued, "is becoming more apparent every day. The voters of this
Commonwealth desire to go back to
good government, but they will not
tolerate a reactionary ticket or platform. This feeling, at present, is unexcept among
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BUSHNELL SEES
RISING TIDE
,7staiiforinarvpe
.lneTressed.oplotin
REPUBLI ANIII,0nvo

individually to one another."
Dwight B. MacCormack, Easton attorney, and a member of the execuNcusses
the committee of the Republican
club of Massachusetts. also spoke on
"Broken Promises," charging the preslit altninistration with failing to
up to its campaign pledges,
- Delegations were present last night
_,epublicaris have taken it lying ]rom the Witch City Republican club,
down long enough, but there is alitc
lot of life left in the old Elephant the Swampscott *omen's Republican
still, and all signs point now to a , lub, the Greater Lynn Women's Recharge that
will
win." declared 1 publican club, the Lincoln and Lanan
Robert T. Bushnell. president of the 'Republican clubs of Lawrence, and
R
club of Massachusetts, iepublcan !he Young Republican club of Bev'
Thursday evening, in an address be- erlY•
General dancing followed the speak fore members and guests of the
Calvin Coolidge club of Swampscott, . ..ng . program, with Donald Woods,
I, hairman of the program
at, the Ionic club.
commitMr. Bushnell, former district at- I Pe, in charge.
torney of Middlesex County, assured
his audience that "beginning next1
TELEGRAM-NEWS
June we can go forward, not only to
end the worst government in MassaLynn, Mass.
chusetts history, but also to do our
share to lead the nation back to
sanity."
Continuing
declared. "The
he
favorite claim of self-seeking demagogues of the opposition is that
they alone represent the plain peole, that the Fteublican party is hibrow and not interested in the ordinary man and woman. If this
were true there would be no Republican party after 1936. As a
matter of fact, under the two-party
system of government it will be the
Republican party that independents,
Rev. Charles H. Coughlin, famsound Democrats and Republicans
ous radio priest,
must, look to save the nation from
has expressed
pleasure on hearing of the anruin and this state from disgrace.
nouncement
"It has been for many years a
by Cong. William P.
traditeinal
American
Connery, Jr., that he will become
custom
to
complain about the government and
a candidate for the U. S. Senate,
political partles. We are coming to
Word reached
Lynn that the
a time when we all inuat realize that famous radio priest will
aid the
the government and political parties
Lynn Congressman In hie fight for
are exactly what a- make them.
the Senate seat if his services are
desired
The First Step.
Chance H. Tfonitie. the
man
"The first step is to seize control
who successfully managed several
of yonr party conventions. Whether
of the candidates for meter offices
we like it or not, the system of florinthroughout the country, will pernating candidates for State ofnces i'y
haps direct Cong. Connery's cam party convention is now fl part of
coign.
the law of the Commonwealth. The
Cong. Connery reiterated his
old convention system passed into
disuse because it was felt that these statement last night and again this
morning
that he will not he a
assemblies were boss-ridden end act;
ed as mere rubber stamps to confirm ! candidate for the United Sts te,
Senate
Gov.-.if
Curley seeks that
decisions already made by the politiclam. The people thus turned to. office.
.
Cong. Connery
the open primary, which also de- +
today revealed
veloped abuses. in that it permitted an
interetitIng fact in that the
every flannel mouth, under the mask
western
sntion of this state is •
of either party label, to run for the ,
Yalidly behind hint.
At ;be
office in such numbers that the voters convention In Springfield he lobe'.
wets
scarcely knew
at the primaries
pledged the atiPPOrt of state labor
whether they were recruiting an army should he be in the
fight, 1-be. alea
received the support of six Democratic congressmen of the state.

the Campaign of 1936
Before the Swampscott
Coolidge Club.
jive

1
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Radio Priest
Ready to Aid
Connery
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HITS AT CURLEY1
IN SPEECH AT
COOLIDGE CLUB
Bushnell Terms Him
Worst Governor
in History
I'
was
Gov. James M. Curley
termed as the worst governor
Massachusetts has ever had by
Robert Bushnell, former district
aktorney of Middlesex County befoxe members of the Calvin Coolidge club at a meeting held last
night.
'the
referred
to
Bushnell
weekly radio character assassin"
as adding to the odium surrounding the state house.
sa_Conditions there are terrible."
lat asserted, 'they are the worst
history
tlAt they have been in
0e-estate and it is up to organizesuch as the Calvin Coolidge
el
4b and other young Republican
g lips to take steps towards cortrig them.
r
The conduct of the state's effsia are disgraceful, and Republi na must be regarded as the
mgy means 0 salvation for the taxmere and citizens of this state."
in conclusion, Bushnell trrged
thg Calvin Coolidge club to send
del, -ntes to the pre-primary eon1 Tenon,
it.t Must do all in our power
to,ind a man who can clean out
the state house and contluet the
etige's business in a business like
wt,r," he affirmed.
Dwight McCortnick, secretary
of the Massachusetts Republican
elob of which Bushnell is presldant, also spoke briefly, urging
club to Increase Its memberand broaden Its activities.
President John Moffat Presided
at a short busines smeeting.
*pproximately 126 persons were
jnSeetendance at the meeting ,ner4dIng representatives of the
Sitampseott Woman's Republican
cib and other Republican organI one.
I
Ws

V
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The 10th anniversary conference
will have as outstanding guests the
six New Englanatiikenore, who
will address
opening session of
the conference on Thursday afternoon, November 21. The governors
will also address six state dinner
meetings that evening.
Following
the state dinners an evening assem11y session of the entire conference
fake place, to be followed Fr!lay forenoon by group sessions de,oted to industry, agriculture, indusHai development and taxation, and
recreational development.
Registration to attend the 10th anhiversary conference is open to all
• nterested business men. agricultur.
lists, and public officials, the coun1 ham announced.

Undoubtedly. the Governor Is
hesitating before he projects himself
Into any other campaigns not vitally
concerning him. A few more defeats,
which might be considered direct
hits against him, undoubtedly would
Leader
make him feel quite uncomfortable
Manchester, N. H.
and probably would lower his political prestige.
Of course, if the Governor arrives
home tomorrow, he will have Sunday and Monday in which to make
Date
speeches in Worcester and Boston,
ettne -muumuu.
but State House observers believe he
will stay out of the fight personally.
The need for a few days' rest will
be a good plea.
A
A
A
Speedy Developments
Things political may develop with
explosive suddenness when Governor
Press Clipping Service
Curley does return, He has an2 Park Square
nounced that he will confer immediately with party leaders in regard
BOSTON
MASS.
to the post he will seek in 1936. The
two offices open are that of United
Senator and that of Governor
States
C. S. MONITOR
for another two years.
Boston. Mass.
The oft-repeated guess now is that
BOSTON, Nov. 1. — To promote
the Governor will seek re-election
of regional
mutual understanding
on the grounds that his "work and
economic problems and needs, the
wages" program must be pushed for
New England Council has invited
I another term.
spokesmen of the South and West to
; address the 10th anniversary New
The minute he decides publicly the
England conference, to be held here
which has been clamped down
lid
—
announced
was
it
•
November 21-22,
on Democratic campaign activities
here today by Dudley Harmon, executive vice president of the council.
will be lifted. Candidates will
of
Former Gov. 0. Max Gardner
in droves.
emerge
North Carolina will be the speaker
Curley's Homecoming
Politicians, in the meantime, are
from the South and W. W. WayGov. James M. Curley's delayed
wondering who the C,' .vernor will
mark, associate editor of the Regishomearning has caused numerous
support for the Senate should he
ter-Tribune of Des Moines, Iowa, will
speak for the West.
seek re-election. Charles F. Hurley, •
political heads to wag knowiegly.
This is the first ore/talon on which
State Treasurer. is almost certain
cupped
behind
on
passed
story,
The
South and
representatives of the
to be a candidate, and the word is
puris
Governor
the
that
is
hands,
West have been asked to interpret the
that he is building an organization
economic objective and viewpoints
posely' avoiding moves to project
by which he can control the preof those sections to the New Enghim personally into two political
primary convention.
land business community, through
campaigns, which are now reaching
the medium of the annual New EngNo Interference
land conference, in which the govera climax.
The Governor is aiming to be the
nors of the New England states meet
It is well known that Representa-puppeteer" of the Democratic conwith several hundred business leadtive Edward J. Kelley, Democratic
ers, Mr. Harmon's announcement
vention. He will brook no interferstated.
floor leader of the House of Repreence. He wants no such experience
No Isolation Sought.
sentatives, has been counting on the
as he had at the 1934 convention,
"It is our desire," the announceGovernor to make at least one
when he charged that the Ely-Walsh
ment said, "to demonstrate that New
speech in support of his candidacy
England seeks not sectional isolacombination steered the Curley train
for the Worcester mayoral post. The
tion but mutual understanding and
onto a siding.
Representative acted as the speart°operation. We feel we are fortunFurthermore, some members of the
ate in having secured the consent of
head for many of the Governor's
such men as the distinguished former
Curley group still insist that Mr.
legislative drives during the last
governor of North Carolina and the
session and he ha.s felt thet the
Hurley crossed up Mr. Curley at the
editor of a great western newspaper
Governor owed him a speech or two.
1934 convention. The story, at the
to come to New .England and speak
,
to us on behalf of their people. We
time, was that after a few ballots
, Looking for Help
hope that, by their participation in ' The other campaigner who has
the Hurley forces would throw their
the 10th anniversary New Englann
been banking on the Governor to
strength behind Mr. Curley. The
conference, they will also be enabled
to take home not only a message of
back him is Maurice J. 'robin, memmove never materialized.
good will from New England, but an
If report is true, Mr. Hurley may
ber of the Boston School Committee.
understanding of the economic probhave considerable difficulty in obwho is seeking re-election. A real
lems and needs of this section of the
taining the Governor's backing at
Curley man, and the Governor's
United States."
the pre-primary convention this
candidate for the post of Collector
Mr, Waymack and former Goveryear.
of Internal Revenue when that office
nor Gardner will address the luncheon session of the conference on Fri.
However, to date, no man of the
was open, Mr.Tobin has been pleadlay afternoon, November 22.
This , ing for a speech by the Governor or
State Treasurer's political strength
tession will also be addressed by ) at least an order setting the Curley
has loomed in the Democratic senatorial field. The Governor, of course.
forces to work for him.
James M. Landis, the recently apwill want to be with the winner at
pointed chairman of the Securities
The chief executive has been
WashCommission,
and Exchange
the convention in every case. Theredragged into at least two elections
for
drafted
was
Landis
ington. Mr.
fore, political soothsayers are In A
by candidates who have made the
the new deal from Hervard univerquandary.
Governor the real issue. In both
sity, and now heads one of the new
Fdor M. Mille
cases his candidate has run second.
agencies of government in the AdSecthe
in
These defeats occurred
ministration of which business men
ond Essex District special election
are greatly concerned.
for the State Senate and the Chelsea
i mayoral primaries.
Park Square
Boston Man.
1
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N. E. CONFERENCE
SET NOV. 21, 22

Speakers from South and
West to Be Boston
Guests

NOV 1
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Up and Dow'
Beacon Hill
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War Material—Port

Reports Shipments to Italy

1935

Only Decree
To Stop Boston
Sales to Italy
Shipping Agencies Assert
Clients Can't Afford to
Reject Business

.1Boston Today
Sees—Harvard

also

predict
more quakes to follow this
morning's tremor—United
States Marshal Murphy
announce candidacy for
U. S. Senate if Coolidge
doesn't run—Bettor file
suit to collect winnings
from Suffolk Downs—Eggs
and butter advance in
price as turkeys, California dates and Florida
grapefruit arrive at
Faneuil Hall market.

Business—it Proposes
To Sell to Italy Until Stopped
Graphic evidence that American
shippers will not cease trade with
Italy until prohibited by law was
uncovered in Boston today when
local businessmen admitted they
would not stop until forced to.
Significance of this attitude was
emphasized when Italian line ships
were today ordered to make Boston,
, instead of New York. their first port
; of call. Seven boats were
today
; scheduled for such sailings befor
e
Jan. 1.
Trade in olive oil, olives,
canned
tomatoes, filberts, cheese, macaroni
and other Italian imports has continued unabated in Boston to
date,
shippers said. Simultaneously,
was revealed that some 120 cars it
of
scrap iron are scheduled for loading at the Army Base within
the
next few days. Presumably the
iron
will go to Italy.
A survey by the Monitor
today
made among steamship men
showed
; that the general exporter here
is so
appreciative of the demand
_
for

several lean years.
that there is no indication they w
turn down orders. As one agei
phrased it, "Where your treasure I
there will your heart be also! TI
old Yankee logic of dOing businei
first and not thinking about th
ethics of the niatter seems to hol
in this instance"

,
Boston today still saw the stuff
I from which the sinews of war
an
forged leaving the port, despi
te the
appeals of President Roosevelt
neutrality considerations. Custfor
house records told of 2546 tons om
of
scrap iron leaving on the
Alberta
for the Italian port of Trieste.
In addition to such obvious boun
dfor-war material as scrap iron,
were
the following goods shipped
on the
Roma:
Six hundred bags of sugar
weighing 60,000 pounds.
Thirty-nine thousand, six hundred
pounds of liquid raw rubber (this
would have many war applicatio
ns
in vehicles and gun mounts).
Two thousand, two hund
red
pounds of chemicals.
One thousand, three hundred
and
twenty pounds of sulphonated
oil (not edible, it might havecastor
definite use in airplane lubrication),

Quake—Eastern

An automatic burglar alarm was
set off by the quake in Salem. The
quake was felt from Maine in the
north to Washington, D. C. in the
south.

Hurphy—u.S. Marshal
To Run for U. S. Senate
Pledged to stand behind President
Roosevelt and the New Deal, United
States Mar Alai John J. Murphy today announced his candidacy for the ;
United States Senate if the incumbent, Marcus A. Coolidge, "does
not choose to run."
Said Mr. Murphy in his announce- I
ment:
"I will not enter the pre-primaries,
but will put my case directly to the
people. . .. I think the Democrats
ought to avoid a fight next year. If
we go through the primaries . . .
without a serious fight, with United
States Senator Coolidge and Governor Curley running for re-elect-km,
the DeTncrerats will carry Massachusetts by 100,000 or more. .. .
"I charge that the leaders of both'
parties ran out on the bill that would
eliminate the pre-primaries."
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Seaboard Gets Shaking
Boston and the eastern seabo
ard
quivered at 1:05 this morning beneath impact of what Dr. L. Don
Leet, director of the Harvard seismograph station, described as the
most severe earthquake felt in this
area since the one that occurred in
November, 1929, off Nova Scoti
a's
Grand Banks. No injuries or property damage were reported.
Severity of the quake threw the
finely balanced instruments beyond
recording ranges and thus hampered the localizing of the quake
center, but it appeared to be about
300 or 400 miles northwest of Boston,
which would place it in or near the
Adirondacks.
Although it xvas the biggest quake
registered during the two years that
Harvard has had the Oak Ridge station, Dr. Leet agreed with Prof. Edward L. Troxwell, Trinity College
, (Hartford) geologist, in declining
to
feel perturbed.
"We have had these tremors almost annually for 250 years,"
Prof.
Troxwell said.
Dr. Leet expects following
shocks.
He doesn't know whether they
will
be large or small.
In Boston Many were
awakened
by the steady swaying
which apparently lasted about two
minutes.
Many rushed to the street to
compare notes with neighbors.
Others
deluged fire, police and newsp
offices with calls for infor aper
In Lynn the quake caused mation.
less excitement than a break in the
power
line which left the city in
darkness
for 19 minutes. At Nort
hampton the
quake knocked chickens
from roosts,
causing them to cackle.
Farmers
mistook the disturbance
for activities of chicken thieves and
of phone calls were repor a number
ted to have
been made to state police
barracks.

C. S. MONITOR
Boston, Mass.
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Of Fin. Corn. Examined

It was an intent little group that
filed into the School Street offices
of the Boston Finance Commission
late yesterday. It included City's
-Corporation Counsel, Renry Foley
,
and George R. Farnum, special
investigator for the city in traci
ng
ramifications of purported exces
s
profits made because of land takin
gs
for the Sumner Tunnel.
Yesterday they had access, for
the first time, to records
of the
Finance Commission concerning
activities of Edmund L. Dolan,
city
treasurer during the Curley
ad- .
ministration. For an hour they
pored
over bank deposit slips, broke
account records, and transcriptrage
s of
testimony heard by the Commi
Their examination was made ssion.
in
presence of the Commission's the
secretary.
Even while Mr. Foley
and
Farnum were reading the mater Mr.
ial,
internal dissension erupted
from the
Commission body. Three of
members had granted acces the five
records. Yesterday E. Mark s to the
chairman and William SaxeSullivan,
minority report in whic issued a
insisted that the Finance h they
sion should not have let Commislegal department see the the city
material.
Both commissioners are
friendly to
Governor_Curlsy. Mayor
Mansfield
has char
the Governor
the Finance Commissi with
on to
pro
Mr. Dolan.
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END "GUMMI"
SHUSTER URGES'
Councillor Says State is
Being Strangled
BY GOVERNOR
Asserts What People Saw
in Louisiana Under
Long is Being Reproduced Here.
Boston, Nov. 1—The great crisis
facing Massachusetts today, said
Councillor Winfield A. Shuster of
East Douglas, looked upon as a candidate for the Republican nomination for lieutenant-governor, in
speaking to the members of the
• Massachusetts Women's Republican
club yesterday is "the preservation
of Massachusetts against Curleyism."
"The state of Massachusetts is being slowly strangled in the hands of
Gov. James M. Curley," he asserted.
"The whole economic future of this
state, of every citizen, is at stake.
What the people of this country have
-seen in Louisiana, what they have
stood aghast over out there, is being reproduced right here within the
borders of our own commonwealth.
The Republican party is the only
public organ left whereby this state
can be saved.
"Already the Democratic party has
been overturned by this man—
dragged down from a political instrument of confidence and trust,
built up under Joseph B. Ely and
David I. Walsh to a position today
of despair. It has been snatched by
this man for his own aggrandizement, for his own wealth, at the expense of every single citizen of this
commonwealth.
"When the confidence of a party
/has been betrayed, when the confidence of the public has been destroyed, it is high time for us, as
Republicans, to put a stop to such a
condition. Let us examine the record of this man and see how he has
betrayed time and time again the
people of Massachusetts:—
"Ouster proceedings whereby one
capable official after another has
been removed.
'Traded elected public positions to
gain control of the governor's council.

"Destroyed morale of state departments and state institutions by removing competent heads and by
failing to elevate men properly in
2 Park Square
line for promotion by their length
of service and achievements in the
BOSTON
MASS.
state's service—Gen. Charles H.
Cole, Merton L. Brown, William A.
L. Bazeley, Joseph Leonard, Morgan
STANDARD
T. Ryan, and Dr. Pierce of the
New
Bedford, Mass.
Tewksbury State hospital, the last
named having been terribly mistreated by the failure to place him
in the position of head of the Tewksbury hospital.
"Slogan of 'work and wages' is
merely a camouflage behind which
this man has attempted to hide. He
has done everything to destroy such
a possibility by raising the cost of
living through unnecessary expenditures, the squandering of state money, increased taxation and other
burdens that have been clamped on
to legitimate industry. The only
'work and wages' has been appointments and state Jobs for the Curley
henchmen.
'His talk of 'money from Washington' because of his closene.ss to
The recent appointment of Philip
the administration in Washington
has been a fallacy; in fact, he has
J. Russell of Fall River to the
gotten less money as federal help
Governor's Council was warmly apout of Washington than any other
plauded at a testimonial dinner
man as governor would have receivgiven him last night at the Knicked. The reason for this is that the
erbocker Restaurant by about 100
Roosevelt administration knows that
local Portuguese-Americans. John I
he cannot be trusted and are unH. Backus Jr., assistant secretary i
willing to place money in the state.
to Governor Curley, as principal!
"Policy of 'character assailing' inspeaker, praised the work of Mr.'
troduced in an effort to intimidate
Russell and urged the Democratic ,
anyone who would disagree with Mr.
party of this city to show 100 perCurley. The governor himself is a
cent solidarity. "No man worked
coward in this respect and afraid to
so hard for the election of Govattack any individual personally, so
ernor Curley," he said.
he has his 'henchman,' Grant do the
Representative Rodolphe G. Bes-;
dirty work for him and the state of
sette, speaking briefly, said:
Massachusetts is forced to pay at
"It is a pleasure to celebrate this
the rate of $6,000,000 a year for this
occasion with the Portuguese-Ameroutrage."
icans of this city and I am sure
He called upon the Republican
Governor Curley made no mistake
party to present a candidate in the
in his selection of Mr. Russell for
1936 state election "who will again
,.,the Council."
make the Republican party the party
Other speakers who cengratuof the people, by the people and for
lated Mr. Russell included George
the people."
Helford, Dr. Arthur J. Taveira,
Jacintho F. Dinix, Gilbert J. FranCouncillor Shuster is a brother of
cis. John B. Nunes and Dr. J. P.
Mrs. George Crosier of Marion aveLobo of Fall River. Manuel S.
nue, this city.
Silvia was in charge of arrangements and Joseph F. Alexander,
president of the Jefferson Club,
was toastmaster.
Mr. Russell, acknowledging the
tribute, said:
"It has been a great honor cornlog from a people who have been
so prominent in the history of the

1935

100 AT DINNER
i FOR RUSSELL

Portuguese Group Praises
Councillor at Fete in
North End
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601'. CURLEY SATS HIS PLANS
EI ST rim PARTY LEADERS
CHICAGO, Nov. 1 (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts,
a Democrat, says that it rests with
the state leaders of his party
whether he will be a candidate for
the United States senate or will
seek re-election as governor next
year.

world and have played so great a
part in the peaceful conquest of
this continent."
With Mr. Russell at the head
table were his wife and three children. the Misses Mary and Geraldine Russell and Philip J. Russell Jr.
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WILL ABIDE BY
DECISION OF LEADERS

CURLEY'S FUTURE
PIINS PUT UP TO
PARTY LEADERS
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(By The Associated Press)
CHICAGO, Nov. 1 — Governor
James M. Curdy of Massachusetts,
a democrat, says that it rests with
the State leaders of his party
CHICAGO, Nov. 1 (.,Pi— G(Wel n'::
whether he will be a candidate for 1 James M. Curley of Massachusetts,
the United States Senate or will
with.
seek re-election as governor next I a Democrat, says that it rests
the State leaders of his party
year.
.. S. icsogj
\N. 14.%,
%%%%%
The governor,denied reports that whether he will be a candidate fcr
—THAT If you give some of these
he already had decided to abandon I the United States Senate or will
a senatorial campaign in order to I seek reelection as Governor next pols enough rope they will hang
head the State "Democratic ticket year.
themselves.
•
again.
• * • •
The Governor denied reports that
He said he intended to confer he
already had declined to abandon
—THAT all eyes are on the Maywith party leaders upon his return
a Senatorial campaign in order to oralty contest in Somerville with a
to Masachusetts.
head the State Democratic ticket hope for a "knockout" for Curleyism.
"I will be governed by their de• • • • •
cision as to what office I will seek." again.
He said he intended to confer
the governor said.
—THAT
Congressman Connery
Governor Curley is homeward with party leaders upon his return
says he will run for the United
to
Massachusetts.
)bound from Honolulu with his
"I will be governed by their de- States Senate if Gov. Curley doesn't.
I daughter, Mary, and her husband.
Edward C. Donnelly, Boston adver- cision as to what office I will Does that mean that tne Congress.seek," the Governor said.
man is an out and out Curleyite?
tising executive.
• • • • •
Governor Curley is homeward
, bound from Honolulu with hi
—THAT the Will Rogers memo4 daughter, Mary, and her husband,
rial subscription opens today.
Edward C. Donnelly, Boston adver• • • • •

IT IS SAID

tising

executive.

—THAT the only way you can
shame the auto inspector is to have
your headlights and your brakes
right with a slip in your possession.
• • • •
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CURLEY UNCERTAIN
ON HIS NEXT OFFICE
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1.—(AP)---Gov I Second CCC District.
Nov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts,
a Democrat, says that it rests with
the State leaders of his party
whether he will be a candidate for
the'United States Smate or will
State
Racing
Commissioner
seek re-election as governor next
Thomas F. Cassidy was officially
year.
notified
this morning that GoverThe governor denied reports that
he already had decided to abandon nor James M. Curley's train will ara senatorial campaign in order to rive at Union Station
tomorrow
head the State Democratic ticket morning at
7.40. The Governor ;s
again.
He said he intended to confer with traveling on the Twentieth Cenparty leaders on his return to Mass- tury Limited.

CURLEY'S TRAIN
COMES TOMORROW

achusetts.
Gov. Curley is homeward bound
from Honolulu with his daughter,
Mary, and her husband, Edward C.
Donnelly, Boston advertising executive.

—THAT it is quite probable that
the dogs will be an issue in the next
political campaign.
—THAT regrettable as it may
seem, we have too many know-it-ails
in this community. "A little learning is a dangerous thing,"
• • • • •
—THAT one of our readers has
suggested having a booth for the
kiddies at the ball park that they
may enjoy the games—also that they
should be admitted free.
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All Signs Point!
To Big Victory
For Republicans,
Says Bushnell
Will End Worst Government
in History of the State, Ex-

dents, sound Democrats and Republicans must look to save the naxion
from ruin and this state from disgrace in 1936.
"This party had its origin in a
Fight For An Ideal
by the plain people of America
against the vested interests of the
south. It is made up, in the main,
by plain, ordinary people who work
for a living and are interested in
government only from a desire to
preserve their hard-won liberties and
,to make their communities a better
place in which their children may
'lye.
0 "Nearly all of the political evils
i,hat, have beset us have come when
the people have failed to use the
machinery at hand. The Republican party in 1936 will have the
greatest opportunity for service to
the state and nation since the Civil
war. Defeat will have been a blessing in disguise, if it results in the
seizure of the party machinery out
of the hands of the professional
politicians by the shop-keepers, the
men in overalls and in white collars, combined. They constitute the
overwhelming majority in both the
party and the nation. By means of
their selection of delegates to the
ntahteionRaelpucobnlivcisanntionpars,tythet:
:tin'siti'moanudld
their hearts' desires. But they must

1

act.

"It has been, for many years,
a
traditional American custom to complain about the government and
litical parties. We are coming poto sk
time when we all must realize that
the government and political
are exactly what we make parties
them.
During the debates upon the adoption of the Constitution, every American citizen realized that govern
ment was a business most vital
to
Must Do Our Share to Lead his interests. We, as a propl.., then
relapsed into a belief that government had nothing to do with us.
Nation Back to Sanity, 14.0 Today,
there is a reawakening of the
old American theory that government
Says; Urges More Interest is the business of its all.
People today, of all ages, classes and creeds.
in Picking Delegates
realize this fundamental fact. They
II talk among themselves about it.
What can we do? How can we cxSwampscott, Nov. I.---"All
signs
ourselves? The answer Is quite
point now to a change that
li
will win
simple
. The machinery is in our
for the Republicans." said Hon.
Robhands
entirely.
ert T. Bushnell, president of
the Republican club of Massachusetts,
The First Step
In a
speech
before
the members and
is to seize control of your party
guests of the Calvin Coolid
conventions. Whether we like
ge
it or
of this town at Ionic hall last club
not, the system of nominating cannight.
Mr. Bushnell, former district
didates for state offices by partyattorney for Middlesex county,
convention is now a pert of the law
assured
of this commonwealth. The
his audience that "Beginning next
convention system passed into old
June, following the G. 0. P. convendisuse because It was felt that those
tion, we can go forward not only to
assemblies were bows-ridden and
end the worst government in the
,
history of this state, but also to do
acted as mere rubber stamps to con.
firm decisions weal:iv made
our share to lead the nation back to
by the j
politicians. The people thus
sanity." Bushnell's speech follows:
turned I
, "Republicans have taken it long
to the open primary, which
also
enough. Too many ot our so-called
veloped abuses, in that it permit deted
leaders have had their heads in the
every flannel-mouth, under the
mask
, clouds, talking
of either party label, to
to the state, forrun
office in such numbers that for
getting that it is the ordinary, plain
the
people who vote, elect and turn out
voters at the primaries scarcely knew
whether they were recruiting
governments. But there is a lot of
an
• life left in the old Elephant
army or selecting a candidate
still.
for
governor.
, Years of prosperity and many easy
victories made him fat, lazy and
"The present system aims to
combine the good qualities of
complacent. When he Is charging
both of
those that have been tried
mad, he can more than hold his own
and to
against the opposition. All the signs eliminate, insofar as possibl
e, the
evils of both. It is worthy
point now to a win.
of a
trial. It cannot succeed
"The favorite claim of self-seekunless the
voters understand It and take
ing demagogues of the opposition
more
is
of an intelligent interest
that they alone represent the
in the seplain
people, that the Republican party lection of delegates. At the last
election of delegates, in April.
is highbrow and not interested
1984,
In
the ordinary man and woman. If not more than 10 per cent. of the
this were true, there would be no I people qualified to vote used their
Republican party after 1936. As a 'privilege. It is very easy to eriticies,
but the way out is to ict.
matter of fact, under the two-party
"If you live in a community where
system of government, it will
be to the recognized
leaders,
the Republican party that Indepe
n- them have in the past, as some of
believe that

District Attorney Tells the
Coolidge Club

TIDE NOW RISING

before yeti lite entitled to
recognition your brain must
have become
atrophied by senility, use
the power
that is Jr. your hands and
run slates
of your own. It should
be considered
A High Honor
to become a delegate to
your
convention. The convention partyshould I
be composed of the
most disinter-I
I
ested and high-minded men and
women
in their community. It
should have one aspiration and that
is to select a ticket and platform
for the best interests of good government and not to advance the personal ambition or cause of any one
candidate or a few candidates. It
should not be controlled by a few
people who press the buttons. It
should sit in almost the same spirit
as that of a judicial body, with the
sole idea to take such action, regardless of prejudices. friendships and
petty jealousies as will insure the
removal of the disgraceful conditions
on Beacon hill.
"The rising tide of Republicanism
is becoming more apparent every
day. The voters of this Commonwealth desire to go back to good government. but they will not tolerate
a reactionary ticket or platform.
This feeling, at present, is uncrystallized, unexpressed. except among
thousands of ordinary people, talking individually to one another.
"It is very easy for us to criticize
government or political parties. We
have now come to the time when we
must realize that a political party
may be exactly what the rank and
file make it. The method is easy,
even with the convention system. U
you see in your own community that
the delegates proposed by a small
group of politicians do not represent the Ideas of a majority of you.
run a slate of delegates of your own.
You have as much right to -aorninate men and women of your own
choice as any one else.
"Mr. Average Citizen is the real
boas of the party, if he sees fit to
bestir himself. His judgment is
good when he is interested. If he
busies himself from now until next
April with the thought that he is
going to have a convention that
really expresses his ideas and not
the ideas of some old-time political
boss, he will have a convention
that he can consider his own. Such
a convention as this will receive the
support of a majority of the people.
Sportsmanlike candidate., v. ii auide
by its choice. There will be no
wounds to heal within
the party
ranks and beginning with next June,
we can go forward, no.t only to end
the worst government in Massachusetts history, but also to do our
share to lead the nation book to
sanity."
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CURLEY MAY ARRIVE
I Curley to Put
AT BOSTON SATURDAY
Future Up to
Party Leaders

1935

Chicago, Oct. 31 — (AP) — Gov
setts
James M. Curley of Massachu
be up to
said here tonight it wouldhis
party
the state leaders of
e fot
candidat
a
be
would
he
whether
next year
Senate
States
United
the
governor.
or seek reelection as to Massachu"Upon my return
An outright grant of $3813 was releaders
setts I intend to confer with
ceived this week by the Town TreaS- of my party there on my plans for
Gov Curley
the next campaign,"
urer to be used for the construction
said.
a portion of Summer st commencing, "I will be governed by their decishall seek."
at Spring st.
sion as to what office I reports
that
denied
governor
The
a
The work will commence next Monalready had decided to abandon
he
day morning and will be done under senatorial campaign in order to heat
again.
the provisions of Chapter 464 which the state Democratic ticket
has been popularly termed as Governor Curley's "Work ald Wages" proREPUBLICAN
gram.
ield, Mass.
Springf
All unskilled labor to be used on
the work must be certified from the
National Re-employment Service with
offices in Medford. The office has
informed local authorities that they
have about 200 Stoneham men who are
registered with the Bureau. It is believed that many of these are now
employed by the ERA. Post cards have
been mailed out to Stoneham men to
report to the local Public Works.
Each man will be given a serial
number which must appear on a special payroll beside his name.
Wages to be paid must conform to
the schedule set by the State and will From Our Special Reporter
be $1.20 per hour for skilled labor,
Boston, Oct. 3I—Something went
in the governor's office yester75c for intermediates and 50c for un- askew
day' and because of that fact, a list
skilled
of seven pardons that was to be subto the councilors, was withAll trucks and other machinery mitted As
near as can be learned,
held.
which is rented must have the approv- acting-Gov Joseph L. Hurley did not
want to take the responsibility of
al of the State authorities.
urging them upon the council and
Superintendent Sweeney estimates Assistant Secretary John H. Backing
asked to do to,
that the job will last about three to of New Bedford,
ducked the task.
four weeks.
Included in the list, which prob-

Cyrley's Program To
/ Start On Summer St.

a

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Oct. 3I—Gov Curley will
not be at the State House before
MondaY, due to necessity of traveling, by easy stages because of the
condition of his daughter, Mrs Edward C. Donnelly, recovering from an
appendicitis operation performed in
China while she was on her roundthe-world honeymoon. Gov Curley
met her at 'Honolulu.
The governor this afternoon summoned his secretary, R. D. Grant, to
Chicago and Grant left at once. Over
the telephone, Curley made known he
would not be back at the State House
for several days, and wanted Grant
at Chicago to consider some important state matters.
At the governor's office It was
stated that it was not known definitely what day he will return to
Boston, but he is expected to try to
return in time to attend the funeral
of Mrs Theodore Glynn on Saturday
morning.
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CURLEY'S PLANS
SEVEN PARDONS
ARE WITHHELD DEPEND UPON
PARTY LEADERS
Hur-

Apparen fly Acting-Gov
ley and Assistant Secre- Governor Leaves Question of
tary J. H. Backus DeSeeking Reelection, or
sible
clined to Be Respon
Making Senate Race,

ably will be submitted at the next
meeting, when Go rgrley is to be
," serving for
present, are two '
second-degree murder; an arson convict•from Essex county; a man serving 35 to 40 years for robbery while
armed in Fall River; and a case
from Springfield of a man who held
up "petters" while parked, and drew
enough "on-and-after" sentences to
total 20 to 26 Years.
Information is that some of these
proposed pardons have not been reported on by the state board of
parole.

a

Up to Them
31 (AP) — Gov.
exicAe;o, Oct. of
Massachusetts

Tames M. Curley
up to
said here tonight it would hewhether
the State leaders of his party
the
he would be , a candidate for seek
United States Senate next year or
reelection as Governor.
setts
"Upon my return to Massachu
I intend to confer with leaders of my
party there on my plans for the ilex!
campaign," Gov. Curley said.
"It will be governed by their decision as to what office I shall seek."
The Governor denied reports that he
already had decided to abandon a
Senatorial campaign in order to head
the State Democratic ticket again.
Homeward bround from Honolulu
with his daughter. Mary. and her husband, Lieut. Col. Edward C. Donnelly,
Boston advertising executive, Gov.
Curley planned to leave for New York
tomorrow afternoon.
Before departing he hoped to play
a round of golf with Mayor Edward J.
Kelly of Chicago, the Governor said.

tion of head of the
Tewksbury hospital.
Press Clipping Service
"Slogan of 'work and
wages' is
merely a camouflage
2 Park Square
this man has attemptedbehind which
BOSTON
MASS.
has done everything to to hide. He
a possibility by raising destroy such
the cost of
living through unnecessar
y expenditures, the squandering
of state
REPUBLICAN
money, increased taxation,
and other
burdens
that
have
Springfield, Mass.
been
to legitimate industry. clamped on
'work and wages' has beenThe only
appointments and state jobs for
the Curley
henchmee.
"Money From Washingto
n"
2 Park Square
"Hie talk of 'money
tram Washington' because of lila closeness
to the
BOSTON
MASS.
administration in Waahington
has
been a fallacy: in fact,
he haa gotten
less money an federal
help
UNION
Washington than any other out of
man as
governor would have received,
The
reason for this is that
SprinffieltSrass.
the Roosevelt
administration knows
not be trusted and arethat he canunwilling to
place money in the state.
the WPA.
'Polley of 'character
assailing'
introduced in an effort to
intimidate
lc la l u_lajiyone who
would disngree with Mr
etussi
iirley. The governor
himself
is a
coward in this respect and
afraid to
attack any individual
personally,
tio
be has hie 'hatch men'.
Grant do the
dirty work for him and
of Massachusetts IS forcer the state
to pay
at the rate of $6,000,000
a year for
Reporter
!From -Our Special
this outrage!
'
He called upon
Boston, Oct. 31—The great crisis
the
Republin
Massachusetts today. said Party to present a candidate
facing
In the
m
eon
uste
r
h
Councilor Winifeld A.
of l
the
Republican
part
y
the
mite.
1.,. .,,,,.„
party
—,
East Douglas, looked upon as a can-,
the
". "Ill people. by
people and for
didate for the Republican nomination the people".
for lieutenant-goverenor, in speak— — _
ing to the members of the Massachusetts Women's Republican club, is
EVENING UNION
"the preservation of Massachusetts
to The Sprinnfirld Union)
against Curleyisin."
BOSTON, Oct, 21—In a fiery address
Springfield, Mass.
"The state of Massachusetts is be.
before the Women's Republican Club
trig slowly strangled in the hands
ere today Winfiela A. Schuster of
of Gov James M. Curley," he exEast Douglas. a member of the Exwhole economic fuplained.
ecutive Connell. bitterly attacked the
ture of this state, of every citizen,
administration of Gov. James M. Curis at stake. What the people of this
hey.
Lottisianu.
in
country have seen
The issue being faced today in
avhat they have stood aghast over
Massachusetts he asserted is not the
out there, is being reproduce right
Republican party versus the Demoliere within the borders of otri• own
cratic party nor anti-New Dealers
'Republica n
commonwealth.
The
against
President Roosevelt. It is
party is the only public organ left
rather "Preservation of Maassehusetts
. tWhereby this state can be saved.
'against
Cu
rte ISM."
Democracy Dragged Down
The councilor's speech was one of
"Already the Democratic party has
,
the most vigorous attacks ever delivi !been overturned by this man—dragered against the present Democratic
fed down from a political instruadministration on Beacon Hill.
He I
ent of confidence and trust, built
charged the Governor with seekingl
under Joseph B. Ely and David I.
his own personal gain instead of the
alsh, to a position today of desbest interests of Inc Commonwealth ,
air. It has been snatched by thi
and
asserted that the Republican par-:
an for his own aggrandizement. for
ty
is the only medium through which
im own weitIth. at the expense of
the
state
can be saved.
*very single citizen of this commonSchuster. who has long been one
!wealth.
or Gov. rurley's most severe critics,
"When the confidence of a party,
attacked the chief executive on 10 diflitaa been betrayed, when the confi-I
CH1CAG G. Nov. 1 (AP)—Gov ferent lines.
dence of the public has been deskroyed, it is high time for us, as Re
He referred to the various ouster
James N. Curley of Massachusetts
lpublicana to put a stop to such
proceedings that have taken place, to
bondition. Let us
examine- the. said here last night it would be up to highway accidents in which official
the State leaders of his party whether automobiles were involved, to the reIrecord of this man and see how he
has betrayed time and time again the; he would be a candidate for the moval of state officials. t'o the appeople of Massachusetts:—
, United States Sgnate next year or seek pointments to public office, to the
camouflage of the work . and wages
"Ouster proceedings whereby one: reelection as Wivernor.
slogan, to the relations between the
capable official after another has
"Upon my return to Massachusetts Governor and the Roosevelt
been removed.
adminis"Traded elected public DOJO t108 to / Weed to confer with leadeFs of my tration, to the radio broadcasts of
gain control of the governor's coun- Party there on my piens for ihe neat Richard
Grant, secretary to Curcil,
lrY, and to the activities of the Boa,
campaign." Gov. Currey said.
"Destroyed morale of state depart•
"It will be governed by their de- ion Mane. Commission.
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A. L.
with his daughter, Mary, and her hustlageley, Joseph Leonard, Moran T.
band. Lieut. Cot- Edward C. Donnelly,
Ryan, and Dr Pierce of the TewksBoston advertising executive, Gov.
bury State hospital, the last named
Curley planned to leave for New York
ha ving been terribly mistreated
by
this afternoon,
the failure to place him in the post-
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Curley Visits "Ah, Wilderness!" Set

Photo (a) International News:eel
When In floilwooil recently Gov.
James M. Curley visited a et where
scenes In the production, "Ah,
Wilderness!" were being filmed.
Above he Is pictured with a group
of screen notables as he Inspected
recording apparatus. In the party,
left to right, are Wallace Beery,
Louis B. Mayer, Governor Curley, Clor.
encp Brown, director, who directed scenes
for the film made this Summer
at Grafton, and Lionel Barrymore.
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penss.tion, has won for him the affection and admiration of all who
know him. Add to this his business
experience and I present him to
you, a well rounded man, well fitted and well trained to continue
the wise
direction which
has
generally characterized the handling of our municipal affairs."
Mr. Siarkiawicz said:
"In speaking for the Republican
ticket I can do so without reser
tion. 1 can do it with pride, vaso
splendid is the type of candi
dates
nominated for Mayor, Aldermanatlarge, School Committee
Woma
ar-large, and for the Comm nCouncil and Board of Alder on
Business training and exper men.
ience
in public life has fitted
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ably and intelligently discharge to
the
official duties which will
be vested
in them by your vote
on election
day.
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next
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for Worcester alone, a man and
who
will represent you with
unselfish devotion and the same
since
which he exemplified durin rity
g hie,
20 years service as a
member of
the school committee of this
City without financial recom great
and whose only reward forpense
faithful service has been the this
earned praise and gratitude wellof a
grateful citizenry and a sense
of
self-satisfaction that he served you
and the city honeatly, sincerely
and to the utmost of his abilit
y."

and with the ability to purch
ase ,
goods and materials at a lower
cost than is now possible."
Speakers at Kelley rallies last
night included Alderman Harol
d
D. Donoghue, candidate for alderman-at-large; Cornelius S. Donoghue, school committeeman-at large,
seeking
re-election;
Clerk
of
'Courts William C. Bowen; Councilman Charles E. Scott, William F.
Askin, John Bianchi, Alfred A. Bianchi, Joseph Goldberg, James
J.
Marshall, Jr., George A. Wells
Sen
John S. Sullivan, Robert R. Gallagher, Harry Tarlow, Charles
Zamarro, Councilman Anthony
J.
Mallozzi, James F. Cairns and
James J. McGrail.
Rallies were held at the
of Mrs. Charlotte Woll, 3 homes
Trave
street; John O'Connor, 2 Gardn rs
er
street; Mrs. Mary J. Dowd, 7 Moun
t
Vernon street; Mrs. Ezilda Lanciault, 5 Freemont street; Louis
A.
Belisle, 22 Richards street;
E.
Callahan, 2 Northampton streeJ.
t;
Mrs. Rose Domiano, 141 Dorchester
street; Italian-American Citiz
ens'
In an effort to combat the "Boston League at 177 Shrewsbury street;
Rose Club dance at Italian
government" charges brought
Count
ry
by Club; Sacred Heart
Academy AlumRepublican speakers, Rep. Edwa
rd ni at school hall; City Hospital AsJ. Kelley, Democratic mayoralty sociates meetings at Y.
W. C. A.
and Bourke
nominee, told 12 rally audie
nces bury street. A. C. rooms, Canterlast night that he would, if elected,
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name a ''brain trust" composed
•
or
"prominent local Republicans and! hisAlderman Donohue continued
attack upon Republican candi
Democrats to advise me during my 'dates for their "gene
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g us
"I do not answer to the dintater, about their platform."
"Ami
d
the
misty generalities,
of any person in Worcester or outside of Worcester," Representative amid the soft pad-padding of the
pussy
-foot
ers
it
is a joy to have our
Kelly said. "I am interested only
in things that are for the benefit candidates here who not only have
a
platf
orm,
but
the courage also to
of the people of Worcester. In office I propose to select a committee tell you about it. The reason the
Repub
of business leaders of both Repub- you lican 'candidates won't tell
lican and Democratic parties to. are about their platform is they
meet with me weekly and discuss treadafraid to because they would
the needs and welfare of our city. heads on the toes of the department
at City Hall."
I believe that with my seeking the
Mr. S. Donoghue said he has
A check-up of papers at the per- co-operation of such men we will
given to the citizens a type
sonal headqnarters. of Walter J. be able to operate the city as
a hoard service which does of school
Cookson, Republican candidate for genuine business administration
merit and
Ie deserving of the voters'
mayor, at Hotel Bancroft which ' and be able to give the city bette
approval.
"I am proud of the const
were broken into Wednesday night government than it has ever hadr
ructive
contr
ibuti
ons that I have been able
revealed yesterday that a list of in the past."
to
make
to the educational and
volunteer
automobile donations
civic policies of the city
Banned Speakers Talk
and a list of invalids who had reand I am
grate
ful
to
those members of the
Last night's rallies were marked
quested transportation to the polls
s•choo
l
board
who joined hands with
Tuesday were missing. The papers with the appearance of two speakwere among personal campaign doc- ers previously banned by the Kel- me in promoting policies primarily
in
the
inter
ests of our school
ley camp as speakers for his canuments of Mr. Cookson.
A window had been forced open didacy. According to undercurrent youth."
from an adjoining toof to gain en- reports, they were Councilman
trance. Botit window panes were Charles E. Scott and William F.
broken. Access to the roof can be Askin, candidate for councilman,
gained from any number of rooms both of Ward 3.
Appearing at one large rally Mr.
on the same floor. The room was
thoroughly ransacked and papers Askin was refused an introduction
were strewn about the floor. A to the audience. He later spoke at
watchman will he put on duty 21 several smaller rallies throughout
hours of the day.
the city.
Representative Kelley said that
the Democratic party platform
calls for the 'consolidation of severed departments in City Hall, a
move which will aid in cutting
down the city's expenses and reducing the tax rate."
Welfare Change
"Another plank," he continued,
"calls for a change in the system
of purchasing now used by the
Welfare Board. The present system is wasteful and inefficient.'
We propose to create a board of
three paid members to replace the
present unweidly body. On our
proposed board the men will be experienced and, with a knowledge
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Says Republicans
Alone
Can Save Bay
State
1 From Strang
ulation

1 BOSTON, NO
V. 1—The "slow
strangulation of
Massachusetts" and
:
the reduction of
the State to the
Icondition of Lou
isiana under the
BOSTON, Nov. 1 (A
‘
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b yesterday by
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continued.
MASS.
"A political party to be
powerful
must have the confidenc
e of the
REVIEW
people. The Republica
n party in
1936 must put up men wh
Winthrop, Mass.
om all the
people in Massachusett
s can have
confidence in. They mus
t be men
who will appeal to tha
t great middle section of indepe
ndent voters,
they must be men wh
om the dissatisfied and betrayed peo
ple in the
Democratic party will
turn to as a
means of saving their ow
n organization.
•
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cities as New
Redford, 'rot Riv
er,
I,owell, Lawrence,
Lynn, Worcester,
North Adams, Hol
yoke and Chicopee and rally the ind
ustrial population to their support
and following.
It is this kind of man
the Republican party must have in
1936, to beat
this tyrart Curley wh
o is draining
the life blood of Mas
sachusett
"Let us go back to the s.
days of
Abraham Lincoln, Ted
dy Rosevelt.
Calvin Coolidge and tak
e a few lessons from them. Let us
give Massachusetts a leader wh
o will again
make the Republica
n party the
party of the people,
by the people
and for the people."
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Curley's Future
Up to Leaders
Will Confer on
What
He'll Do Next Ye
ar
CHICAGO, Nov. 1
(A')—Gov. James
M. Curley of
sachusetts, a Democrat, says thatMas
it
leaders of his par rests with the state
a candidate for ty whether he will be
ate or will see the United States Sennor next year. k reelection as goverThe Governor den
already had decide ied reports that he
atorial campaign d to abandon a senstate Democratic in order to head the
He said he Int ticket again.
party leaders upoended to confer with
n his return to
sachusetts.
Mas"I will be govern
ed
by
their deci
as to what office
I will seek," the sion
ernor said.
GovCluv. Curley is
hom
ewa
rd bound
from Honolulu
Mary, and her with his daughter,
hus
ban
d,
Edw
Donnelly, Boston
ard
advertising executivC.
e.
The floodlight
system of the Sta
of Liberty is
tue
abo
power—enough to ut 500,000 candlelight 250 homes.

I

Undecided
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Town Gets $6400
i From State Fund
About $6400 has bee
n allotted the
town by the State
from the Public
Works fund for the
"work and wage"
program of Govern
or Curley. This
amount is being usg
d—WIT street and
sidewalk work her
e.
--

-

Must Be Liberal
"Rut more than this,
these soon
must be liberal as well
as sound individuals, who can rally the
support
and admiration of the great
common classes. They must be men who
can go into the great industrial centers of Massachusetts, into such
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CURLEY'WAITS'
LEADERS' WORD

NOV 1

CURLEY

emocratic
Ra les
Tonight

Citywide
Mechanics Hall, 8 p. m.
Young Democrats, Jeffersonian
Club, 8 p. m.
Ward 1
Bancroft street school, 8 p. m.
Chester Berry, 64 Francis street,
8 p. m.
Ward 2
Lakeview School, Coburn avenue, 8 p. m.
Ward 8
Edgeworth street school, 8 p. m
Ward 4
Rocco Campagnone, 276 Plantation street, 8 p. m.
I
iiy Telegram State House Reporter.I
Ward 5
BOSTON, Oct. 31.—Democratic' Roosevelt Club, 349 Millbury
aspirations centering on state of-I
street, 8 p. m.
flees in the 1936 election were revised and overhauled several timee,
The party leaders, who will be
tonight as Governor Curley, homeconsulted, were not named. They
ward bound from a Honolulu vacanot when the Governor made
tion trip, stopped over in Chicago, weie
the same statement at
practically
First, there was the report that
It was considered
Francisco.
San
the Governor had abandoned al
would include 1they
if
doubtful
Stato
plans to run for the United
Walsh and forme,
I.
David
Sen.
S.
Senagainst
Senatorial nomination
Ely, commonly re
ator Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitch- Gov. Joseph B. leaders—but not
garcled as party
burg, who thus far hasn't bee
driven out of tne field by the sug- by the Governor.
gested Curley opposition.
It. is no particular secret that
After this report_had mine.
supporters of State Treasurer Hurii
culation and had drawn a non- ley are getting impatient.
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Spurs

Governor Stops Over in
Chicago, 'Undecided'
On Candidacies

RACE

THE NEXT MOVE?

4 TO RUN FOR
SENATE

Many Lean to Belief He
Will Again Run for
Governorship

committal statement from State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, who
wants to run for the Governorship
nomination, word came from the
Governor that he would leave the
decision on what office he will seek
In the hands of party leaders.
The first report that he would
not run for the Senatorial nomination, but would seek re-election
as Governor would have brought
• State Treasurer Hurley out as a
I Senatorial candidate against Cong.
i William P. Connery of Lynn and
Senator Coolidge, according to reports.
i It would might or might not
I have blocked plans to run State
1 Auditor Thomas H. Buckley for
1 lieutenant-governor.
1

Next Move?

After the Governor's statement
that he would leave everything to
a decision of party leaders, no'
body seemed to know exactly what
the next move was, although many
leaned to the belief the Governor,I
i would seek re-election, despite the I
I Senatorial "boom" which has been
1
I engineered,

Firm Supporters
He is serving out the last term
to which he can be elected state
treasurer under the law. It ie pretty well known that he wishes, to
remain in politics and he has a
group of supporters who are determined that he will remain
He'll run for Governod or Senator
depending upon Curley action, but
the plans have centered mainly on
the governorship.
The Governor's statement that
he would confer with party lead,
erg was not taken too literally b3
some. They thought he might tel
party leaders what he intended tc
do, thus giving them a chance to
publicly proclaim a great decioion.

By BERNARD J. DOHERTY
The scramble among Democratic candidates for the nomination for United States senator
is on.

I

Exclugive announcement from
Chicago of the definite impression given the Boston Evening
American by Governor Curley
of his intention to run for reelection to his present office has
at one stroke cleared the political fog here.
Senator Marcus A. Coolidge of
Fitchburg declined to state today
whether he will be candidate for
re-election.
"It wouldn't be politically ethical for me to make a statement
so far in advance of the election.
I don't care to say anything at
this time. It wouldn't be fair and
wouldn't expert It from anyone else," he said.
At least four well known Democratic leaders have their toes on
the mark for the senatorial race.
Several others are sizing up the
possible field.
The four ready to start are
State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley,
former District Attornav of Suffolk Thomas H. O'Brien, U. S.
Marshal John J. Murphy and Con-.
gressman Wiliam P. Connery of
Lynn.
The state treasurer, on the last
leg of his three two-year terms in
that post, the limit of time that can
be served in this office under the
constitution, will wait until he has I
had a chat with Governor Curley
before making his announcement.

Others to Wait

•
The others are expected to restrain themselves until the governor's return also.
Formal announcement by the I
governor of his political plans is
looked for on the night of November 6.
The women's division of the
Democratic state committee has
invited the governor to be present
at a big supper dance at the Hotel
Statler. This organization wants
the honor of the announcement.
It is being planned to make the
dance a formal social event, with
Mrs. Edward C. Donnelly, the governor's daughter, one of the guests.
Incidentally, November 6 will be
the anniversary of the governor's
sweeping victory at the polls a
year ago.
There is keen interest among the
politicians over whom the governor will endorse for United
States senator.
Dominating the coming convention, the endorsement of the chief
executive undoubtedly will mean
the senatorial nomination.

Hurley Favored
Well founded reports have come
out of Washington to the effect
that the Roosevelt aides favor a
combination of the governor and
the state treasurer, leaving them to
decide
between themselves the
choice of positions.
Governor Curley has stated twice
when asked within the last week
that the reports are "news" to him.
Despite this, they persist.
The position of Lieutenant-Governor Joseph L. Hurley of Fall
River in the picture is also causing
a great deal of speculation.
Close friends of the lieutenantgovernor are convInc,4 that he
will accept the situation philosophically and seek re-nomination for
his present office, bowing to custom, which usually allows a governor two terms to complete his
program, and prepared to press
his claims for the governorship
nomination In 1938.
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GIRL
AMU 1

TOWN
Ann Marsters
By
•
The title of this story was supposed to be
"Man Shoots Mad Dog." Rut it didn't turn
out that way.
The dog's name is
"Pal" and he's been
leading a dog's life in
Dorchester.
Yesterday Pal had a
mood, or something,
and his mistress observed that he was acting very strangely. He
was mopey and cross
—so she came to the
ihorrible conclusion
that Pal had gone mad.
She called the near-,
est police station. I've
got a mad dog here.'IL
Come and shoot him.
The patrolman as- aftkitimm_
signed as executioner
ANN MARSTERS
looked the small, black
mongrel over and led him to the rear yard
where the shooting was to happen. He reached
reluctantly for his revolver, keeping his eye
on Pal and trying to figure out just how mad
he was. For Pal had snapped out of his "mood"
and was bounding here and there, pawing the
policeman's trousers and licking his hand—the
gun hand, at that.

Pal Is Committed
for "Observation"
The executioner just couldn't execute. He
picked Pal up in his arms and carried htni
home.
Pal is still under observation, and he's acting
like a very happy dog.
•
Color experts have just decided that green

pool and billiard tables are hard on the eyes.
They recommend a claret purple which will be
adopted by manufacturers.
Won't it be fun when the country's golf
!
clubs start experimenting with purple grass?
•
SOME GIRLS CAN
Worthy„ upright, pious, good
Everybody says I should
Honor and adore the man.
Some girls can't and some girl.s can
Always do the things they should—
Worthy, upright, pious, good ...
.•
A Winchester lady friend of ours recently
brought a fire to the firemen. She was driving
on the Worcester turnpike when a burning
cigarette became lodged down inside the door
and was smouldering, well out of reach. It was
rather difficult to summon the fire department
so she hurried on to the nearest town and pulled
up to the fire station.

Eddie Casey May Quit
as Professional Football Coach
HEARD ABOUT TOWN—Don't be surprised
if Eddie Casey quits as a coach in professional
football when the Redskins' season ends ...
Mrs. Barrett Wendell has made such a success
of running a women's dress shop in Chicago
that she has received a flattering offer to open
a branch in Boston, a commercial outfitter believing a shop operated by a Wendell, who was a
Higginson, couldn't fail here..."Big Bob" Bottomley, politician and dog track boss, is assuring
his associates that he can get Governor Curley
to extend the present Revere season 12 nights
. . . The owners of "Tobacco Road" are afraid
Boston censorship will keep it from. playing here
... Mary Kirk Brown,former society girl friend,
is on her way to Hollywood and a movie contract
... Incidentally, Maxie is trying to sell insur•
mice to Hollywood friends.
J. D. Mikel, the race horse owner, who
caused considerable excitement last year at
Rockingham, is suing five officials of the Lin.
coin Fields track for a total of $250,000 for bard
ring his horses. .. Governor Curley made sucTi
a hit in California thatitrnerNfayvt, his scliidule there two days ... Charley MacArthur and
Ben Hecht, the playwrights, keep their hats on
in all new photographs because they're getting
bald and are quite touchy about it ... The renewed glory of Notre Dame football under the
popular Elmer Leyden has revived the movement for a Boston College-N. D. game.

Favorite Drinks of Some
Of Our Favorite People

I

Favorite Drinks Of Famous People: Barbara Hutton likes brandy before her dinner.
Grace Moore drinks English ginger beer with RI
dash of bitters. Doris Duke will drink Scotch
or rye—but no ice in the glass. Peggy Joyce
will have her Scotch--and she likes it straight,
Leslie Howard's favorite is sherry. And Walter Pidgeon, of "There's Wisdom in Women:*
sips orange juice while he entertains his friends
with highballs.
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GOVERNOR'S
PARTY DUE
TOMORROW
By JOHN A. MALLOY
Boston Evening American
Staff Writer

Chicago, Oct. 31
Buoyant at the start of his
final lap toward home,
Governor Curley and his
party left Chicago today
on the 20th Century Limited. They are due at Boston at 11:30 a. m. tomorrow.
Before he left, the Governor
I revealed how he had
"The
!Wearing of the Green" played
on the grand organ of the
Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake
City.

I

Not only that, but, at the Governor's request, Bishop Cannon
not the famous dry), spiritual (no,
of the Church of Latter Day head
Saints,
ordered the astonished organist
to
follow "The Wearing of the Green'.
with "Danny Boy" and "Believe
Me,
If All Those Endearing
Young
Charms."

"We arrived In Salt Lake City
at 7 o'clock last Monday evening,
with four hours between trains,"
my
the governor related, "and, to
surprise were met by Governor
Bell of Utah. Be was extremely
hospitable, but looked concerned
to
when I expressed a desire
have our party hear the great
organ in that huge temple. It Is
one of the finest toned organs
In the whole world.
GOVERNOR'S STORY
"The governor explained the
tabernacle was closed for the
night and he was sure Bishop
Cannon would not be inclined to
permit a special concert.
"However, he reached the
bishop and he proved himself a
very fine and very friendly person. He ordered the tabernacle
opened and then called the organist down from his home.
"After we had heard selections
from Handel and Haydn, the
bishop asked If there were any
other melodies I would like to
hear on that beautifully thunderous organ.
"So I asked for 'The Wearing
of the Green' and the bishop
asked the organist if he knew It.
Then we got another surprise.
"Do I know ft?" said the organist. 'I should say I do. I
used to live on Massachusetts
avenue in Boston for five years.'
"So with even the good Mormon bishop keeping time with
his head, the strains of the 'The
Wearing of the Green' came rolling through that huge temple.
"After that the organist played
'Danny Boy' and 'Believe Me It
All Those Endearing Young
Charms.'"
Governor Curley, although appearing serene and rested, is restless and eager to resume his duties
on Beacon Hill.
He carefully avoided statements
on Bay State politics, but said he
had been called by telephone from
Boston all last evening and pressed
for a statement on the forecast
printed exclusively in yesterday's
Boston American that he would
be a candidate for re-election as
governor and would not enter the
United States senatorial fight.
YET TO DECIDE
To interviewers, the Governor Insists he will not decide on which
race he will enter until after he
las held conferences with his political associates In Boston.
Mary rJurley Donnelly was excited and eager 1.4day as she realteed her Boston Mende, were only
twenty-four hours away.
"I'll he so happy to get back,"
7.—e said, "It's nice to just see
other places but after all, there's
only one Boston and New England, and Eddie and I have been
getting pretty homesick."
Just as young brides always do,
Mrs. Donnelly starts house hunting
as soon as she returns home.
"We going to he quite a task,"
she admitted, "even In far-off
India, Eddie and I were getting
cabled propositions from agents.
"Of course we know the sort of
home and the sort of location
we'd like to have, hut we haven't
even begun to narrow down the
prospective locations."
As announced In yesterday's Boaton American, the DonneIlya will
live in a Boston hotel until they
find a permanent abiding place.
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PLANNING BOARD;
TENDERED RECEPTION

'TIN

Charles W, Eliot 2d Says
Bay State Will Lead.

111 S1 MARSHALti
MURPHY MAY RUN

• Ex-Dist Atty O'Brien to
Seek Senator Post
Another 'if" candidate on the
Democratic sloe for the United
States Senatorship to be filled in the
1936 election, loomed today when
United States Marshal John J. Murphy annonnced to Federal Building
reporters that, if Senator Marcus A.
Coolidge is not a candidate for reelection to' another six-year term, he
(Murphy) will formally declare his
own candidacy.
Congressman William P. Connery
of Lynn. another Democrat, had publicly declared earlier this week that,
If Gov Curley does not become a candidate ffirlhe Senatorship, he would ,
I
be a candidate for it.
Close friends of Senator Coolidge I
expressed their confidence when
questioned this afternoon that in 8111
likelihood Mr Coolidge will announce
his candidacy for reelection, perhaps ne:•. week.
Ex-Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell may decide to enter the race
again. Opposing Mr Coolidge for the
nomination in 1930, O'Connell polled
a total of 54,829 votes to the 81,451
cast for Coolidge. Ex-Dist Atty T. C.
O'Brien of Suffolk. third man in that
race. received 45.272 votes.
Asked this afterncon about common
mention of his name as another early
entrant in the race on the Democratic side, Ex-Dist Atty O'Brien
l said:
"I am a candidate—no ifs, ands or
buts—and will announce my platform
later,"
.
On the Republican side, RepresentLodge Jr of BevCabot
ative Henry
erly a fortnight ago announced his
candidacy for his party's nomination
to Mr Coolidge's seat, which his
grandfather, Senator Lodge, held for
many years.
Marshal Murphy said he would not,
in any case, enter the ine-primsry
convention. He .will circularize Gov
Curley and other leading Democrats
in favor of abolishing the pre-primary convention, he said. viiiiiimow

1

Representatives of national, regional and state planning boards
gathered at the Hotel Steller last,
evening at a dinner given by the
Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards, honoring the members
of Gov Curley's new State Planning
%nes
Board.
In the receiving line at the reception which preceded the dinner were
Miss Elizabeth M. Herlihy, Boston,
chairman of the State Board; Commissioner William F. Callahan of the
Public Works Department. Health
Commissioner Henry D. Chadwick,
MD; Commissioner Samuel A. York,
Department of Conservation: William
S. Parker, Henry I. Harriman of Boston. Clarence P. Bilodeau of Pitts- •
field, William T. Foster and Fred- I
erick H. Fay.
Charles W. Eliot 2d, executive officer of the National Reserve Committee, Washington—D C, in his address told the group that, although
Massachusetts was the 46th state to
appoint a State Planning Board, it
could pat itself on the back for having one of the best basic laws and
unusually well-qualified members.
The speaker said he believes Massachusetts will forge ahead to the
head of the procession because centuries ago its cities were laid out
with homes grouped around the village
el.P&I'Fb ond schooL In 41114
ma
planning for cities was made corn- i
pulsory by the state law and Boston I
was the first metropolitan center to'
organize its water, sewer and park
Ikcilities on a metropolitan basis in
accordance with preconceived plans.
He added:
"Planning is not the devising of
ways to spend money, but seeing to
It that full value is received for expenditures which must be made.
Through coordination, forethought,
programming and inter-relation of
our activities, we can secure more
for our money, Through the advice
of our State Planning Board we can
take stock and inventory of our resources—both in human abilities and
In our physical surroundings—and
see how we can best utilize these
resources. There must be coordination between regions, there are things
which must be planned by the state
and others planned on a national
basis. The National Resources Committee has been set up in Washington
as an advisory committee useful in
providing states with necessary information."
Other speakers were Victor M. Cutter of the New England Regional
Planning Commission and Giles
}Hague of the Springfield Planning
Board.
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CAMBRIDGE TAX RATE OF $
41
I ISSUE IN LIVELY CAMPAIG
N

Both John D. Lynch, Druggist-Ba
nker, and John W. Lyons, Acting
Mayor,
Promise Reduction in Figure, Hi
ghest in City's History

JOHN W. LYONS
"My opponent is a pro
fessional mo
banker Lynch." ney lender,
"I'll win by 5000."
...

...

JOHN D. LYNCH
"My opponent is
a lawyer-politician."
"I'll win by 19,000.",

..

(Six cities of Greater Bost
on
go to the polls on Nov 5
to
elect Mayors. Six •cities ou
tside the Metropolitan ar
ea
choose chief executives on
the
same date. The personali
ties
of the aspirants 'in these
municipalities, the camp
aign issues, the political signif
icance
of the outcome of the
major
parties and the state
at large
is being told in a ser
ies of

daily articles of
which this, on
Cambridge's con
test, is the
fifth.)
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ynch, as the boys mbridge. Jack'life all busine shape, has found
out aroundthe
ss, and at th
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Candidates
Continued

full limit, and a powerful citizens' I U. Lynch." As a native and lifeTnent aspires to the Cambridge association approving his tax reduc- long citizen of Cambridge with a busimayoralty to conduct the business tion program, known as the four'year i ness experience of over 31 years I
fully recognize the responsibilities of
plan,
of the city.
.
Acting Mayor John W. Lyons poohl the office of Mayor. As a taxpayer.
Tax Rate Major Issue
poohs the strange political bedfellows I know the burdens which have been
A $41 tax rate, highest that Cam- of his opponent
and predicts, "I'll placed on the home owner and inbridge has ever known, is the issue win
by 5000."
, dustry by our present $41 tax rate
0 the campaign with both candi"It is
, and I believe that a strenuous effort
dates promising by methods, not qualifi my belief
ed by experience," says Lyons, must be made toward lessening this
greatly dissimilar, to hammer it
a stocky,dark-browed, gray-haired at- burden which is a serious obstacle
down to a reasonable figure. But torney
, talking in the parlor of his 1 in the development of our city as a
the recent alliance of Congre.ssmsin modest home at
28 Ellsworth ay. He residential, commercial and indusRussell and Candidate Lynch has puts down a
well-caked briar to tell trial center.
given Lyons an opportunity to fire of his progra
m. 'Taxation is .he
"I believe that my life-long daily
a shot or two at the Russell
Administration and by implication issue. I understand the problem an association with the business, civic
the solution. For six years I was and fraternal affairs of Cambridge
tie Lynch up wi!S political methods
assistant city solicitor under the late has given me an intimate knowledge
which he deplores.
Mayor Edward W. Quinn. I've
been of the problems of our people, and
The result: a campaign to rock four year's
in the City Council, a year has equipped me to administer the
two-thirds of Cambridge, that is, all as
president and eight months as affairs of Cambridge in a humane
but Harvard, which biennially, in its
tax-exempt position, withdraws from acting Mayor without compensation, manner and to establish the financial
during which time I approved war- , structure of our city on a firm founthe spotlight and turns the Univer- rants
for the payment of bills in ex- dation. I promise that no essential
sity City over to the politicians.
cess of $7,000,000. Russell offered me function of our city government will
John D. Lynch offers to apply to $200
a month, a split of his salary, to be interfered with and no employe
City government the business meth- act as
Mayor for him and I turned performing loyal and honest services
ods which have made him a success it down.
I've been in daily contact for wages or salary received need
as a druggist and president of the with the
common people all these I have any fear from my administraUniversity Trust Company and North years.
with a thorough understand- lion of the office of Mayor."
Cambridge Cooperative Bank.
ing of their needs. I have six chil- ;Soda
Clerk's Story
John W. Lyons offers to apply the dren and I know
the problems of the
practical knowledge of politics and borne and the
11 The last statement is typical of
wage
earner
.
experience he has gained in his years
i Lynch. One of his soda clerks tells
Stresses Honesty, Economy
in the Council and as Acting Mayor
I of a call from the boss one night ,
to the operation of a business of
"I feel that my banker oppone 4
nt after he had been seen servin
$9,000,000 annually,
has absolutely no idea of the
suf- extra scoop of ice cream to a g an
custerings and needs of the average
Lynch Has Strong Backing
tomer.
Lyons background in politics nat- ple of Cambridge. He's spent his
"Jack," said Lynch to his clerk.
tirally contributes to the picture the entire life accumulating money and "you can fill up all you want
behind
dramatic episodes, the indulgence in he has never had any practical ex - that fountain but the fellow on
personalities, the fight, and what perience in managing affairs of the other side of the counter pays the
for
humor there has been. Lynch's strict- city of Cambridge. I don't feel that what he gets."
ly business background has made his his experience gained as a drug store
"Something for nothing" isn't in
campa.igning more drab, but his per- manager will be of any assistance to the Lynch book of proverbs. They
.
son
tyali
and ,s
record in business the citizens of Cambridge in solving ;say in North Cambridge he has
has attracted to his standard such a the economic problem confronting us 'worked so hard and long he didn't
backing of names and groups that today.
have time even for romance, He is
'
propose to appoint honest de- a bachelor, living with his sisters
Lyons says, "It's Lyons against the
pack. Not a single political leader partment heads and feel that careful ' and brothers, and his neighbors can't
I n Cambridge is with me. I have Expenditure of every dollar will have find that he has ever taken a
day
off from business in his life.
only the people."
the
t
1
f an immedi
Althou
reduct
gh
ion
in the tax rate. Waste and , .
reputedly all business. he
Two years ago John D. Lynch
bucked Russell for Mayor and was extravagance are responsible for the is a "touch" for the down and outer
who
shapes
highes
up as deserving and runt
rate the city ever had. I'll
defeated by close to 3000 votes,
ning the
al-lreduce taxation with no layoffs
though he polled 17,000. He had pre
of ball clubfamous old North Cambridge
was certainly not a profitviously served as School Committee--4 employes and no cuts in salaries of
able business venture but it provid
man and vice chairman of the School city employes
ed
,
Committee. Defeat has also beent "The people know I have con- a fling in sports and an association
with
the
boys
he
sistent
enjoye
ly
d as a reLyons', for Senator Henry Parkman
opposed capital expendiJr bested him in the last Senatorial tures, a partial cause of the high rate. laxation. At 13 he was an errand boy
and
strict
adhere
nce
to
They
the
•
•
know I led the
means of
contest. Parkman has no other place
on to his livelihood has
been his philosophy
in this campaign or story, however, the proposed dog track in Cambridge
ever
since.
and
as the present battle in Cambridge
drove the gamblers out. They
know I've sponsored the legislation Cites Records of His Banks
is one between two Democrats in
a.
i0
nonpartisan election.
place liquor licenses at /east 400
To the "banker" tag applied by his
Lynch's vote-getting strength two feet from a church.
years ago was again demonstrate
"There is a need today for a sym- opponent, "Banker'' Lynch reminds
in the primary, where he topped
'
the pathetic understanding of the needs that "proof of my good judgment is
field with Acting Mayor Lyons sec- of t he people. His
proves tha t the fact that both
my banks grew
ond and City Treasurer William J. the bankers have done more
Shea, backed by Russell in the pri- to this country than any damage steadily, and during the trying days
foreig
n of the last five years when
mary, third. Russell did not give up power which ever invade
many
d and the banks were closing
hopes of naming his successor, but, people of Cambr
idge know it by bit- of depositors lost my and the savings
though Shea called for a recount in : ter experi
banks
remained
ence when lifetime savings steady and firm and
not
the hope :aat Lyons might be entrus
ted to bankers disappeared swas lost to a depositor. one dollar
knocked out of the picture, Lyons' overni
I
got 2494
ght. I don't feel that any of votes in my home ward
gained so in the recount that further the experi
to 424 for my
ence
of
the
profes
sional
oppone
nt. I say 'When in doubt ask
ammunition was his, and he charged money
lender is applicable to solving the neighbor of a
election officials with trying to build Cambri
man about his
dge's problems. He calls me. character.'"
up Lynch's lead to make it appear a lawye
r-politician. I am. So is
Chair
man
of
the Roosevelt Infantile
that he was unbeatable in the elec- Roosev
elt, so is David I. Walsh, so Paralysis Committee in
tion. Shea was still out,
Cambr
was Abe Lincoln."
and this week named chairman ofidge
the
"Names" Back Lynch
That's a sample of John W. Lyons, Will Rogers Memorial Fund
in Can
minces no words and carries -the bridge, Jack Lynch still rattles
He
What doubt there might have been
the avenue to count the drug
fight,
as to the Shea vote in the election
cash and lock up for the night. stoi
Lynch Avoids Personalities
Each of the other five cities
was soon dissipated when both RuaExcept for the references to his Greater Boston electing Mayors
sell and Shea aligned them
I
selves..
, Tuesday sees a Democrat and
with Lynch and that alignment start- opponent as a la s11," etpublican in contests. Tagge a IS
ed a ball rolling which sees Lynch John D. Lynch has avoide
d
nc
at this late hour with the support of ties and even discussion d personali- partisan. Cambridge has sequester
of his opmost of the "names" of Cambridge, ponent.
the local newspaper backing him the
10,000 votes," says John
by
win
"I'll
_
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Intimates in Chicago He
May Run Again

Grant on Way to Meet Him With
Reports on Situation

Executive Not Hastening
on Account of Daughter
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ci Before Leaving Chicago for Boston

DR. MARTIN J. ENGLISH

LT.-COL. EDWARD DONNELLY

At Chicago, before their departure today for Boston,
are pictured Governor Curley and his party, including
Dr. Martin J. English, Curley family physician; Lieutenant

MRS. DONNELLY

and Home!

GOVERNOR CURLEY

Colonel Edward Donnelly, the governor's son-in-law; and
Mrs. Mary Curley Donnelly, the governor's daughter.
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for use in the construction and
maintenance of streets, including
snow removal, and for the abolishmen
$20,000 manager's post of the t of the
George
Robert White Fund.
Richard M. Welch
Richard M. Welch, prominent
in
I civic and social affairs in West Roxbury for many years, is a resident
at 11 Montvale st, Roslindale. He
a former semiprofessional athlete. Is
was born in Boston and is a gradu He
ate
of the Dwight Grammar Schoo
l,
ton English High School. He alsoBosattended Suffolk Law Preparator
School and Suffolk Law Schoo y
l,
Staley College and the Citizen Military Training Corps.
Mr Welch also holds a commission
as second lieutenant in the organ
Reserve Corps. For eight yearsized
.he
has taken an active part in civic
affairs in the district and was
appointed athletic director at the Mary
Draper Playground in Germanto
two years ago. He is concerned wn
In
reduction of real estate and autom
obile rates and also advocates a munic
ipal boys' camp run and operated by
the city.
Mr Welch strongly opposes any
attempt to lower the wages of
city employes as false economy. the
also urges a five-year program He
on
the acceptance of all unfinished
streets and a proper street lighti
ng
equipment.
Clifford C. Barton
Clifford C. Barton, a resident at
85 Farquhar st, Roslindale, was born
in West Roxbury. He was educated
in the Longfellow School and Boston
English High School. He is a member of the Irving W. Adams Legion
!Post, Temple Club and the Roslindale A. A. Mr Barton is noted as
a capable worker and an intelligent
organizer. Mr Barton has been active in veterans' affairs for many
years. was a past commander of the
Adams Legion Post and a past sergeant-at-arms of the state Department of the Legion.
In a statement. candidate Barton
said: "I am fully cognizant of the
many responsibilities that I will be
obliged to assume, and believe myself
capable of truly serving the people
of Ward 20 in an efficient and effectual manner."
Jcremiah J. McCarthy
Jeremiah J. McCarthy, well known
in political circles in this section,
makes his home at 86 Temple st, West
Roxbury. He is the father of seven
children. Two years ago he was a
candidate for the Council, and last
yerr entered the contest for Representative.
Truth among the candidates on their
issues and work and wages have been
stressed by Mr McCarthy.
He says that more than 6000 men
In Ward 20 are unemployed, and that
this condition should be remedied as
an aid to better living conditions and
lower tax rates. Better lighting and
transportation are also important
Ittms on his platform.
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President Roosevelt first asked
the
ministers for opinions and is now
questionnairing the industrialis
ts.
Sort of a jury-rig referendum.
—o—
For several Christmases many
people just remembered their frien
ds
at Christmas. This year memory will
carry tokens.

Editorial Points

Pres Compton of Technology wants
"greater care in the selection of
That representative of the
stumaster General, here to study.Postsug- dents"—which might well
gested changes i. our postoffice, present policy of all colleges. be the
might look over the corridor drafts
0---and the crowds In the elevators.
R. A. Cutter now wants a tax on incomes of $500 or more. Including reThe Deer Island prisoners who es- lief and P. W. A. incomes?
caped Wednesday morning and were
caught in Jackman, Me, that night, President Roosevelt is conferring
made good time. Must have stolen Masonic degrees on two of his sons.
a fine car.
Is there anything in the ritual about
careful driving?
•
Practically four years after the
_0—
Charlestown Trust Company closed
It's about time for South Boston to
Its savings depositors got the total wipe up its hoodlum gang
and to
of their money back. They probably make a thorough job of it.
wouldn't have it now if they never
had deposited it.
New Bedford man is refused a
_0_
license to marry his deceased wife'
;
The debate on the Dolan report mother—but he certainly killed
between the Mayor and the Fin Corn mother-in-law joke completely. the
is finished: now that the acrimony
is over let's see what the testi
Football and racing seasons are
mony
Is like.
nearing their end; soon the
will be hockey, boxing, pokersport'
and
We already have that "regi
chess.
government" an expert has reconal
mended, When something like thel No wonder the Bar Associ
New Haven's plea for reorganization shocked by the Liberty ation was
League's
comes up New England Governors lawyers' offer of advice,
opinion and
act in concert.
service free of charge!
_0_
If there is such a thing as neutralSub-zero weather in Helena, Mont.
ity with teeth in it the President Medicine Hat
not been heard
and Mr Hull intend to see that we from; probably had
frozen in.
get it.
_0_
Every minor Republican success
Mrs Roosevelt earned in her radio
broa'dcasts $72.000; the Presidents breeds a new Presidental candidate
salary is only $75,000. The difference or two.
—0
-is that Mrs Roosevelt never got her
Smelt are cheaper to buy and get.
money.
ting better to eat as the weather gets
—0-Germany threatens to reconsider colder.
her neutrality because Winston
Churchill said she was a "menace." Have you a little Hallo
So Churchill may have made her in your home this morning?ween• head
what he called her.
-0--o—
•
Checks all
ready for the Witt,
1 New York goes back to the old
"strong-arm squad" method of driv. Rogers Memorial Fund?
1
log gangsters out of town, illegally
but effectively.
Well, two holidays this month.
.
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GOY cuggy LEFT CHICAGO AT 3:30 TODAY
Shortly a er 3 o'clock this
afternoon

the Governor's office
received from Richard D. Grant,
secretary to Gov Curley,
a telegram from Chicago saying that Gov
Curley was leaving at
3:30 this
afternoon for Boston and would arirve
in Boston at 11:45
tomorrow

forenoon.
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JOHN W. LYONS
ssional money lender,
"My opponent is a profeLynch."
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"I'll win by 5000."

JOHN D. LYNCH
cian."
"My opponent is a lawyer-politi
"I'll win by 10,000."
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RESERVATIONS FOR GUILD
OF INFANT SAVIOR SUPPER DANCE

Floor Show to Be One of Features of Party to Be
Conducted Friday, Nov 8
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SUER% HITS
1AT CURLEYISM
Sees Democratic Party in
StateDragged Down to
Position of Despair
COUNCILLOR HEARD
BY G. 0. P. WOMEN
The "slow strangulation of Massachusetts" and the reduction of the
state to the condition of Louisiana
under the late Huey Long were seen
In a speech delivered at the Women's
Republican Club yesterday by Councillor Winfield A. Schuster.
With the Democratic party here
"dragged down from a political instrument of confidence and trust,
built up under former Gov. Joseph
B. Ely and Senator David I. Walsh.
to a position of despair," Schuster
said, the Republican party is "the
only public organ left whereby this
state can be saved."
ASSAILE GOVERNOR
The councillor indicted the Governor on 10 points, among which
were ouster proceedings of -one
capable official after another," the
means of gaining control of the
executive council, failure to elevate
men properly in line for promotion
in public institutiohs, failure to obtain federal funds despite work and
wages promises, the use of a secretary, termed by Schuster as a
"hatchet man," for attacks on individuals, and "persecution of public officials through the controlled
finance commission."
"There is no denying the fact that
he has drawing appeal, winning
ways, is an opportunist and is building a vast political machine—so too
did the late Huey Long," Schuster
continued.
"A political party to be powerful
must have the confidence of the
people. The Republican party in
1936 must put up men whom all the
people in Massachusetts can have
confidene in. They must be men
who will appeal to that great middle
section of independent voters, they
must be men whom the dissatisfied
and betrayed people in the Democratic party will turn to as a means
of saving their own organization.

"But more than this, these men I
must be liberal as well as sound individuals, who can rally the support
and admiration of the great common
classes. They must be men who can
go into the great industrial centres
of Massachusetts, into such cities as
New Bedford, Fall River, Lowell,
Lawrence, Lynn, Worcester, North
Adams, Holyoke and Chicopee and
ally the industrial population to
their support and following. It is
this kind of man the Republican
party must have in 1936, to beat this
tyrant Curley who is draining the
life blood of Massachusetts.
"Let us go back to the days of
Abraham Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt,
Calvin Coolidge and take a few lessons from them. Let us give Massachusetts a leader who will again
make the Republican party—the
party of the people, by the people
and for the people."
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'CURLEY AWAITS
PARTY'S CALL

ation for appendicitis she 'underwent at Shanghai.
Following her return to Batton,
Mrs. Donnelly will establish a tema residence in an apartment in
pur*,
one of the city's fashionable hotels
pending her selection of a permanent
home.
The arrival of the Governor's party in Boston apparently Was inclefinit- as he indicated they would leave
here tomorrow by train for New,
York city.
The Governor and his honeymooning daughter were guests of honor
tonight at a dinner party at the
home of Mrs. John B. Bremner. The ,
Governor's party has quarters at the'
Drake Hotel.
Mrs. Donnelly, although far from
active yet, was apparently well recovered from the emergency appendecectomy.
The Governor declined to comment on the possibility that VicePresident Garner might voluntarily
retire from politics next year to
make way for Mr. Curley as a running mate for President Roosevelt on
the national ticket.
He characterized as "utterly insane" the taxation program in force
in California. He predicted the state
will be years recovering from its effects.
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Says Leaders in State Will
i RITES TOMORROW
Decide on Office He'll
FOR MRS. GLYN/
I
Seek Next Year
;Services Will Be Held in St. Pat
Nocella Disootch to The Herald]
CHICAGO, Oct. 31—The public office Gov. Curley will seek in next
year's Massachusetts election will be
determined by leaders of the state
Democratic party, he said here tonight in denying .a report that he
had abandoned his idea of running
for the United States Senate.
"When I return to Boston," he
said, "I propose to engage in a conference with the leaders of my party
on, my plans for next year. I intend to be influenced by their decision as to which office I shall
seek."
The Massachusetts Governor did
not identify the party leaders to
whom he proposes to impose the
duty of deciding whether he will
seek a second term in his present
office r seek to displace Senator
MarOus A. Coolidge.
The Governor arrived in this city
this:afternoon from the Pacific coast
accompanied by his daughter, Mrs.
Edward C. Donnelly, Jr., and her
husband; and Dr. Martin J. English,
with whom he went to Honolulu to
greet his daughter following an oper-

rick's Church, Roxbury
Funeral services for Mrs. Theodort
A. Glynn, wife of the clerk of tht
Roxbury district court and forme]
fire commissioner of Boston, will ix
held tomorrow at 10 A.M., with s
solemn high mass of requiem at St
Patrick's Church, Roxbury. She died
Wednesday.
Delegations from charitable anc
fraternal societies, with which Mr5
Glynn was affiliated, as well as many
civic and military groups, will be
present. In accordance with Mrs.
Glynn's wish, her neighbors and
friends will occupy the greater part
of the church.
Telegrams and letters of consolation from all parts of the state and
nation have been received by the
Glynn family, including wires from
Gov. Curley, Senator Walsh, James
Roosernt, Postmaster -General
James A. Farley and many others.
A police detail headed by Supt.
Martin H. King will accompany the
procession to the church and no
automobile parking will be permitted on either side of Langdon
and Vine streets in the vicinity of
the church. A detail of eight state
policemen will also be on duty outside the church.
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BUSHNELL PLEADS
FOR G. 0. P. UNITY

r.,

Urges Convention of Disin- w
terested Men

Law Also off in Southern Maine;
Massachusetts May Lift Forest Ban

Robert T. Bushnell, president of
the Republican Club of Massachusetts, last night urged candidates for
indorsement, at next June's Republican pre-primary convention to reBy HENRY S. MOORE
frain from engaging in any attempt
to control its deliberations.
There's a bare chance that the mouth boat Wednesday when Dr.
As guest speaker
ban on inland hunting in Massa- John
Weymouth,
Coolidge Club of Swampscott he said chusetts may le lifted today, it was well L. Bastey of North
known Boston dentist, and his
that "the convention should be col indicated at the state department
Collier,
of conservation last night, but only hunting companion, Herman
posed of the mItst disinterested an
Weymouth market owner, landed
high-minded men and womeni th in the event that the rain which has with their combined bag of four
community. It should have one threatened for several days materi- bear, one moose
and two deer, prodaspiration and that is to select ,a alized in substantial form during the uct of a
10-day stay at Warren
ticket and platform for the best night and with the added proviso
Gray's camps at Kemp, N. S. It was
interests of good s.overnment and not, that today does not come off, clear the
doctor's 15th Nova Scotia trip
to advance the personal ambitiot and warm or dr:- and windy. The
Collier's second and they conor cause of any one candidate oz , damp conditions of the past few and
exceptional in
days have not been enough to end sidered their luck
a few candidates.
weather they
view of the warm,
"It should not be controlled by it the fire hazard and until enough encountered. Graydryguided them
few people who press buttons. It, moisture develops to soak things himself.
should sit in almost the same spirit down properly Massachusetts sportsas that of a judicial body, with tin men, bereft of upland game and inWord came down from the western
sole idea to take such action re- land duck shooting, must turn to
state last night that its in
gm,rdless of prejudices, friendship; other alternatives. These include part of the
and petty jealousies as will assurt, tidewater duck hunting, where the the works that the Berkshire County
the removal of the disgraceful condi- forest ban does not apply, or the League of Sport:rums' Clubs with
deer and upland game sport of a membership of some 11,000 sport..tion on Beacon Hill.
Maine and New Hampshire, both of men, would go on record at a regular
"The rising tide of Republican's
is becoming more apparent every which are headed for new highs next meeting in Greenfield officially
endorsing the candidacy o
day. The voters of this common- week.
Henry C. Kennington of Boston
wealth desire to go back to good
Although the season on woodgovernment, but they will not tol- cock closed last.night in both Mainet and Winthrop for state director of
fish and game in the event that Gov.
erate a reactionary ticket or platand New Hampshire, the partridge Curley makes a new appointMont
form. This feeling, at present,
run
season
15
still
Nov.
until
to
has
tilts-December. Dr. Kennington, who
uncrystallized, unexpressed, excel),
among thousands of ordinary people in Maine, while in New Hampshire Is a well known all round sportstalking individually to one another it holds good for the whole month man and an authority on wild life
"It is very easy 4pr us to criti- of November. In addition, New propagation and conservation, he alHampshire today opens a lim- ready has received similar endorsecize government or political parties
We have now come to the time wher ited season on pheasant (Nov. 1 to ments from the Massachusetts
15 are the dates) in all but Coos and Waterfowlers' Association, the Melwe must realize that a politica
Carroll counties with a daily bag rose and Newburyport fish and game
may be exactly what the rank limit
of two birds and a season limit clubs as well as the Essex County
an
make it. The method it
has been the case right and North Shore Sportsmens' clubs.
easy, ev,,5,,with the culivElit.IOn gys- of six. As
from the start in both states, birdsl
tem. If y
see in your commun1t3 have not been so plentiful in yeats
that the delegates proposed by a
or in better condition than they are
small group of politicians do not
this fall.
represent the ideas of a majority of'
2 Park Square
you, run a slate of delegates of yourt
As for deer, nine more counties in
own. You have as much right to addition to the six which opened in
Boston
Mass.
nominate men and women of your mid-October, open up today in
-*i:13:i-o-ott
itH:oo*-gtaafx
,Htfixtixtirc
own choice as arty one else.
Maine, leaving York county the only
"Mr. Average Citizen is the real boss one in the state where the law is
POST
of the party, if he sees fit to bestir still on. The counties which open
himself. His judgment is good when today, are Androscoggin, CumBoston, Mass
he is interested. If he busies himself I berland, Kennebec. Knox, Lincoln.
from now until next April with the Sagadahoc and Waldo (running to
thought that he is going to have Nov. 30), and Hancock and Washinga convention that really expresses ton where the season extends to Dec.
his ideas, and not the ideas of some 15. York county opens Nov. 11 and SEC. GRANT LEAVES
old-time political boss, he will have runs to the 30th. In New Hampshire
i TO MEET GOVERNOR
a convention that he can consider
the first deer hunting becomes legal
Richard D. Grant: sevretary to Govhis own.
today in the northern counties
"Such a,convention AS this will reof Coos and Grafton with game re- ernor Curley, left for Chicago yesterday
ceive the support of a. majority of
ported more plentiful than average. afternoon to confer with the Governor
he leaves that city today, and to
the people. Sportsmanlike candiThe season .runs to Nov. 30. In the i before
make the return trip with him. During
dates will abide by its choice. There
other eight counties deer hunting i the trip back to Boston, Secretary
runs from Dec. 1 to Dec. 15. One 'Grant will acquaint the Governor with
will be no wounds to heal within the
party ranks, and beginning with
deer, either sex, to a hunter is the the Important official and political haplimit.
June.
we can go forward, not
next
penings since he has been away, and,
only to end the worst government
arrangements will be made for picking
Rumblings of good hunting M the
Massachusetts
history, but also to Canadian provinces were amply jusin
up the work at the_ executive office
Monday.
do our share to lead the nation back I tified with the arrival of the YarkQ sanity."
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The executive council Wednesday
will receive the report of Lt.-Col.
Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of
public safety, containing recommendations for the distribution of the
$22,000 reward offered by the commonwealth for information leading
i tion of Abrathearrct and c"riv,
ham Faber and Irving and Murton
Millen, who died in the electric chair
some weeks ago. There are 21 claimCHICAGO, Oct. 31 (AP)----Govants. Col. Kirk was directed by the
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as to what office I
conwill
,
ts that hel
oyes
at present by six empl
Governor denied repor
The
Fuchs
don a Senaalready had decided to aban
tinue until January, Judge
be
order to head the
said. How many employes will le torial campaign inticke
t agyain.
State Democratic
necessary at that time he was unab
Honolulu with
Homeward bound from
to estimate.
her husband,
and
Mary,

Banquet Wednesday

his daughter,
C. DonnelLieutenant-Colonel Edward
-executive, Govly, Boston advertising
leave for New
ernor Curley planned to
noon,
York tomorrow after
to play a
Before departiig he hoped Edward J.,
Mayor
I round of golf with
rnor said.
Kelly of Chicago, the Gove

O'BRIEN TO RUN

.,SON
JAMES R. NICHOI
the We.iat
er
dinn
n
To be give
minster Hotel.

to Seek •
Former District Attorney
Is Not
ey
Curl
(boy.
Senate Seat if

A dinner formally to welcome Jame
s
R. Nicholson, past exalted
ruler of the
Elks, to Roston from New
York, where
he has been in busi
ness for several
years, will be given next
Wednesday,
at the Westminster
Hotel. M. Nicholson will engage in
business in this city.
1 Governor Curley
has telegraphed the
committee in charge of
this dinner the
following acceptance:
"I hope to be in
Boston on that date
and it will give
me great pleasure
to join with the many
others to welcome
back to Boston our
much beloved Jim
Nicholson."
E. Mark Sullivan,
chairman of the
Finance Commission
of
Boston, who is chairman the City of
of the executive committee In, char
ge of the dinner,
states that his committe
e already has
definite reservations for
over
Nicholson's friends. Thes 400 of Mr.
e are men
long and intimately
Mr. Nicho;son and repracquainted with
esent every State
In New
ngland.
Among those participat
ing are: Governor
Curley,
Lieutenant-Governor
Joseir
.
L. Hurley, Secretary
of State ,
Frederic W. Cook,
State Treasurer ;

-tioxl-o-awnt-cfmarglor
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Charles F. Hurley, State Auditor Thom
as H. Buckley, Attorney-General Paul
A. Dever, Rear Admiral Richard E.
Byrd, D. S. N.; John F. Mall
ey, State
director of federal housing; Thomas F.
Brady, Selectman of Brookline; E.
Mark Sullivan, chairman of the Finance
Commission of Boston; Thomas F. Sullivan, chairman of Boston Transit Commission
Riley W. Bowers, former
Mayor of Montpelier, Vt.; Judge Nels
on
P. Brown, of Superior Court; 11.
P.
Bischoff, Lieutenant-Colonel John
J.
Dwyer, 10th Massachusetts
Regi
General Fred Pierce, Represen ment;
tative
from Greenfield; Daniel J. Bonen,
resentative from Winthrop; Thom Repas F.
Tierney, Surgeon-General of the
Corn.
monwealth; Colonel Edward J.
Gihon
and Congressman Joeeph h. Martin.

aiacv

9?b

CURLEY TOURS FILM STUDIOS

On the set where "Ah, Wilderness," is
being made. Gov. Curley as
he made a tour of the
%layer studios in Hollywood. Left to
right—Director Clarence
o-Goldwl nRIVIgn, Gov. Curley, Lionel BarrMetr
Kayer, head of the MGM studios, and
ymore, Louis B.
Wallace Beery.
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MARSHAL MURPHY
MAY SEEK SENATE
U. S. Marshal John J. Murphy
announced his provisional candidacy
for the U. S. Sante, only if Senator
Marcus A. Coolidge should choose
not to seek re-election, today. He
said he would run on a New Deal
platform. He apparently thinks Gov.
gala will seek re-election.
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WTRED TO GLYNN
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Funeral services for Mrs. Theodore A. Glynn, wife of the former
tire commissioner and now clerk of
the Roxbury court, will be held Saturday at 10 a. m., with high mass of
requiem at St. Patrick's Church,
Roxbury.
Final arrangements were being
icompleted last night, as messages
and telegrams of sympathy were
Gov. Curley will be a candidate
pouring in on the bereaved family,
including messages from Gov. Cur- , for re-election as Governor, and
3ey, Sen. David I. Walsh, Postmas- definitely will not run for United
ter General James A. Farley and'States Senator.
James Roosevelt.
The announcement was made at
Chicago yesterday, according to a
copyrighted story in the Boston
Evening Amerier,,
Upon his arrival in Boston on
Saturday, according to the Amer- •
ican's story, the Governor will confer with political associates and
decide just whom he will support
In the Senate race.
The Governor and his party, which
includes his daughter, Mary, and
her husband, Lieut.-Col. Edward C.
Donnelly of his military staff,
paused in Chicago en route home
Dorn Honolulu. Mrs. Donnelly was
reported well and happy, much Improved in health. She was opecated upon for appendicitis in Shanghai, while on her honeymoon.
"There hi still a big job to he
done in Massachusetts," the Governor was quoting as saying, in
reference to his candidacy for reelectiqn.
"There are thousands of people
who should be given a chance to
get back to work and support
their families. The work and
wages program will be getting in
full swing this winter.
"I suppose if I should decide
to step out and rum for the Senate,
it would start a free-for-ail battle for the Democratic nomination for Governor that might
conceivably retard the work and
wages program."'
Concerning Congressman Connery's announcement that he will
run for Senator if the Governor
does not, Gov. Curley commented
that the Lynn man would make "a
surprisingly strong candidate.!
•

CUR1_EY FOR
REELECTION,
NOT SENATE

FOR JOHN PUBLIC

The governors of the six New England states will
make no unreasonable request in asking that the federal court which hears the reorganization petition of
the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad appoint trustees -adequately representative of the general public interest."
Massachusetts was represented at the gubernatorial conference by Acting Gov. Joseph L. Hurley and
.
by Edmund L. Dolan of Governor Curley's railroad
committee.
Gov. Theodore F. Green of Rhode Island will
appear at the court proceedings Nov. 6 to present the
Governors' petition. It is obvious, as the conference
statement said, that the bondholders, stockholders and
large creditors of the New Haven system will be represented; also other railroads directly or indirectly affiliated with the New Haven. Therefore, the general
public and the employes of the road and the shippers
and receivers of its freight should likewise be represented at the hearing.
In proceedings which will affect the future of the
New Haven road so vitally John Public is well entitled
to have a spokesman present.
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HEADS COMMITTEE

CILIZLEY TO
HEED PLEAS
OF LEADERS

Gov, James M. Curley,
according
to A. P. dispatches
lost night,
stated that it would be
entirely up
to the state leaders
of his party
whether he would be
a candidate
for the U. S. Senate
next year or
seek re-election for gov
ernor, once
again verifying his sta
tements on
arrival in San Fra
ncisco from
Hawaii.
"Upon my return to
Massachusetts I Intend to conf
er with
leaders of my party on
my plans
for the next campaign,"
Gov. Curley said.
"I will be governed
by their
decision as to what offi
ce I shall
seek."
The governor denied
he has already decided reports that
a senatorial campaign to abandon
in order to
head the state Dem
ocratic ticket
again.
The Governor and his
party, which
'miracles hie daughter,
her husband, Lieut.-Col. Mary, and
Donnelly of his mili Edward C.
tary staff.
Paused in Chicago en
route home
from Honolulu. Mrq. Don
nelly was
reported well and hap
py, much improved in health. She
ed upon for appendicitiswas operatMRS. IVILLIAAI
in Shanghai, while on her hon
eymoon.
"There Is still a big
done in MaNsachnsetts,"job to be
the Governor was quoting
as sayi
reference, to his candidacy ng, in
for reelection.
"There are thousands
of people
who should be given
a chance to
get back to work
and support
their families. The
4
work and
'ages program will
be getting in
toll Swing this winter.
"I suppose it I sho
to step out and rui for uld decide
the Senate,
it would start a free
-for
tle for the Democratic -all batnomination for Governor
that might
conceivably retard the
More than 1000 women
work and
Democrats
wages program."
are expected to attend
Concerning Congressman
the reception
Con
to Gov. Curley at the
nery's announcement
that he will
supper dance
run for Senator if the
at the Hotel Statler,
Governor
next Wednesdoes not, Gov. Curley com
day
nigh
t.
mented
that the Lynn ma would
The event is being pla
make "a
nned by the
surprisingly strong candidat
'a
ome
n's
e."
division of the Dem
ocratic
state committee and
Mrs.
Murray of Milford hea William A.
ds the committee in charge of the
affair. Mrs.
Murray said there had
been a tremendous response on
the part of
women anxious to atte
nd the supper
dance.

CURLEY FETE
ON WEDNESDAY

1000 Women Democrats
to Greet Governor at
Reception

A. MURRAY
Members of the women'
s division
aiding Mrs. Murray are
Miss Lucy
Hickey of Holyoke, Mrs
. Joseph A.
Langone and Mrs. Wal
ter V. McCarthy of Boston, Mrs.
Ann
of Hudson, Mrs. Golda R. a Davitt
Walters of
Woburn, Miss Anne Mow
att of Some-vine, Mrs. Elizabeth L.
McNamara
of Cambridge, Mrs. Mar
garet X.
O'Brien, Mrs. Anna Sharry
and Mrs.
Minnie Cahill of Worc
ester. Mrs.
William A. Stratton
of Wellesley,
Mrs. Bernard Cleary
of Taunton,
Mrs. Lawrence Kelley of
Tewksbury,
Mrs Alice I. Goland of
Arlington,
and Mrs. Peter Griffin of
Salem.
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Beacon Hill Rule for Worcester
Charges Hurled in Lively Campaign

Walter J. Crookson (left) and Edward J.
Kelley, his opponent in next Tuerlay's
mayoralty election in Worcester.
PLEA TO SAVE WORCESTER
amiably calls him in private, but a
11*
It's a tale, as they tell it, that has Young man, he adds, who is being
used by the "Boston gang" as a chess
all the verve of the invasion of
man as a means of Beacon Hill conAlexander the Great into Greece, trol of
Worcester affairs.
and this week-end, from the Re"Eddie" Kelley, on the other hand,
By LEO J. RYAN
publican standpoint, the city is- wit- in the campaign, spends his time
WORCESTER, Nov. 1—Worcester
nessing the famed and determined pointing backward to what he calls
the "disgracefully
—free and independent municipality
stand of Leonidas and his 300 at the ord of Republica extracagant" recn administrations
or satrapy ruled from Beacon Hill?
pass of Thermopylae, stemming the in Worcester in former years. For
A white-haired, humane Republi- advance of the Boston political
a "safe" administration, he tells the
can candidate for mayor is asking political legions.
voters, it is necessary to vote the
The Issue of white-haired Wal- Democratic ticket.
that question of the more than 80,000
Worcester voters this week, as a ter J. Cookson and his Republican STORY OF ALLEGED
INVASION
cohorts in this stem-winder of a
wind-up to the city mayoralty elec- campaign is a battle cry to stop
It's as well to tell the story ol
tion campaign which ends with the the invasion from Boston, to save the alleged invasion
of Worcester
voting next Tuesday, and the ques- Worcester for Worcesterites.
from the beginning.
"Eddie"
the
Edward
Kelley,
J.
tion, dozens of competent observers
In the campaign which preceded
Democratic candidate, floor leader
,Raill you, is in a fair way to nose
for Gov
y in the Legislature the primary a couple of weeks ago
c tit the prospects of continued :the latyear or so, for 13 years rep- Kelley was pitted against John W
Democratic control of the city ad- tresentative of Worcester among the Mahoney, a conservative Democratic
'lawmakers, is a likeable young man. lawyer ,a Walsh-Ely man, who has
ministration.
been mayor of Worcster these past
A "nice boy." Candidate Cookson

Cookson and Kelley Waging Hot Fight for
Mayoralty

four years. At first it was considered
"They certainly gototo John!"said
not even a fight. Mahoney' strength the Worcester Telegram on its first
•An the eastern Part of the state. page next morning.
Two minutes after Mayor MaThey parked in a big vacant space
honey made his reconciliation adnear the centre of the city. TeleCookson, the Repubphones were installed on the vacant dress, Walter
2 Parl, Square
lican mayoralty candidate, reported
lot, over which flashed orders from
Boston
some general deploying the battalion
Mass.
of cars. Voters were hauled to the a deluge of telephone calls from
,Mahoney Democrats.
polls by the hundreds.
"What just happened on the radio,
Across the city were blazoned
TRAVELER
scores of huge banners, calling on Walter," they said, in effect, "don't
pay
any
attent
ion
to
that. That
the people to vote for "Kelly" for
Boston, Mass.
mayor. The banner:" spelled his was necessary, on the surface. We're
for
you."
name wrong. He spells it "K-e-lCookson, known as one
l-e-y," The banners said "Kelly.
of
Closer inspection disclosed that the Worcester's humanest, most generous
men,
has
lived
here
for years,
banners were printed in Boston, in
aa.s../.•
••
i0 me sea.
a plant that does considerable busi- a salesman and sales manager of
heating aquipment for New Engness with the Curley organization.
At the same time a huge signboard. land. He has served on the school
towering above Worcester square committee for 26 years, 13 of them
was considered fop-notch with Wor- as chairman of the committee.
cester voters, Democrat's and many
IN FIGHT TO WIN
Republicans.
He has never held a paid political
•
Kelley was a likeable lad of the job before. In
town, with hardly an enemy, a boy Princeton streethis modest home on
today he said:
who grew up around Worcester! "I'M in this
campaign to win, and
square, who was kind to his aging • I think I will.
mother, who smiled pleasantly when Worcester from I want to save State and City to Be
you met him. Just "Eddie" Kelley, control of Bosto slipping into the
Represented at
that's all. For 13 years he had been I'm not worryi n politicians. But
ng about it. I do thq
elected to the state Legislature from best I can
and
when
I go to bed at
Funeral
Worcester, with no appreciable oppo- night I
sition. He was only a little over campaignforget entirely about the
tnt4,1
next
morning."
Final funeral arrangements for
21 when they elected him the first
Wednesday night fuel was
time and they kept it up.
added to the ('ookson charges burial of Mrs. Theodore A. Glynn
But as a candidate for mayor, he
when his suite of rooms on the have been completed. Services will
Was considered negligible. Mahoney
first floor of the Hotel Bancroft be held in St. Patrick's Church, Dudwould win the noniination easly and
was broken into, though a jimmied ley street, Roxbu
ry, where she had
after that the election, the wise ones
window, and all the letter and
said.
receipt files of his campaign stolen. been a lifelong communicant, tomorA few days before the primary
"I don't care," he said, "when his row, at 10 A. M. Among the hymns
there were a few shrew observers
secret
ary informed him of it yes- will be her special favorite, "Mother
who expressed a doubt. Around the
terday
morning. I hope they print Christ."
State House on Beacon Hill in BosThe cortege will leave the home,
everyt
hing
they found there, but
ton the first prophecies were made.
M 35 Mt. Pleasant avenue, about 9
they
won't.
I
have
nothin
g in the
Kelley, they said, in the language
drawers of my desks to hide. But A M and will proceed along Mt.
of George Ade, had the goods.
it's another good evidence of the I Pleasant avenue to Pairland street,
KELLEY WINS NOMINATION
kind of campaign this is. &,•;e:nd- to Winthrop street, to Dennis street,
through to Dudley street
When primary day came Wor- story work in politics is
something Patrick's Church. After and St.
cester people noted that the town new for Worcester."
the services the cortege will proceed along
was filled rith busy automobiles
The Republican hopes
from Boston and from other points the fight is strongly prohere, where Dudley street to Guild row, to Roxand antiand the city hall itself, called on the Curley, were further heightened bury street, to Centre street, to St.
Joseph's cemetery, in West Roxbuhy.
people to support Kelley for mayor. Tuesday over the Republican vic- A police
escort, headed by Lt. John
tory
in
the
nearb
y
10th
Middlesex
The ownership caption on the sign
representative district, where a Re- O'Dea, will lead fraternal and chic
societies.
board is "Donnelly Adv. Co." A publican was electe
d to fill a Demo- St. Patric Among the societies are
k's branch of the L. C.B. A..
number of other sign boards, also crat's place, with a shift of
more St. Philip's court of the M.
with the Donnellyimprint on them, than 2100 votes over the election
C. 0. F.,
of delegations from the Knigh
also were devoted- to telling the two years ago.
ts of
Colum
bus,
Ameri
can Legion and
people to elect Kelley mayor.
"Eddie" Kelley, however, is hamVeter
ans
of
Foreig
The upshot of it all was that
n Wars and their
mering away at the Republican
the greatest primary lipset in in
campaign with a personality which( auxiliary,: the Roxbury Historical
the
80elet
y,
Rnx1:11
737
Board
state, Kelley soundly trounced
of Trade,
people like. He calls the RepubRoxbury Lions' Club, Tammany Club
Mayor Mahoney and won the
licans "vague," calls for "action, not
of
Ward
8,
Democratic nomination for mayor
depar
tment heads of the
. promises," appears at more than a state, heade
d by Lt.-Gov. Hurley and
dozen rallies every night.
MAHONEY FOR KELLEY
his
milita
ry
staff.
The impres
The bitter bile of the Mahoney where is that sion you get every- • At the church the following group
s
cohorts turned them green. Election to defeat him.it's going to be a task will act as' guard of honor:
The
day was coming they vowed—and Invasion" issue but that the "Boston military staff of Gov
ley, head2
.
12
.
13
.04,60
revenge.
ed by Gen. William-T.- Rose; state
So the situation remained until
polim headed by Lt. John Dempsey,
and a delegation of Boston firemen,
Wedneaday evening of this week,
headed by Capt. John J. Crehan.
less than 48 hqurs ago, when sudThe ushers in the church will be in
denly Mayor John Mahoney, decharge of the members of Gov.
scribed up to then as sitting in his
Curlers official secretarial staff,
tent like Achilles, nursing an unheaded by Richard D. Grant.
assuagable grudge because of his
defeat. suddenly came out on the
radio with a statement in which
he went the whole hog for Kelley.
his supposedly bitter enemy, and
asked the people of Worcester to
elect him, and the rest of the
Democratic ticket.
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SFNATE RACE PROSPECTS

THOMAS C. O'BRIEN

JOSEPH F. O'CONNELL

Marshal Murphy to Seek Senate Seat
It Coolidge Decides Against Kunnin
•

•

Senator Coolidge, informed of the
candidacies of the others, said he is
yet prepared to submit a decision
as to whether or not lie will be a
candidate to succeed himself.
Likelihood that State Treasurer
Charles F. Hurley will also be a candidate, for senator or Governor, appeared when the state treasurer, dechusetts united today in expressing cling to advise the Governor publicthe hope that Gov. Curley will seek ly. conceded that "I'm a candidate
re-election as Governor instead of for higher office." The constitution,
as
uhirreesr tw
heh ea
ha
htere
hve
pressing for the post of United States he oobserreveodf,trreq
ee
he as
senator, United States Marshal John been the only incumbent
for three
J. Murphy announced his own provi- terms.
sional candidacy for the Senate on The candidacy of Congressman
WiPiam P. Connery of Lynn for the
a new deal platform.
Senate will be affected only by the
Gov. Curley is due to leave Chi- decision
of Gov,
his office
cago today for New York. In Chi- rcported. Should air-Governor decago he declared he would permit cide to seek a second term on Beacon
the Democratic leaders of the state Hill, Connery will be a candidate for
; determine the office for which h. will sellat°r.
Murphy said he would run if Senstand in 1936.
ator Marcus A. Coolidge should deAt the same time former Congress- cide not to seek the office
again.
man Joseph F. O'connell quoted the "I think the Democrats ought to
Traveler report, published several avoid a fight next year," he stated.
days ago,, that he was a candidate "If they can go through the prifor senator and declared "that repc..*:, mantes without a serious fight I
hasn't been denied and it won't be think that with Coolidge and Curdenied!"
ley both seeking re-election the
The Senatorial fight was next Democrats can carry Massachusetts
joined by former Dist. Atty. Thomas by 100.000 votes or better.
C. O'Br!en wIlo confirmed rumors "If Senator Marcus Coolidge does
that he would seek the office,
not choose to run and it is a free for
-I am a candidate," he said, simply, all fight, I will be a candidate for
and added that he would formulate U. S. senator. But I will not enter
his platform publicly later,
any ore-Primary convention. I'll
put my case directly up to the people.

Former Congressmarnot
O'Connell and Thomas
C. O'Brien in Race

U. S. MARSHAL JOHN J. MURPHI

to

"I am going to write a letter
erat
Govern
je loera7
r eurrsley anads tohtehm
er D
toe mo
useto
their best efforts to abolish the preprimaries.
"I charge that the leaders of both
parties ran out on the bill that would
eliminate the pre-primary conventions.
Here are some opinions as to
whether the Governor should run
for Governor or senator:
Charles H. McGlue, former Democratic state committee chairman:
"The governorship, of course. The
Governor is in a much stronger position there and it's always easier to
be re-elected than to start for another office. It is easier to win on
your record. There would be no
contest if he runs for Governor
again., Everybody along the line, the
Lieutenant -'Governor, and so on,
would simply seek re-election. Be
elected? By a larger majority than
before."
John I. Fitzgerald, head of Boston
city council: "I think he'd make a
good Governor."
Joseph B. Ely, former Governor:
"I have no comment."
THOMAS C. O'BRIEN, former
district attorney, Suffolk: "I think
he should run for Governor. I think
It is well for him to consult party
leaders. He can't have acquired
adequate knowledge of his office In
two years. The next two years will
be the most effective. Am I a candidate for the Senate? I am."
JOSEPH F. O'CONNELL, former
congressman: "I imagine Mr. Curley
must know for which office he should
run. The Traveler said the other
night that I'm a candidate for the
Senate. It hasn't been denied, has
It? And it won't be denied."
JOSEPH F. McGRATIL Democratic state committee cliairrnP,
‘•

1

"After Gov. Curley's 35 years of
activity in politics in Massachusetts,
most of the time in elective office,
It would be presumptuous for us to
try to advise him as to the best
course for him to pursue. He's been
away a long time and I think he
will come back with information we
I don't have about the circumstances
in the country which might affect his
candidacy.
MAYOR MANSFIELD: I have
nothing to say.
CHARLES F. HURLEY, state
treasurer: I've nothing to say on
that. Yesi I am a candidate for
higher office.
JOSEPH A. LANGONE, Jr., state
senator: That's something he'll have
to decide when he gets home. That's
something I don't like to express myself.
JOSEPH A. MAYNARD, collector
I of the port: I've no comment to
make. The choice is his own. If he
asks me to sit down with him and
discuss it I should be very glad to
do so,
HENRY PARKMAN,Jr., state senator (R): I don't think I have any
comment.
JUDGE WILLIAM M. WEI,CH.
collector of internal revenue: That's
ir
—"-''^r (qt. the Governor to
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CURLEY TOURS FILM STUDIOS

Metro-Goldwyn is being made. Gov. Curley as he made a tour of the
On the set where "Ah, Wilderness,"
Barrymore, Louis B.
Lionel
Curley,
Gov.
Brown,
e
Clirenc
irector
to right—D
Mayer studios in Hollywood. Left
Wallace Beery.'
Mayer, head of the MGM studios, and

means the easy task it looks. Senator
Coolidge says little but he has learned
2 Park Square
the politcal game surprisingly Well. He
is in a position to make a stubborn preBoston
Mass.
primary campaign. Even if Mr. Curley
t,)0:roo-cf-cfotwsv-a**-41-1:1-rxf I shoul
d win here, he would still have to
TRANSCRIPT
go before all the voters of the State in
a contest where his record as governor
Boston, Mass.
would certainly be the main ma ter for
discussion.
Everything considered, it is not so
strange that Mr. Curley hesitates to
, make a decision all by himself. It may
) The Shy Mr. Curley
be sound strategy to "await the party's
The coy shyness which marks
Gov- call."
ernor Curley's every discussion
of his
political plans is so atypical that
his ,
fellow citizens can hardly be
blamed if
they wonder what is behind it all.
2 Park Square
Mr.;
Curley will do, the news reports
have i
Boston
Mass.
him saying, whatever the party
leaders i
ask him to do. If they think he
ought /
to run for governor, he'll run
TRAVELER
for gov- i
erne:. If they need him in
the sen- 1
Boston, Mass.
atorial race, that is where he
will be
found when the next campaign
rolls
around.
Somehow or other, this does not
sound
2 Park Square
like Mr. Curley. All his life he has
been
making his own decisions. When he
'Bos
ton
Mass.
has
wanted an office, high or low, he
has
Funeral services for Mrs. Theodore made a fight for it, not infreq
uently to
TRANSCRIPT
A. Glynn, wife of the clerk of
the the distinct embarrassment of those
Roxbury district court and forme i Democrats who regar
Boston, Mass.
r
ded themselves as
fire commissioner of Boston,
be the men to whom all aspiring candidates
held tomorrow at 10 A. M., with a should look
before they leaped. And
solemn high mass of requiem at St. who are the leader
s now mentioned by
Patrick's Church, Roxbury. She died
the governor? Certainly there is little
Wednesday.
evidence in the record of the past
year
Delegations from charitable and or so to indica
te that the Democratic
fraternal societies, with which Mrs.
party possessed any leaders except
Mr.
Glynn was affiliated, as well as many
Curley himself. As long ago as
civic and military groups, will
1932,
UeJ when
the State was trying to select its
present. In accordance with Mrs.
The Women's Division of the Demo.
Glynn's wish, her neighbors and presidential favorite, he ran
a lone race cratic State Committee, which will confriends will occupy the greater part! for delegates.
Then when Mr. Roosevelt duct a supper dance in honor of Govof the church.
ernor James M. Curley at the Hotel Stat.
was elected, he was the one
man in ler on Wednesday night, Nov. 6, anTelegrams and letters of consola
i Massachusetts to whom
tion irom all parts of the state and
the national nounced today that. reservations In excess of 1000 have been reported by Mrs.
I nation have been received by
party organization turned for aid.
the
Since William A. Murray of Milford, chair
man
I Glynn family, including wires from his own electi
on as governor, he has of the reception committee. She expects
; Gov, Curlpy, Senator Walsh, James
accommodations will be exhausted by toruled alone and with an iron
FrciOtevelt, Postmaster -General
hand.
morrow.
Perhaps Mr. Curley's present bashfu
James A. Farley and many others.
Members of the division, who are aslA police detail headed by Supt. ness and kindly gestures
sistin
toward other are g Mrs. Murray in the arrangements
Martin H. King will accompany the Democrats
Miss
Hickey, Holyoke; Mrs. Jomay be traced to a feeling seph A. Lucy
Langone and Mrs. Walter V.
procession to the church and
no that, if he is to be succes
automobile parking will be persful in 1936, he McCarthy, Boston; Mrs. Anna Davitt.
Hudson; Mrs. Golda R. Walters, Woburn;
will need all the support 8,nd
mitted on either side of Langd
co-opera- Miss Anne Mowatt, Somer
on
ville; Mrs. Elizand Vine streets in the vicini
lion
he can command. Doubtless,
ty of
the abeth L. McNamara, Cambridge; Mrs.
the church. A detail of eight
Margaret X. O'Brien, Mrs. Anna Sharry
, lessons taught by the special
state
elections and Mrs. Minni
policemen will also be on
e Cahill, Worcester;
duty out- 1 lately in the Secon
d Essex and Tenth
side the church.
William A. Stratton, Wellesley; Mrs. Mrs.
Middlesex districts—In both of
nard Cleary, Taunton; Mrs. LawreBer•
nco
which Kelley, Tewks
bury; Mrs. Alice I. Goland,
great Republican gains were
registered— Arlington, Mrs. Peter Griffi
n,
Salem
.
have not been lost on the gover
nor. He
must see that whoever takes
41.11
the gubernatorial nomination will face
a hard
contest and that if he himse
lf should
take it, several fine issues
growing out
of his administration will be at
hand for
the opposition.
In the event that he is castin
g his eyes
toward the United States
Senate, Mr.
Curley will have two hurdl
es to jump.
First, he must win the nomin
ation from
Marcus A. Coolidge and this
is by no
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k 10TH NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
TO HOLD SESSION AT BOSTON

d
This session will also be addresse
rethe
is,
Land
M.
es
Jam
.
Hon
by
cently appointed chairman of the
Securities and Exchange comrnisis
sion, Washington, D.C. Mr. Land
drafted for the New Deal
was
,
mote
and
/ BOSTON, Nov. 2—To Pro onal from Harvard university,
cmutual understanding of regi the now heads one of the new agen
ies of government in the adminieconomic prblems and needs,
ted
New England council has invi t stration of which business men
Wes
and
h
Sout
the
of
n
greatly concerned.
spokesme
ary are
to address the 10th annivers be
10th anniversary New EngThe
New England conference, to was land conference will mark the
held. here Nov. 21 and 22, it ey completion of 10 years of activity
announced here today by Dudl nt by the pioneer regional economic
nHarmon, executive vice-preside
research and development orga
of the council.
ion brought into being in 1925
izat
dNew
Former Governor 0. Max Gar
under sponsorship of the six
.
ner of North Carolina will be the England governors. The first
in
W.
speaker from the South, and of New England conference, held ted
or
crea
edit
te
ago,
s
ocia
year
'ass
k,
10
r
mac
este
Way
W.
Des Worc
the Register - Tribune of the ,the permanent executiv body
,for
k
spea
will
known as th New England council,
Moines, Ia.,
10th
under auspices of which the
West.
be
on
This is the first occasion the anniversary conference will
.
held
which representatives of
asked
South and West have been
The purpose of the New Eng e
cobje
omic
econ
the
t
rpre
and its executiv
ce
to inte
eren
conf
land
sectives and viewpoints of those ness body, the council, is to improve
tions to the New England busi ium New England's economic perforcommunity, through the med ; mance and hence increase its
con
of the annual New England s oi nrosperity. In the last ten years
ference, in which the governorwith it has conducted research in mdny
t
the New England states mee ers. New England economic problems,
lead
ness
busi
red
hund
ral
ted the work of
seve
cement has coordina tions in the field of
Mr. H ar m on's announ
other organiza
pubstated.
r!conomic development, and
uncely as
onal
nati
d
lan
Eng
New
ed
"It is our desire," the anno
that liciz
onal
ment said, "to demonstrate ional an industrial and recreati
sect
not
s
seek
d
lan
.
New Eng
area
rstanderisolation but mutual unde
The 10th anniversary conf
feel we
ing and cooperation. We secured ence will have as guests the six
are fortunate in having as the New England governors, who will
the consent of such men rnor ol acidress the opening session of
Thursday afterdistinguished former gove
or of t the conference on
North Carolina and the edit come non. Nov. 21. The governrs will
to
great western newspaper k to ti, also address six state dinner
to New England and spea hope meetings that evening. Following
We
on behalf of their people. n in the the state dinners an evening asthat, by their participatioEnglanC sembly session of the entire conplace, to be fol10th anniversary New
be en- ference will take
conference, they will also only £ lowed Friday afternoon by group
ted to industry, agriabled to take home not
from Nem sessions devo strial development
message of good will
indu
ure,
cult
o'
g
rstandin
, and recreational deEngland, but an unde
and needs and taxation
the economic problems
t.
pmen
velo
the United
of this section of
Registration to attend the 10th
States."
versary conference is open to
anni
gover
form
Mr. Waymack and address thr all interested business men, agriernor Gardner will the confer- culturists, and public officials,
luncheon session of
has announced.
rnoon, Nov. 22. the council
ence on Friday afte
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CURLEY TO NAME
BAKER JUDGE OF
SUPERIOR COURT
Republican Member Of
Council Mentioned
for Bench Post
BOSTON, Nov. 2—(INS)—Governor James M. Curley probably will
appoint J. Arthur Baker, Pittsfield
member of the Governor's Council,
to the Superior court bench to fill ,
of
the vacancy caused by the deathwas
Judge Frederick J. McLeod, it
learned today as the Governor was
returning from a vacation to Hawa.ii
with his daughter and son-in-lave
Milton Burdick, Democrat of
Pittsfield, is expected to be appointed
to fill Baker's poot.
--------.......
—

i
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Though Roosevelt Is
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and the
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Yes, anything politically unexpect
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a
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probable is a Republican nomi
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cratic Governor
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own decisions, has been hampered
when ot where he can continue his usual methods as a leader, he has had to
,
r i e1 y on others in his
absence. ExeciiL t i ves who habitually depend on others
Governor' Decision To
Seek Second Term
to do their deep thinking at all times
Wco;r1 Insure Carr
Of TirewerIcs—It Is
;
Higthly Improbable
HisPaE
-:are not thus handicapped. That is to
That Judge"'
Would Resign TO Aid
kJ Connel
Ws Brother In
say, they are no more at a disadvantFray—Return Of
cellency Places Him In
Position To Resum
far away than when they are
e
His
Maker Of His Own Decis
Usual Duties Al
ions- 'Errors Of
position to formulate the deciJudgment Caused Tr
ble In His Absence,
• ons prepared for them
°11-si
by others.
.
In England, as you may have obBy Third House
I have heard it predicted that Judr,eserved, the
Labor Party has gone
It strikes me that one of
I
the most O'Connell would resign from the bench into the campa
ign now under way with
interesting political contests
of next if he felt that by doing so he coulda pledge to abolis
h the House of Lords,
year should be that for the
Democratic aid his elder brother to obtain a seat if entrusted
with the .power to do so.1
nomination for the United State
s Sea- in the United States Senate, hut
ate. That of the Republican
s will be doubt whether he would go as far asI That has led certain American podwell worth watching, but
for me the that. Times have changed, indeed,.ticians of more oi less influence to
Democrats will offer the major attrac since
the Red Devils, so-called, were nsist that it ig now high time to effect
tion. I am not inclined,
as yet, to a mighty factor in Dorchester-politicsisimilar reforms if they be reforms in
accept the theory that
Governor Cur- and had to 'be' reckoned with by-the connection with the Massachusetts
ley will not be a candi
General Court and the United States i
date for a Boston machinists. The Red Devil
s no Senate.
second term, but, if he should
decide longer exist as
a political unit, and
that he would rather have
the Senatorship, I know of no reaso
n why Ihe neither the ex-Congressman nor th'.!
should not make the grade.
I havejJudge is a resident of that section.
no dobbt that he would not only make
Now that the Governor is once more
it, but would lead all others. I would
be willing, moreover, to give odds that
he would win the nomination. Further than that I will not go until after Ihome and is sizing up political conditions and possibilities, I have an
nominations are actually made.
There will be no lack of candidate.i idea that there will be less complaint
for that nomination, although I think than there has been recently concerathat the number will be comparatively ing the activities of his loyal lieutensmall, after it is actually known what ants in his absence. When the Govthe Governor is going to do. It seems ernor is on "his native heath," if I
to be taken for granted that Senator may use that ancient expression, he
Coolidge will have to be satisfied with has no difficulty in making clear what
one term, for I do not hear his name he wants done, how he wants it done
mentioned Very loudly or often in con- and the identity of the person or
sidering the possible-candidates. Prof. persons whom he would have do it.
Now, however, there will be no mom:
Mullins of the Herald projected
Jcserh F. O'Connell into the field of occasion for errors on the, part of
candidates on Sunday last, and if those who represent him. He will be
O'Connell actually decides to run there where he can take charge of his own
will be plenty of fireworks, although, political and official interests, and he
of course, in a contest for a political will relieve of all major responsibility
nomination he would lack the aggreg- those who have incurred wrathful desire support of his former comrade- nunciation in certain sections through'
II in-arms and right-hand man, Daniel
mistaken judgment. Governor Curle
y
T. O'Connell, who is Joe's brother and
is not the first executive and politi
cian
who is now a justice of the Superior
of prominence who, accustomed to do.
; Court.
ing his own thinking and making his
_ .

/BATTLE FOR NOMINATION TO TAKE
cooLIDGE,s
SEAT WILL BE HEATE
_
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Up With The Times
By L. R. H.

one-halt
figure exceeding by about
63.1
cent per hour, the average of
cents paid in 1925 and 1926. hours
in
Due to increases
worked per employee, in average
hourly earnings, and in the total
inunber of men employed, the railway payroll in 1934 totaled $1,520,000,000, an increase of $115,000,000
over 1933. In the first seven months
of 1935 the total railroad payroll
amounted to $939,000,000, an increase of $59.000,000 over the same
months a year ago.

f

L.—R.—H.
one reckless,
RECIPE—"Take
natural-born fool, three drinks of
liquor, a fast, high-powered motor
are exactly of the type which Gen- car. Soak the fool in the liquor,
Johnson's , eral Johnson, if he wants to be place him in the car and let him
S.
General Hugh
critic of I consistent, can honestly approve. go. After due time, remove wreckal
imparti
standing as an
trusted . He has lowered taxes, both local age, place in black, satin-lined box
a
as
and
the New Deal
would and State. He has made Kansas and garnish with flowers."—The
wisdom
l
politica
source of
his live within its means and so re-es- Sohioan.
if
ned
heighte
be immeasurably
tablished the State's credit. He has
Roosemany
against
bitter tirades
L.—R.— H.
by the
reduced unemployment
bly
invaria
not
were
velt policies
nt of letting private
simple
expedie
hough Governor
ion
NG—Alt
suggest
SLIPPI
the
by
accompanied
business alone so that it could take
n months-more
that the President ought to be re- up the slack. In short, he has done Curley, with fourtee
to place a lot
elected. Speaking in 'Cleveland last just about what Mr. Roosevelt has to serve, will be able
the help
night General Johnson repeated not done and what General John- of his gang in office, with
of his hand-made Council, he is
the charges he recently made in son says Mr.
Roosevelt should have surely "riding for a fall" by the
an article in the Saturday Evening done
around
rolls
Post. He accused the Administrar is nominated, there need time election day
tion of a series of "amazing blun- beWhoeve
next year. He will have to put on
Rethe
r
hat
no
fear—o
hope—t
the
d
brande
,"
ders and failures
mask to laugh off such recent
publican candidate in 1936 will be a
n
WPA-PWA program as a "fantas- a
m Republican victories as the electio
The
platfor
man.
thing"
"do-no
plan
AAA
d
the
McSweeney
H.
r
William
tical flop," attacke
of
Senato
will call for action. The members
as impossible and cited as obvious of the party, will insist on it. But in this senatorial district and Wilthe danger of currency inflation. they will not, we may be sure, de- liam Stockwell as Representative
In spite of all this it is "my mand a
Middlesex district.
continuation of "amazing in the tenth
firm conviction that the salvation blunders and
The Stockwell election last Tuestorial
s."—Edi
failure
only
found
of this country will be
day has given the Republican lead in Boston Transcript.
under the leadership of Franklin
es plenty to cheer about, as it was
D. Roosevelt, as the single effecRAILWAY FACTS—There has an absolute overturn in the voting,
tive exponent of 'do something' as just come to my desk the 1935 edi- and makes the line-up in the
against all the exponents of the tion of "Railway Facts," issued by House 125 Republicans and 115
policy of 'do nothing.'"
the Western Railways' Committee Democrats. As the Boston TransTo put in the simplest way, then, on Public Relations, that is chock cript points out:
the Johnson attitude, seems to i full of facts and figures that make
Since there was already abundant
amount to this: It is better to mighty interesting reading. From
England in
make "amazing blunders and fail- this little book I learned a lot that evidence that New
usetts in parures," to engage in economic "flops" everyone should knew about our general and Massach
ticular had had enough of Demoand to drive the nation to the railroads. For instance:
cratic administration in both State
brink of ruinous inflation—it is
The average railway employee in and national affairs, the word from
better to do all these things than
$1,508 in wages. This Middlesex serves largely to reasit is to do nothing. We doubt if 1934 received
nted an increase of sure further the friends of good
the general public, outside the ev- figure represe
1932 average earnings government. But, beyond that, it
er-faithful Roosevelt followers, 'will $42 over the
over the average for should put some needed courage in
agree. We doubt, moreover, wheth- and of $63
the hearts of those Republican leger that same general public, with 19:4/
The 12,000 railway executives, of- islators whose wavering attitude in
the same exceptions, will regard as
includ- the late session made it possible
sound or balanced the judgment of ficials and staff assistants,
esidents, for a Democratic governor to ata man, whatever his own ability ing the presidents, vice-pr
, re- tain all his
objectives.
major
or record of personal performance, general and division officers
ceived average wages of $5,120 in They may now be convinced that
who sets forth such views
cler- they have nothing to fear. The
Happily, the choice in the 1936 1934. The 165,000 professional,
d
Curley
election toward which General ical and general employees receive voters are opposed to the
while program of personal rule and exJohnson is constantly casting his an average of $1,649 apiece,
men employed In the travagant spending. They will not
I
glances will not be between a man the 209,000
of the railways' tracks grant their suffrage to men who
I
nance
is
it
mainte
if
even
ing,
who does someth
average of $975.
support that program. They showed
I
an
does
paid
were
who
man
a
all wrong, and
by giving a
,own favorThe 277,000 machinists, carmen, it in the Second Essex
nothing. The general's'
the Senfor
te
ican
candida
'
Republ
guilty
others
and
been
helpers
has
who
akers,
boilerm
ite candidate,
fail- employed in the maintenance of ate a thumping big majority. They
of "amazing blunders and
have now showed it in Middlesex
ures," will be opposed not by a equipment and stores departments
a Democrat and
of the railroads received average by throwing out
"do-nothing"Republican
a Republican in his place.
Republican competent and pledged wages of $1,341, and the 125,000 putting
one station agents, telegraphers, cros- It is all to the good.
to take energetic action. Not
of the men prominently mentioned, sing watchmen. etc., received an
L.—R.—H.
for the party nomination is in any average of $1,345. The 12,000 yardemKnox,
service
d, queen of the
Colonel
yard
Pickfor
.
Mary
masters and other
sense a stand-patter
for instance, is a two-fisted, ener- ployees averaged $2,047 in wages movies, and Louis B. Mayer, studit
getic crusader for what he believes and the 209,000 engineers, firemen, chief of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in
to be the right. His whole life is conductors and brakemen received) Hollywood, join William R. Hearst
in the trek from tax-ridden Calione of restless activity in the pub- an average of $1,998 apiece.
If the motion picture infornia.
ee
employ
lic welfare. It is inconceivable that,
railway
The average
as President, he would sit idly by worked 2,376 hours last year, or 77 dustry deserts the state, the taxand let things drift. Governor hours more than he worked in eaters will starve to death.
Landon of Kansas is another who 1933. His average hourly earnings
would move forward with the times. amounted to 62.9 cents in 1933 and
As a matter of fact, Mr. Landon's
63.5 cents in 1934, this latter
achievements in his present office to
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candidates for the Republican nomination for President in 1936.
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Political Grab Bag
By

Thorns

K.

Brindley

pecial Counsel Again ?—
One of the practices which taxpayers viewed askance
in the
days when politicians had complete control of the city's
finances
was the employment of special counsel to handle various
matters
of litigation.
During the past. few years, there has been little of that
type of
patronage distributed. It appeared to be an evil that was
virtually
eliminated in the campaign to give the city clean governmen
t.
But since the Board of Finance has fallen into the riands
of the
politically-minded, the old evils are cropping up again
and plans
are afoot to revive the special counsel racket.
It is known that within the past month Chairman Cote
has on
at least two occasions proposed the employment of special counsel
to handle municipal matters which are in the courts.
The suggestions of employing special counsel—whose work
is
expensive for the taxpayers—preeedeil the reputed movement
to
reduce the salary of the Corporation Counsel, a proposal which has
met city-wide condemnation.
The man whose services Chairman Cote has proposea should
be
obtained in some cases where he favors special counsel is Arthur
S.
Phillips.
And he is also reported to have under consideration plans for
utilizing the services of his long-time friend, David Silverstei
n.
All of which just adds fuel to the political powcer keg that is
due to explode with a reverberating roar one of these days.

Court Appointment Delayed—
Lawyers being under discussion, it is interesting to note that
the appointment of an assistant clerk for the District Court has not
been made by Representative-Clerk George F. Driscoll as yet.
Some say the reason is that Governor Curley has been out of
the State.
Others contend that a movement to save the Job for John E.
Duffy, the incumbent, has met with some success.
The Herald News disclosed that the appointment of Frederick
T. Openshaw, former police officer now on pension from the city
and State Commander of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, was among
the things which Mr. Driscoll was Ordered to do when the Governor
named him to the ranks of dual jobholders.
Mr. Openshaw is nervous about the delay.
He has contacted people here this week in an effort to remove
what he was informed was a stumbling block in his path.
Informed circles say that the delay has irked his friends, too
I and they are placing much of the responsibility for it upon Lieutenant Governor Joseph L. Hurley.
Clerk Driscoll remains silent.
It is known that he would prefer not to make a change,
but
politics being what they are he will do just what Beacon Hill orders.
The Governor has taken unto himself the right to name the
aids
of those whom he appoints to lucrative political positions.
Undoubtedly It is part of his alleged work-and-wages program
which appears to be quite successfully being stalled into
election

I

year!

Claim Openshate Eligible—
Since the Openshaw story was first published here, there has
been some talk that he is not eligible for the position because he is
receiving a weekly pension check from the city as a retired policeman.
Politico-legal circles, however, say this is not so.
They point out that the General Laws specify ''no person while
receiving a pension or an annuity from the commonwealth, or from
any county, city or town • * • • shall, after the date of the first
payment of such annuity or pension be paid for any service rendered to the commonwealth, county, city or town which pays such
pension or annuity, except for jury service, or for service rendered
in an emergency under section 68, 69 or 83, or for service in a public office to which he has been elected by the direct vote of the
people."
Informed circles point out that the law states a person "shall
not he paid" for any service rendered to the political subdivision
which pays him a pension.
The City of Fall River pays Mr. Openshavv's pension.
The County of Bristol, a separate political unit, pays the salary
^f the assistant clerk of court.

Politicians' Relief Project—
It was Senator Henry Fountain Ashurst, who first came to the
conclusion that the government hasn't been doing right by the poor
politicians.
He decided since the government was rushing to the front with
cold cash to help support everything from one-acre farms to gigantic
railroad holdings, the politicians deserved some consideration, so
he proposed a "politicians' relief bill."
The government has shown no disposition to help out the poor
pols, so Senator Ashurst feels they might try some of the following
relief measures:
1—Politicians troubled with insomnia should read their own
speeches or listen to one of their colleagues. It is a sure bet for
sound sleep,
2—Those whose obese figures indicate a lack of exercise might
take up "fence building." If that is too difficult, there are no better
dodgers than the pols and that is recommended as a form of exercise.
3—Politicians who like to represent that they are devoted to the
hard working labor element of the voting public might try using
a trowel or shovel when it comes to spreading flattery.
4 —Those who have stiff backs from standing too erect while
trying to make a favorable impression upon the electorate, might get
a little exercise by picking up their broken promises.
_
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Governors Will Intervene.

The determination of New Engrand governors to keep
close watch over the reorganization of the New Haven railroad is reassuring that the interests of this section will not be
sacrificed because nobody is looking. At a meeting of representatives of the six states in Providence this week, Governor Green of Rhode Island was named to attend in their
behalf the hearing to be held in New Haven early next
month.
This is a matter of importance to New England in two
particulars especially. One of them is to see that the railroad service furnished under any new plan for managing
the company's affairs is adequate for the territory covered
by the road.
Another is to see that holders of the New Haven's securities arc given a fair deal in the new set-up.
Since Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut
have been largely dependent Or transportation on the railroad noiv in financial difficulties, it is a matter of great concern to them that provisions be made to continue the business
of common carrier on lines that will result in no handicap to
the development of their industries. A check upon reorganization proceedings is warranted from this point of view.
A great amount of New England money has always
been tied up in investments in New Haven stocks and bonds.
They figure in the portfolios of many educational and public
welfare institutions. These apart from the holdings of individual investors, who have to rely upon their incomes for
support. Inconsidered sacrifice of these holdings should
not be permitted.
For these reasons the New England governors are justified in taking a hand in this railroad new deal. Their voice
I i the proceedings represents iaterests that cannot properly
be disregarded.
It Is essential to the welfaie of this section that the re,rganisstion plans be developed in a way that will be sympathetic to these interests, and in
undertaking to see that
this is done the governors are engaged
in good service to
their constituencies.
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Large Crowd Out
To Greet Curley
On His Return
BOSTON, Nov. 2 — Governor Carley of Massachusetts returned today
from his Hawaiian vacation.
He arrived at Huntiington avenue
station shortly before noon, accompenied by his daughter Mary and
her husband, Edward C. Donnelly.
A large crowd welcomed the trip.
Mrs. Donnelly is recuperatiing
from an emergency appendicitis operation performed at ShLtighai while
she and her husband were on a

'round the world honeymoon tour.
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Large Crowd Out
lo Greet Curley
Ein His Return
-BOSTON, Nov. 2 — Governor Corey orMassachusetts returned today
:rom his Hawaiian vacation.
He arrived at Huntiington avenue
-tation shortly before noon, accomuoisd by his daughter Mary and
her husband, Edward C. Donnelly.
A large crowd welcomed the trip.
Mrs. Donnelly is recuperatiing
from an emergency appendicitis operation performed at Sht-nghai while
she and her husband were on a

'round the world honeymoon tour.
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Ctilley Seems Cool

1 To Boom for Senate
Boston— l AP)—The Boston Traveler
says Governor Curley. In discussing
his political future said today:
'It may be better to remain in Massachusetts and keep on this work at
'making the state Democratic." Reports have been current the Governe.
might run for the United State.
Senate.
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Governor's Son Is Grid Star
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CURLEY PLANS TO ,
SEEK PE-ELECTION
on
BOSTON, Nov. 2. (1P)—A Bost
Curreport says Governor James M. fuley, in discussing his political be
ture here said today: "It may s
achusett
I better to remain in Mass making
and keep on this work of
Reports
the state Democratic."
goverthe
that
ent
curr
been
have
States
ed
Unit
the
for
run
t
nor migh
Senale.
Governor Curley mentioned neithsena
er the governorship noor the
the
torship directly, accoridng to
report.
d
The report says Curley announce -•
couri
he would ask the governor's
Art
ell Wedenesday to nominate J.
bliRepu
,
field
Pitts
of
r
Bake
' thur
nor's
caan member of the gover
ercouncil, to succeed the late Fred t
ick J. McLeod as a Superior cour
judge.
said
The report says Curley also
he would ask that Milton Burdick
' of Pittsfield be nominated as Baker's successor in the governor's
council.
ent of Baker will
, "The appointm sion among the
cause some confu
Republicans, but we will soon take
over the vote getters among the
,
Republicans. Beaker will come
over, so will the president of the
Senate (James B. Moran) In a short,
time. So will Ernie Dean (Representative Ernest J. Dean of C7111mark) and the rest, as well. We
: have the greatest chance the state
i has ever known to build a real organization."
Leo Curley
One of the star guards of the Georgetown university team is Leo
Curley, son of Gov. James Curley of Massachusetts„ He is pictured in action.
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CURLEY ARRIVES
HOME AT NOON
First Duty Will Be to Attend
Funeral of Friend's
Wife

i
i

BOSTON, Nov. 2. (UP)--Gov.
Curley of Massachusetts returned
today from his Hawaiian vacation.
He arrived at Huntington avenue
station shortly before noon, accompanied by his daughter Mary and
her husband, Edward C. Donnelly.
A large crowd welcomed the trio.
Mrs. Donnelly is recuperating
from an emergency appendicitis
operation, performed at Shanghai
while she and her husband were
on a 'round -the-world honeymoon
tour.
The governor was expected to go
to St. Joseph's cemetery to attend
the burial of Mrs. Theodore A.
Glynn, wife of Curley's close friend,
the former fire commissloner.
Gov. Curley had been away since
Sept. 29.
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Curley Women
Sponsor Rally

1

The Governor Curley Women
's
Democratic club of this city whir
sponsor a rally, Sunday night,
at 8
o'clock in LTherty hall. All Democratic candidates are invited to
attend and speak.
The speakers will be headed by
City Treasurer Charles R. Flood
and candidates for Council and
School, committee are not only invited but urged to attend as a large
attendance is expected.
The program will also include
10 acts of vaudeville and the club
committee, headed by President
Theresa V. McDermott, wishes it
understood that refreshments will
also be served during the evening.
The rally should prove to be one
of the most enthusiastic of the preelection campaign.
—

go back to being mayor of
a job he can apparently Boston—
time he wants it. Boston get any
2 Park Square
sy, Curley is, and has isn't fusbeen
MASS.
BOSTON
the first, its hero. But as a from
executive, I suspect James state
M. is
just about dead. And I fancy
it alCOURIER-CITIZEN
/so spells the doom of a few other
briefly strutting characters,
Lowell, Mass
who
won unexpected elections in distric
ts
normally Republican; Senator McNO\J
Carty of this city, for one—for
it
is a shrewd guess that the towns
of the 8th Middlesex senatorial
district feel as do the people of
Maynard district about the the
way
y ITTLE THINGS sometimes show. things have been going
this year
-1-4 how matters stand, as straws re- on Beason Hill.
veal which way the wind blows.1 district allowed Just why the 8th
itself to believe that
For example, it interested me N.tO1 it wanted "a chang
e" last November
observe the complete indifference
1 have never been able to
comprethe spectators—one might say "aud hend—but it
ience," now that we have the talk- so many other evidently did, as did
ies—when the news-reel threw on wealth. The parts of the common-;
"change" doesn't look I
the screen a picture of Mr. Roose- so desirable, now.
velt making a speech in South Caro*55
i lina, after coming off the ship at
It will be a whole year
before
the end of his vacation. It was most districts
that speech, now rather famous, in show how they have a chance to
feel. Only a rare
which he talked of business re- exception, like the
case of that apecovery as on a sounder basis than cial election
in
ever before, adding, "We planned it representative the 10th Middlesex
that way—don't let any one tell you any locality to district will enable
effect a shift back
differently." Not a yip from the as- to normalcy. But
it will come, with
sembled crowd! It was as quiet as i time. A year
if one had shown them a picture Mc lent itself ago, the voting pubto a monumental bit
of a new prize chrysanthemum. of folly; and
the
Not a hand, not a cheer, nothing ,ly to be forgot lesson is not liketen very soon. It
at all, unless you can count the may even reflect
itself in the jarmuttered comment of "Oh, yeah" pending city
election, which is the
from a man behind me somewhere only one we
are
in the dark. That bland and beam- There are rumor to have this fall,
s of disgust, alike
ing presidential smile engulfed with the Democ
ratic mayor and a
every one in sight, but it seemed to Democratic
Council, which may
have lost its power to enthrall. It'presage a thoro
ugh alteration in the
wouldn't have been so three short complexion of things
at City Hall,
years ago.
God knows, there's need enough for
5**
•t! Something depends on the
power
Mere politeness might seem to de- hi the public to lay
aside silly premand a perfunctory hand-clap, out judices and vote
according to cornof compliment to the chief magis- mon sense for once:
but the opportrate of 120,000,000 people--but tunity is there,
and from the drift
there was not a single one. In line, pf things I should
it struck _me as a pretty good evi- tqUally indeed forsay it looked very
"Charlie" Flood,
dence of the fact that hereabouts prow the city
treasu
the New Deal is rather worse than been slated by Mayorrer, who bas
Bruin as the
dead. Nor is that the only bit of man on whom he
would like to see
evidence. Maybe you noticed that nis mantle fall.
In the Maynard district they had
555
a special election on Tuesday, inOne may reasonably
volving a representative in the Mr. Flood—personall be sorry for
y
state legislature. In 1934—less than sing young man, whoa very prom- '
hasn't been
a year ago—that same district sent tilowed to seek and find a
to Boston a Democrat, who won by he scheme of things but niche in
a margin of 1149 votes, On Tuesday itchforked into City Hall who was
a Republican won back the seat, by otice and who is by wayon short
of acsomething like two to one. In other uiring, as others have
before him,
words, those who last year were so he "City Hall habit;"
steamed up over the idea that they he habit of regard that is to say,
wanted "a change" have got good olding as the onlying city officeopen career in
and sick of their bargain.
lie. Few enter upon it quite so
*5*
oung. Most acquire it later on.
This is the natural result of amn any case it is an insidi
ous thing,
year or less of QuEley administra- with no real future
offer and only
tion, with its concomitant of win- intermittent activi to
ty at best. I doubt
ning over just enough votes to dear- it was a lucky
thing for Mr. Flood
Mate a legislature that was almost to land the job
of city treasurer at
evenly balanced. It has been a a time when normal
curious situation, with a Senate seeking some line ly he would be
of work that led
just barely Republican—but not to something.
I am more doubtful
enough so to balk Curley, who 14 still that
it would be a favor to
adept at winning over whatever' him to elect
votes he needs. The year has seen day. It wouldhim mayor next Tuesbe a step up—for the
the end of a few men's reputations! moment.
pay—for two years or
I doubt that Governor Curley today so—wouldThe
be good. But after that,
could get himself elected to any what? A
thing, on a state-wide vote—gov- Hall jobs—barren succession of City
ernor, United States senator, or always withnow in and now out, but
that fatal hope of getwhat you will. He may have toi ting in
again somehow, as something or other.
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Catchall

Young man, beware the City Hall
habit! It gets one into a bad rut,
and from it there's no easy escape,
It leads you to accept politics--every
small politics, as a rule- as your
sole career, You soon unfit yourself
for anything else and in due time
become just one of a familiar crowd,
always hanging around and always
hopeful of landing something or
other—it makes no great difference what, so long as there'd
a
it.
bit
of pay in
You
may not believe this, but I
am pretty sure that the best thing
that can happen to a man in
Mr. Flood's circumstances would be
actually to be defeated at the polls,
while there is yet Um* for him to
I make something of himself more
than a mere City Hall politician.
There's far too good stuff in Mr.
Flood for that. He merits something better in the way of a lifework; and far better company than
he will have to train with if he
sticks around City Hall, year in
and year out, the next 40 years. I'll
venture a bet that he himself, looking heel, from his 60th birthday,
Will one day say that to aspire to a
City Hall career was the mistake of
a lifetime. And, alas, we have but
one lifetime, so that mistakes are
costly—especially when made on the
threshold!
***
I have been told that Mr. Flood
Is more independent than some give
him credit for being, and that he is
capable of resisting the wiles of unscrupulous "pols" who might ask
him to do improper things. I like
to believe it—but in such cases
one has to be shown
before
being convinced, and these charges
of
payrolls
alleged
to
have
been met without formal warrant don't have just the right
look, assuming that they are
not
pure fabrications
But I
should have no hesitation in resting
the case wholly on the matter of the
young man's own self-interest. I'm
quite sure it would be better for
him by far to get out of this Cite 1
Hall labyrinth now--the sooner thr
better—before it becomes a fixer
habitation for the soul. Mr. Fl000
might make a fairly good mayor-1
suspect he would, as a matter of
fact; I am looking at it from quite
the other angle— from the angle of
Mr. Flood's own best interest in the
long run. I have seen so many otherWise pretty capable men ruined b3
into the "City Hall habit'
to the point where they couldn't di
anything else.
s••
With Mr. Archtenbault it's rathe

If not, I am sorry; for it's what I
have come to-think after some 40
years of close observation—and I
think l'm right. The very worst
thing for Mr. Flood himself would
be to win next Tuesday. Of course he
doesn't think that now; but I am
quite sure he will agree with me
say 20 or 25 years hence.
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He
century.
a
where
city councillor in Peabody
resides.
he
,
been
other Democrats who have
nominamentioned as seeking the
Manning
Von are Mayor 3. Fred
Kane
, of Lynn and Atty. John P. have
of Lawrence, both of Whom
camopposed Corhiery .r,
Mzior J. Leo Sullb
paigns;
Miehael J. Me-an of I'vabea),
manufacturer, and
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rally under the
A big Democratic
Curley
Governor
the
auspices of
in LiberWomen's club will be heldAuditorium
Memorial
sion and this incursion into politic?
' ty hall of the
Theresa
ia a step aside. There's less pros
tomorrow night with Mrs.
presiding.
pect that the City Hall habit wil
McDermott
V.
confined to
, "get" him. Mr. Flood
The rally will not be
hasn't hfir.
club, hut
Curley
' time to find his feet in
the
any otheimembers of
women
Democratic
line of work--not even time
to
Charles M. Boyle, county com- will be open
to get
H
his name into the telephone book, missioner, today announced he will voters in all sectione of the city.
Charles II. Flood
e Mae been put into very
City Treasurer
responsi- seek the Democratic nomination
speaker. In
°en.
ble
.
- —ce Young, and on the whole for Congress in the seventh diswill be the principal
be seven acts
has done pretty well there; but
event Cong. William
the
will
trict
in
there
addn,
local
office-holding simply isn't a
P. Connery does not seek re-elec- of vaudeville, and refreshments will
I' I
career, and a really promising
tion.
•
man
be served.
Cons. Connery announced his
does well to beware of it. City
Hall
U.
S.
the
for
contest
to
intentions
politics is all right when it is
of Senate in the event that Gov „Cisrman's life a thing apart --an
the
tion; but it is usually all avoca- Vey is not a eandidat
wrong same office.
when it becomes one's whole
.ete
tence, you may not agree? exisWell,

Will Run If Connery
Does Not Seek
Re-election
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GOV. CURLEY TO
SWaEEnts toRKeEepIonLECTIO
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king Bay State
Ma
II
idore DemocratLic
Says He Will Nominate Councillor Baker,Republican,To Be a
Judge at Next Tuesday's Meeting of the Council.
BOSTON, Nov. 2 (.4)).—The Boston Traveler says Governor James
M. Curley, in disoussing his political
future here said today: "It may be
better to remain in Massachusetts
and keep on this work of making
Reports
the state democratic."
have been current that the governor
might run for the United States
Senate.
mentioned
Curley
Governor
neither the governorship nor the
senatorship directly, according to
the Traveler.
The newspaper says Curley announced he would ask the governor's council Wednesday to nominate J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield,

Republican member of the governor's council, to succeed the late
Frederick J. McLeod as a superior
court judge.
The Traveler says Curley also
said he would ask that Milton Bureick of Pittsfield be nominated as
Baker's successor in the governor's
council.
"The appointment of Baker will
cause some confusion among the
Republicans. Baker will come oyer,
so will the president of the Senate
(James B. Moran) in a short time.
So will Ernie Dean (Representative
Ernest J. Dean of Chilmark) and
the rest, as well. We have the
greatest chance the state has ever
known to build a real organization."
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BAKER SLATED
FOR JUDGESHIP
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appointed to
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Martin J. EngDr.
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an
8100, in this morning's paper,
Irregularity' which I personally
Press Clipping Service
'irreguPress Clipping Service have not admitted, then thatpaid
just
2 Park Square
of having
consists
larity'
2 Park Square
wages to men who worked for them
BOSTON
MASS.
were
BOSTON
MASS.
on the date when those wages
payable.
and
due
NEWS
"The alternative was to force
COURIER-CITIZEN
hundreds of men and their families
landtheir
as
Malden,
well
as
payless,
Mass.
to go
Lowell, Mass.
lords and their grocers, while an
alleged technicality of the Street
department was being investigated.
"I am astonished that this entire matter, in which there is nothing unusual, should be the matter
of such a highly publicized investigation by the Finance commission,
the week before the election, a body
which is supposed to keep itself
CHICAGO, Nov 2---Gov Curley plans
aloof from politics and political to name J Arthur Baker of the
nor's Council to the Superior Goverissues."
the vacancy caused by the court to
city
the
or
he
if
asked
When
Judge
F T McLeod, and to death of
irregularadmitted
had
treasurer
name Milton Burdick of Pittsfield to
commission
,
Finance
ities before the
succeed
Baker.
I
following
the
Mayor Bruin gave
_
------i
every
to
apparent
Will Continue Investigation ot answer: "It is
Ø*III*HI*3Hcf*-03x14:8o
xH
commission,
that the Finance
Conduct of Office of City one
which is supposed to be non-parARGUS
Treasurer Flood—Hopes to tisan. is actively working with the
Republican machine. This is not
Vt.
Montpelier,
Secure Copies of Missing surprising because a member of the
;.),
1\1
Payrolls—Democrats Appeal Finance commission is a law office
associate of the Republican nominee
for Board's Removal.
for mayor.
"City Treasurer Flood did not adTAKE GOVERNOR'S HELMET
The Finance commission will mit any irregularityaat the meeting
meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock to of the Finance commission yesterAn attempt on the part of four
continue its investigation into the day, despite the statement of its
conduct of the office of City Treas- IRepublican secretary, William Trot- Middlebury college freshmen to carry
urer Charles Ft. Flood and the tier. I was at the meeting and not
white sun helmet in the govStreet department. The commis- on ingle question was asked of the off the
matter
about
this
treasurer
ernor's office to add to their souvenir
sioners hoped to secure copies of
the mysteriously missing payrolls during the meeting.
collection was nipped by Inspector
"The action of the Finance comof the Street department which
Cleveland of the motor vehicle
were paid by the city treasurer in mission in its sell-out to the Repub- Roy
spite of the fact that they had not licans on the eve of election is cer- department, who took them into cusbeen signed by Superintendents tainly to be repudiated and rebuked tody in front of the Pavilion hotel
George P. Legrand of the Street' by the electorate next Tuesday.
verge of mov"The clerk of the Street depart- while they were on the
department and that City Auditor
take part in
to
Northfield
ment
informs
me
that
his
handling
ing on to
Daniel E. Martin had issued no
of the payrolls is in accordance with
warrants authorizing payment.
Norwich-Middlebury frosh footthe
Mayor James J. Bruin and City the procedure which has been carafternoon.
ried on in that office for the last 15 ball game yesterday
Treasurer Flood yesterday denied
visitors at the
were
dispute.",
without
years
question or
The young men
that Mr. Flood had admitted any
"Irregularities" at a hearing which
the morning.
in
late
building
state
the commission held Thursday afby Hownoted
was
it
left,
they
After
ternoon and the mayor last night
assailed the commissioners both on
ard Armstrong, secretary of military
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the street corners and on the radio.
and civil affairs, that the hat was not
2 Park Square
Several Democrats were reported
resting in its customary position. Susyesterday afternoon to have adBOSTON
MASS.
dressed a telegram to Governor
pecting the boys at once, he called
Ja
rley at Chicago, remotor vehicle department and Inthe
quest ng him to remove the comLEADER
spector Cleveland nabbed the boys.'
missioners from office.
Lowell,
Mass.
After a brief talking to, the boys were
Mayor Bruin in his statement declared that not one single question
released.
was asked of City Treasurer Flood
The hat they took was the one preduring his appearance before the
Finance commission Thursday. The
sented to Governor Smith by Govermayor declared that *e Finance
nor Brann of Maine during a fishing
Commission has "sold out" on the
party last spring. The hat was
eve of the elettion 'and is working
in collusion with the Republican
treasured by the state governor as a
machine. This effort to swing the
A rally for the women
of the city souvenir from the state of Maine. Beelection, said Mayor Bruin, will
will be held tomorrow
evening in sides the lettering "Maine" across the
be repudiated and rebuked by the
Liberty hall under the
electorate at the election next Tuesthe Governor James auspices of front, two pine trees were painted on,
M. Curley
day.
Democratic Women's club.
the hat, also the autographs of Gov.I
The
City Treasurer Flood issued the
meeting
will
be
opened at 8 o'clock
; by
George.H. Earle of Maryland, Gov.
Mr,• Theresa V.
following statement yesterday'
McDermott,
Jahiew'Muley. of Boston, Gov. H.
about the latest developments in
president of the club, and all
the
the controversy: "If any
unsuccessful
Democratic
Styldir .rridges of New Hampshire,
'irregufor mayor In the party candidates
larity' exists, as referred to in
the
primaries
and Gov. Eireon were written on it.
Will be invited to
statement of Mr. William Trottier,
attend and to
secretary of the Finance commis. speak in the interests of
All the governors —were present on
Democratic harmony. A
fishing trip as guests ,of Maine
vaudeville program
the
will be presented and
refreshments
and each received a hat for a souwill be served.
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Slated For Advance
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Democratic Rally
for Women Sunday
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Curley Back
With Hirits Of
Naming Baker

Before the appointment of Mr.
Russell there had been persistent
rumors that Mr. Baker would desert
I Republican ranks to vote with the
Governor. Mr. Baker hotly denied
1 these reports and even delayed voting two weeks for the announced
purpose of tracing them. When the
Issue came up for decision he declined to vote lest one side or the
other misrepresent his action. His t
refusal automatically gave the Democrats a majority.
As a Councillor, Mr. Baker Is
paid $1000 yearly. Superior Court
judges receive $12,000.
The Governor was greeted at the
station by a Hawaiian band of guitar players, and by a brass band attired in the green of Ireland, homeland of the Governor's forebears.
While Hawaii leis were not available in Boston, their place was taken
by a large bouquet of red roses presented to Mrs. Donnelly.
Preceded by a police escort, Governor Curley was driven to his Jamaicaway home. '

Hawaiian-Irish Music
• A'
ids
Big Crowd in'Welcome
Home'for Governor
—__ureau
Tax Rate —Bureau

•
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Curley Back
With Hints Of
Naming Baker
Hawaiian-Irish Music Aids
Bia. Crowd in'Welcome
Home'for Governor

Would Remove Boston's Limit

Boston Today—also

Boston Today

also

Boston's Municipal Research Bureau, a privately operated group (A.
Research Bureau
Bureau
I Lawrence Lowell. chairman) deadvise ending state conending state conadvise
signed to recommend municipal
trol of Boston tax limit—
trol of Boston tax limit—
economies, doesn't like the present
system of haying the Common$2.122,870 of Christmas
$2.122,870 of Christmas
wealth place a limit on the city's tax
Club funds ready to enrich
Club funds ready to enrich
rate.
•
Boston merchants—ShipBoston merchants—ShipIn a 27-page report crepe red for
ping men protest locating
ping men protest locating
information of the general public
state offices on Commonand the special legisiative commitstate offices on Common.'Boston's
into
look
tee
to
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BAKER MAY BE
NAMED JUDGE

1

1q2k

HOPES FOR SENATE
CENTER ON HURLEY
i
when he stepped from a Chil
n
cago railroad train at Back
Bay Station.

vent Curlev Seeks ReElection

BOSTON, Nov. 2 (INS) — Governor James M. Curley may appoint
The Governor, in discussing his
J. Arthur Baker,...Trittsfield member
of the Governor's Council, to the political future, said, "It may be
better to remain in Massachusetts
Superior Court bench to fill the vaand keep on this work of making
cancy caused by the death of Judge
the state Democratic." Reports had
Frederick J. McLeod, it was learned been current that Curley might run
Today as the Governor was returning for the United States Senate seat
I rom a vacation to Hawaii with his Inow occupied by Senator Marcus
daughter and son-in-law.
Milton Coolidge.
Burdick, D, Pittsfield, may fill
Waves Greetings
i Tanned and smiling. Governor
Baker's post.
(Special to the Transcript)
iCurley waved greetings to the
politcrowd at the station which was Boston. Nov. 2—With every
bid
a
to
pointing
vane
weather
in
kept
check by mounted police- ical
r James
men.
for re-election by Governo
The Governor was accompanied M. Curley, Democratic hopes for ,
by his daughter, Mary; her new United States Senate today center on
2 Park Square
husband, Lieutenant Colonel Ed- State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley.
growBOSTON
MASS.
ward Donnelly, and the Governor's
An apparent understanding,
secretary, Richard D. Grant. Mrs. ing out of long silence ,on the part
Donnelly appeared fully recovered
Hurley and Curley indicates
STANDARD
from a recent appendicitis opera- Of both
not clash in a state wide
will
they
tion. The Donnellys will reside at
New Bedford, Mass.
contest.
a Boston hotel until they have
both
Without public declaration,
selected a permanent home.
r seem to
treasure
and
governor
Members of Governor Curley's the
every
ve given their supporters
family were on hand to meet tlinn,
one
Job
r
whicheve
believe
to
use
and all left for the Governor's
down, the other would seek.
turned
Plain.
Jamaica
in
home
seat
Sitting firmly in the driving
Will Appoint Baker
campaign wagon.
on the Democratic
Governor Curley said he will Governor Curley wields the whip,
appoint J. Arthur Baker, Pittsfield and recent developments point to
member of the Governor's Council,his assertion, in weeks to come, that
to the Superior Court bench to Ill
definitely a candidate for anthe vacancy caused by death od he is term. This leaves Treasurer
other
Judge Frederick J. Mclseod.
a formidable spot for
Milton Burdick, Democrat of Hurley in
Senator, of which he
States
Pittsfield, is certain to be appoint- United
Democratic partymen
if
g,
deservin
is
ed to fill Baker's poeL
discussions of his
their
to
in
are sincere
Governor Curley hail, decided
submit the name of Baker's suc- mentioned promotion.
to
Unable, by virtue of state law,
cessor.
Treasurer,
day. At the same time he will ,seek a third term as State
submit the name of Baker to the Hurley must look to new fields for
! Governor's Council next Wednes- his political future.
day. At the same time he was ex- In the 2enate fight he may carry
pected to submit the name of Bak- a two-edged sword for his party. In
in his proer's successor.
a gubernatorial contest
Appointment of Burdick will giv gram he would fall before the Curley
Governor Curley added control o onslaught.
the Executive Council, limiting the
Convention endorsement for the
Republicans to three seats, and
Senate, Hurley would be
will give him added impetus in National
co-operation from the
! his "work and wages" program, bolstered with
carried
Ely-Walsh faction and be
I it was stated.
machine.
'The appointment of Baker willi along with the Curley
cause some confusion among the In Washington he would function
Republicans," Curley said, "but we in agreement with the Senior Senahistory
political
ething
will soon take over the vote-getters
—
BOSTON, Nov. 2 (INS) among the Republicans. Baker will tor—som
birthmarks as impossible for Governover, so will the president of or Curley to do, should he ever serve
Although he ordered no "wel- come
the Senate (James B. Moran) in a with Walsh.
Govshort time. So will Ernie Dean Previously hopeful of stampeding
come home" reception,
(Representative Ernest J. Dean o
today
arrived
Curley
convention in June los Hurley
ernor
Chilmark, and the rest, as well. the
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n
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...„....
or Curley has definitely swung Hur, be greeted by 2,500 cheeri
real organization."
',....,
n
childre
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ley boosters to a new political stanwomen
, men,
dard for their chieftain—the United
4
States Senate,

NEXT YEAR

State Treasurer Will
Probably Run for
Whichever Office the
Governor Does Not.
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CURLEY IS BACK,
MAY RUN AGAIN
FOR GOVERNOR

Might Be Better to Stay in
State Than Go to U: S.
Senate, He Says
_ „
2500 GREET EXEUCTIVE

Crowd Cheers His Return
from Hawaii; Daughter
Has Recovered
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Republicans. Baker will come over,
so will the President of the Senate
(James B. Moran) in a short time.
So will Ernie Dean (Representa
tive
Ernest J. Dean of Chilmark) and the
rest, as well. We have the greatest
chance the State has ever known to
build a real organization."
The Traveler quotes Curley as
saying further regarding the possible
appointment of Burdick, a Democrat,
to succeed Baker in the Governor's
Council:
"That will make the Council decidely Democratic for the first time
in many years. Hitherto we have had
a Democratic Governor, but he always had to trade. Now we will have
a 6 to 3 control and that is sufficient
to give the people of the State a rule
by a Democratic organization.
"Pawnshop Rule"
"We can halt the pawnshop rule
of the Council by taking it over completely and proceed to build a real
Democratic organization in the State.
The Democrats now hold a majority
of the vote in the Council.
"There soon will be nothing left of
the Republican party but a hollow
shell, consisting of such men as
Bacon (Gasper Bacon, Republican
former Lieutenarft-Governor) and
Saltonstall (Leverett Saltonstall, Republican Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives). Who
have the Republicans got today who
can get votes?"
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DIRECTOR KENNEY FLAYED
BY DR. HENRY KENNINGTON
Candidate for Office of Director of Division of Fisheries
and Game Calls Parker Reservoir Dam at Andover,
"Flop."
County Club, sent word that he felt
GREAT BARRINGTON. Nov. 2.—
Dr. Henry C. Kennington of Winthrop, in an informal talk last
night charged that the reports
pften handed out by Director of
VIsheries and Game Raymond Kenney, were simply propaganda, and
were of no value to the sportsmen
of the Commonwealth.
He also
charged Director Kenney with an
expenditure of approximately $70,000 of the sportsmen's money in the
-construction of a dam at the
Parker Reservoir in Andover. Dr.
Kennington said the original structure, built despite the 'lack of approval of engineers, proved to be
'flop" and the Federal Government is now doing the job over

l

again.

he was voicing the sentiment of
the sportsmen of that district when
endorsing Dr. Kennington for the
office. •
The speaker said conditions were
not so serious in thiseend of the
State as in ,the East regarding
predatory animals, owl and fox. He
said a change was necessary in the
trapping laws which will not deprive
landowners of the right to kill off,
the vermin. He-advocated a bounty
on certain types of vermin, spring
liberation of full grown pheasants,
planting of full grown trout in the
streams and estimated not 20 per ;
cent of the fingerling trout now planted reach maturity; urged
hatching of quail of a cross breed
for a hardy bird, instead of the

The speaker was the guest of In- $4.25 type that have been killed off
timate friends of Berkshire County by snow storms owing to their young
and Western Massachusetts and age and by vermin.
following his address the sentiment
Morale Demoralized
expressed was that all approved of
Dr. Kennington spoke of the cycle
the appointment of Dr. Kennington that strikes wild birds and animals
to the office now held by Kenney. in the form of disease, but predicted
Among those on hand were Rep- the majority of the birds were taken
resentative Z. H. Cande of Shef- by vermin. He said under the presfield, C.,ounty Commissioner Robert ent administration the morale of
S. Tillotson of Lenox, former Rep- the wardens was demoralized by the
resentative George H. Tinker of spotter, spy or "Watch and Ward"
North Egremont and Thomas F. " system that Director Kenny has in, Graham of this town.
stalled. He stated that out of 34,
Hubbard in Favor
game wardens in the Commonwealth
Jack Hubbard of the wild life the director now has 'nearly that
sanctuary on October Mountain, a many spotters
watching them.
candidate in the field at the outset, "When I am 'director." he said,
but who later withdrew, not only "when I feel that a game warden
spoke highly of Dr. Kennington, but can't be trusted I will immediately
urged the sportsmen to consider the . ask him for his resignation."
qualifications of Dr. Kennington
Dr. Kennington has been engaged
and urged his appointment by,ov- as instructor of biology some of the
ernor Curley. John Worhle, -firar- time being spent at Tufts College.
deffr"bP• the Pittsfield Sportsmen's He is a member of the Harvard,
Club expressed a like opinion.
Cottage Park Yatch Clubs. MassaWaterfowl
Thomas Huse of Lynn, chairman chusetts
Association,
of the North Shore League's Leg- North Shore Club; Apollo Club (vice
islative Committee and delegate to president three years), trustee of
the Essex County Club, also alter- othe East Boston Savings Bank;
nate *delegate to the State Council, honorary member of the maim
in a brief introduction of Dr. , Guards Association; president Of
Kennington, said, "Kenney must the International Guards Associago. The sportsmen are organized tion, chairman of the advisory counInto a powerful political machine cil of the North Shore Sportsmen's
and are insisting that a change Association with a membership of
be made, and the endorsement of 700.
the majority is Dr. Kennington of
Dr. Kennington stated he has
Winthrop."
made seven such trips to the
Warren Fielding of Springfield, Pacific Coast, five into the wilds of
one of the leading sportsmen and Canada, and has killed one deer
secretary-treasurer of the Hampden with a bow and arrow.
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Governor Welcomed at Station
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CURLEY TO RETURN TODAY

(Special to The Spr(no. id Union)
M.
BOSTON, Nov. 1,—Crov. James
Curley will return from his monthrrow
long vacation trip to Hawaii tomo
n
about noon. This information was give
out today by his secretary, Richard D.
Grant, who left here yesterday to join
the Governor in Chicago.
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SUPERIORCOURT
FOR AKER
Curley toPick Him;
Morton Burdick to
Get Job in Council

WILL SUCCEED BAKER

Governor, Returning Home, Says He Will
Name Pittsfield Republican to Succeed
Judge Macleod--Springfield Democrat to
Fill Vacancy---Few More Such Appointments to Leave G. 0. P. Without Leaders,
Declares Curley
--come (James C Moran of Mansfield)

'

TIY Di IN %L. F. MacPlIEE
James M.
BOSTON, Nov.
Massachusetts
to
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Curley
ced that he
from Hawaii today announ
Baker, Republiwould give J. Arthur
Executive Connell
can member of the
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from Pittsfield, an
d the late
Superior Court to succee
Macleod. To sueJ.
ick
Freder
Judge
said
Governor
the
Baker
gfl,
k. a
he would name Morton H. Burdic
Democratof Springfield.
Governor
"Referring to Baker." the
for the post
said. "he is entirely fit
more appointand after I make a few
will be little
ments such as this there leaders in
ican
Republ
real
of
left
leaders of
Massachusetts except the
Saltonstalls and
the Royal Purple—the
the I3acens you know.
Sullivan
"Frank Goodwin and Mark
party and
hav% Joined the Democratic
President of the
I expect that the

•

4it

111 shortly do so.
"As for Mr. Baker's successor in the
council. I should think that .Morton
Burdick. who made so good a run lasit
year, would fill the bill."
The Governor arrived here shortly
before noon to be greeted by a threng
of well wishers at the Huntington
Ave. station.

May Seek Reelection
The Governor also indicated that
he may decide to seek reelection as
governor rather than contest for a
place in the United States Senate, by
remarking "it MEV be better to remain in Massachusetts and keep on
this work of making the State Democratic."
Ile also said the names of Baker
and Burdick will be submitted to the
Governor's Council on Wednesday.
With his daughter, Mary, who in
,ency opconvalescing from..an_emerg

MflR'roN H. BURDICK
eration for appenaicitus isirtortiteu •••
Shanghai and his son ih law, Lieut.
i Col. Edward C. Donnelly, the Govern
or left immediately for his home in
the Jamaica Way. Mrs. Donnelly is
still pale and drawn looking.
Although the Governor said he was
not worried about her, Mrs. Donne', ly's recovery has been very slow. The
idea of having her go to Florida later
in the year is...under consideration
both her father and her husband believing she needs a long rest. It wa
because of her •weakened conditio
that the party had delayed its prog
ress homeward.
Discussing Mr. Baker, Gov. Curie
said "I will extend the appointment 1
him if he will accept it. I believe Mr
Baker has the ability to become
fine judge." Mr. Baker interviewe

earlier in the week by The ,Union reporter indicated that if an appointment to the superior Court were offered to him he would probably'aeof
cept. This was the first indication
sevCouncilor Baker's intentions. On
was
it
when
eral previous occasions
such an
rumored he was to be given
eld man abappointment the Pittsfi
himself.
t
solutely declined to commi
Aided by Baker
Baker's
The Governor is In Mr.
l
debt for giving him absolute contro
his failof the Executive Council by the
sucure to prevent with his vote
place of the
cession of a Democrat in nd J. Cote,
retiring Republican, Edmo
nor
of the first dia!rict. The Gover ity
thereby obtained a voting major
on the council.
--If Mr. Burdick succeeds Mr. Baker, the realignment of the council will
limit the Republicans to three seats.
those held by Councilors Grossman,
Brooks and Schuster.
Plans for a tremendous reception
for the Governor on his arrival here
today were called off at the request
of Mr. Curley. At that several hundred loyal supporters were on hand
to greet him. In calling off the
tion the Governor said, "vacation days
and celebrations are over. There is
a lot of serious work to be done.
State projects must be started and
men put to work".
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The Dole in Massachusetts

Comparative statistics for cities
in different sections can be of little
value unless the varying practices
of the federal government in respect to unemployment aid are understood. Thus If a city is able to
lower its tax rate or to reduce its
public debt, as compared with some
other city, the fact means little if
is not known whether the fedit
Burdick Was Defeated
government has been as general
By Baker Last Year
erous in one case as in the other ,
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Several times since then he has the
it was learned today as the
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ous offices and last year befot def- tion to Hawaii.
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of 1933, when sums were promised
did not seek reelection. He has been
Arrivingwith Governor Curley was
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Massachusetts municipalities for the
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engaged in the
his daughter, Mary, who
from an appendicitis operation: relief of the welfare budget, part
ed
but not long ago severed his local
G.
connections. Mr. Burdick was well her husband. Lieut Col Edward
of which Springfield never receiveu.
cirnnelly, Dr Martin J. English and
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the government's
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ation to contributions have been for work
A gala home-coming celebr
reGovernor Curley was halted at his
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quest.
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he
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ugh
Governor Curley. altho
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was expected to submit the name
Baker's successor.
Appointment of Burdick will give
Governor Curley added control of the
executive council, limiting the Repub
licans to three seats and give him"
aded impetus in his "work and wages
program, it was stated.
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City Budget Criticism

STATE CONTROL' IN TOWNS
(
To the Editor of The Republican:—
"Remote control" in modern mechanics; remote control of state and
local affairs by the nation: remote
control of town affairs by the state:
and yet, according to your report of
yesterday's hearing In Greenfield, the
state commissioner of public welfare (so accurately or "erroneously
termed") "deplored what he said
seemed like organized opposition to
what had been erroneously termed
',state control'."
Your reporter says that "In a spirited reply Atty Hese1ton declared that
the heart of the whole dispute is in
the fact that the towns do not propose to surrender any more of their
rights and powers." The towns of Massachusetts need many more enlightened and fearless selectmen like John
Hese1ton: and remote control should
meet with organized opposition. It is
not yet entirely too late, and in towns
rather than in cities lives the spirit
of• sturdy independence.
Massachusetts has a half-million
people in the four western counties,
another half-million in the county of
Worcester and a third half-million in
the five southeastern counties; while
there are 2% million people in the
more densely populated counties of
Middlesex and Essex, Suffolk and Norfolk. That majority of the people who
live in these four metropolitan counties (and their representatives) do
not always realize, without being emphatically reminded, that regulations
which they may consider suited to
their area with its concentrated population may not be either adapted or
acceptable to that. three-eighths of
the people who are scattered over
three-quarters of Massachusetts.
F. N. THOMPSON.
Greenfield. October 30. 1935.
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Quite easy is it always for a candidate for Public office without experience in it to criticize
the results of experience, quite easy for one
without responsibilities in the office sought to
sit in critical judgment on one who has carried
the responsibilities of it, and knows its problems. It is just as easy for a candidate without
experience or responsibilities to as4ert not so
much what he would have done had he had
•
them, but what he would do were they given
him at the hands of the voters.
We are always having examples of this facility of criticism and of promise in our national
,
as well as local politics and examples also of the
such
by
induced
are
voters
the
if
that
fact
criticisms or promises to support those who
,
voice them in their campaigning, It sometimes
happens that responsibility calls for the very
.
policies that have been criticized, or it happens
the
that the promises made are not kept or that
very policies favored in campaigning are repudiated after election. In our national affairs we'
have the ease of a candidate for President who
accepted his party platform 100 per cent and
as elected President adopted and expanded the
very policies that he had warned against.
,
Neither new nor strange, theetefere, is the
fact that the Demorralle candidate for Mayor
next
of Springfield at the election Tuesday
should freely critielse experience, attack the results of responsibility in office and promise various things, assumed to be attractive to voters,
not
1 if they give him the responsibility. It is
strange and, as It is the usual thing In political
campaigning, it is not significant except as it
pay serve, as sometimes it does, to deceive
enough voters.
One of the chief complaints made by the Democratic candidate for Mayor is that the current
budget adopted by Mayor Martens and the Council is not "honest," because It does not call for
a $34 instead of a $30 tax rate. Leaving out of
account the difference that a $4 a thousand of
valuajion would make to many home owning or
business operating taxpayers—the difference that
It might make to consumers and even to employment—the charge against the current budI get amounts to a claim that it should have
! covered costs that may not have been anticipated
,I or, if anticipated, should have been carried into
. 1 a higher tax rate rather than through resort

1

I to loans.
it certain
1 of Were
depression and

that the existing emergency
public welfare was to continue Indefinitely, the policy of making it easier

. for taxpayers in one year only to make it
harder for them in years to follow might be more
debateable. But the hope and, in fact. the conviction of people is the depression of business
and the problem of unemployment Is not to continue indefinitely. if the present Federal policy
is prolonging it to effect alleged reforms which
may also serve to prolong IL the people could
he depended upon to change the Federal Administration so as to give business and employment a chance.
For this reason a lighter lax rate on the taxpwra of the city could easily be justified,
especially when it is possible for the city to
borrow money for live years at only a little
over I per cent. When a municipal tax rate
goes over $30 a thousand it inevitably checks
the business development of the city. Business
cannot nourish in places with such high tax
rates as some of our cities and towns now
have.
.
Anoth, r thing to be considered Is that large
reductions have been made and properly made
.
in assessed valuation
real estate. it is possible that had valuations been kept up to assessments prior to the depression, the present
tax rate might have covered anticipated as well
as unanticipated costs. As it Is we believe, that
generally speaking, the actual tax on real estate in the city is less than it was a year ago
with a slightly lower tax rate.
But N%hile the Democratic candidate for Mayor
is arguing for a $34 instead of $30 tax rate
for
the current year he appears to make it a
part
of his policy to make it even higher than
the
higher figure. According to reports of his proposals, he would have the city enter into
the
construction and improvement of recreational
units—tennis courts, athletic fields, swimming
pools and paddle ponds—general park development and "construction and improvement of
streets, sewers and aidewalks in all sections of
the city."
None is likely to question that such things
would be nice. There are plenty of nice things
that in these times would be nice could they
be afforded. There are many families in the
city, even reckoned as well to do. that do not
i
buy everything they- want and in the last Boatysis there is little difference between individual
and municipal discretion in measuring outgo
by income.
It is true that the Democratic candidate
for May or urges such Increased expenses as a
means of giving employment. But made work of
this kind If only temporary work and, as the
Government's work relief program is revealing,
such made work for temporary employment retards the recovery of the sources of permanent employment.
It Is wasteful rather than
economical and, unfortunately, as In the case
of Governor Curley's "work and wages" idea, It
ay become a political racket rather than
a
manitirian operation.
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Liner Santa Rosa Off
0 0 0 0

0

*

0 0 0

Grace Speedster Bridal Ship
00
00
0 0

Theater Head Aboard
By CARL LATHAM
Yesterday's sailing of the Grace
liner Santa Rosa was of the gayest
sort, despite the rain, chill winds
and general indisposition of the
weather. If we may be allowed a
comparison, the weather was like
that of. Swansea, Wales, at its most
depresisng time—December. True,
the Mal offices were lacking, but
trie general atmosphere was the
same.
Without doubt, the gayest of the
•ay were the four bridal parties
board. Always in the running with
oneymoon couples, the flagship of
e Grace fleet maintained her recrd. Once she had 15 pairs of
onernoorters aboard.
# 4 # #
First were the W. F. Haywards of
an Jose. Mr. Hayward, San Jose
•usinessman, was a bridegroom of
but a few hours. His bride is the
ormer Caroline Fosgate of San
Jose. They were united in marriage
by Dean Gresham of Grace Cathedral shortly before sailing. They
will tour Central America and visit
New York before they return to San
Jose.
# # 0 #
Second, Mr. and Mrs. Louis V.
Yelton of Redwood City. She is the
former Henrietta Kane, daughter of
Dr. John M. Kane of San Francisco. The groom is a large real
estate operator.

1

The third of the honeymooners
hailed from Trenton, N. J., by way
of Reno. The couple were Mr. and
Mrs. J. Dryden Kuser. They were
wedded 10 days ago in Reno. She
was the former Louise Mattel Ferry.
Mrs. Ferry's 3-year-old daughter,
Carol, sailed with the couple. Kuser
Is widely known in Republican politics of New Jersey.
0 0 0 #
Fourth on the list were Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. (Matt) Robinson. He is
Grace Line's agent in Balboa, C. Z.,
where he has been stationed for the
last 21 years and where he first met
and wooed his bride.
The couple were wedded In New
York on October 21, airplaned to
San Fiancisco, where they were entertained by Fred L. Doelker, Pacific Coast manager of the Grace
Line, and Mrs. Doelker at their
home in. Piedmont. The bride was
the former Alice Seery, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Seery of Philadelphia. They will make their home
in Panama.
itY #
#
Next, John J. Curley, brother of
Governor James Curley of Massachusettet-vrith Mrs. Curley. They
had met the illustrious 001 or
while the latter
s1ffLos Angeles.
Desiring to visit friends here, the
couple came north, spent a week
here, which they said they had enjoyed more than any other place
during their trip and are now en
route to their home in Boston,
# # #
At last, Mr. and Mrs. Robert McNeil and their daughter Peggy. Mrs.
McNeil is head of the Golden State
Theater Circuit, and his trip East is
in search of New York talent and
entertainment. Daughter Peggy, of
course, Ls interested very much in
Gotham, and all its features.
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Ow the Gangplank I
With Lewis A. Lapham
As your umbreJla and rubbers- gracefully into a guy who hapno doubt informed you, the good pened to have in his possession
a heavy tray of glasses. That
weather broke with a damp, dank
diverted the tears. The fact that
report yesterday.
t also diverted your correThat was all right with your spondent's presence is irrelevant.
correspondent, who, as a stretch
7:of good weather expends itself,
A week ago the city played
begins to feel that something in
the way of climatic catastrophe host to GoverruN ames çilei
is at hand, such as an earth- of Massachusetts.
ester ay it
quake or a cloudburst, and is re- played host to his brother, JOHN
lieved when the something turns J. CURLEY, who with his wife
out to be as innocuous as a embarked upon the Santa Rosa
drizzle.
for a return trip to Boston.
Your correspondent's 11,112He seemed embarrassed at the
acre walnut ranch came through press, said he wished his brother
the day in fine fettle, not, a.nut were on hand to answer questhe worse, and by the time the
mortgage is paid, t h e sheriff
taken care of, and the roof repaired, your correspondent is going to be able to get himself a
new hat.
The Santa Rosa bucketed out
into the drizzle at high noon, and
four hours later was pitching
through the beginning of a southeast storm, which means that a
good half of the customers who
consented to talk for the press
at noon are this morning less
talkative.
We hope that MISS MARIE
PEDERSEN is with the other
half this morning, the well half;
(a) because she is starting out
on a month's trip that marks her
last fling at single blessedness,
and (b) because of her abbreviated jockey's hat, a black velvet
number that captivate° at 50 feet.,
A Berkeley girl, she'll presently
be roaring through the shops of
New York, stocking up on trousseau materials, and will then return to marry Jackson Palmer
of Oakland.
The Rosa's largest party involved MR. and MRS. L. T. KITTINGER, bound for New York
where he's to take over the duties
of general sales manager for a
Shell Oil subsidiary, after long
service with that company on
the Pacific Coast.
You can always judge the popularity of your passenger by two
factors, the quantity of persons
down to see them off, and the
quantity of tears that said persons shed. Both quantities we.'e
more than substantial. In fart,
the walls of the Kittinger cabin
were on the verge of becoming
wailing walls when your correspondent managed to back

A large part of it centered
around our favorite blonde, ANN
AARDING, but the city desk
takes the play on the lady.
No one, however, can take the
play away on MRS. CHARLES
PARSONS, who's just put in five
months in San Francisco, but
who now is on her way back,
with her small son, MICHAEL,
to join her husband in Manila,
where he manages a cigar company.
No novelty is the Far East to
Mrs. Parsons, for she was born
in Zamboanga, hopes always to
live on the other side of the
Pacific.

JOHN J. CURLEY
arrerffffliftwerfffirrivamollaftt

tions, said also that this was his
first voyage to the Coast, though
he had long threatened it, and
that he had seen brother in Los
Angeles a week ago.
Another large party involved
MR. and MRS. R. A. McNETT., to
say nothing of their young
daughter, PEGGY.
He is the vice president and
general manager of the Golden
State Theater Circuit, which
means that he oversees some 65
theaters in northern California,
and though his trip to New York
is chiefly by way of vacation, he
will ;keep a weather eye cocked
for better films for his chain.
Peggy, despite her tender
years, has seen the Canal before,
hopes fervently that there will be
a good crowd aboard, and that
Pacific waves will be more or
less quiescent during the next
ten days.
Later in the day the President
Coolidge took off, amid such a
fanfare of trumpets and such a
scurrying hither and yon as
you've never seen.
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Wakefield Runaround

i

Westbrook Pegler, the columnist
for many metropolitan newspapers,
in a column comment on the press
in public affairs sums it all up in
the remark: "Journalism isn't all
right, but its principles are much
higher than those of the government—local, state and national—
which represents the principles of
the people."
Definition: "Hors d'oeuvre at the
cocktail hour"—just the old fashioned bar-room free lunch with a
college education.

CALL
Woonsocket, R. L

been substituted for the kind of govern.
ment of which Massachusetts has always
I
been proud."
Mr. Curley may not be a candidate for I
a second term as Governor next year. It I
may be, as he has intimated, that he will I
prefer to run for a scat in the United States
Senate. Whatever his ultimate decision,
it is practically certain that if he runs for
State or Federal office, he •:will . need
more than a pledge of wholehearted
snnnort of President Roosevelt to save him. •
The strategy worked in the last campaigh,
but the growing discontent does not augur ;
well for the Governor's political future. '
• 1

The present month, which began only
yesterday, brings two holidays this year,
NOV 2 1935
Armistice Day and Thanksgiving. The forbecomes a legal holiday in this State
mor
Another Republican Victory
this year for the first time, and it comes as
ation enacted at the last
Evidence that the Massachusetts elec the result of legisl
of
n
Rhode Island's General
sessio
ul
colorf
torate is dissatisfied with the administraj Assembl v.
tion of Governor Curley and his.Democra
NEWS-TRIBUNE
ic supporteirritalt General Court of that
Waltham, Mass.
hopes
The
y.
rapidl
ng
ulati
accum
is
State
NOV 2 1935
Of Democrats to retain their control of the
Commonwealth in the election next year
Sign of the Times.
/
were dealt a crushing blow and those of
regard the statement of Governor
icans
Republ
the Republicans to return to power were
that he is waiting to ascertain
la
Cu
M.
James
buoyed, when the Tenth Middlesex Dis- what leaders of the party want him to do before
trict, in a special election, chose William deciding whether to run for the Senate or for
ion that
Stockwell, the G.O.P. candidate, to fill a a second term as governor, as a confess
party
atic
Democr
the
for
ahead
there is danger
vacancy in the Bay State House of Repre- In general and Governor Curley in particular.
sentatives caused by the resignation of The governor has not, in the past, been in the
Frank Sheridan, new Democratic postmas- habit of paying much attention to what the
ter at Maynard, Mass.
leaders wanted. He was playing a lone hand
Mr.
ber
Novem
last
of
when he became the leading supporter of RooseIn the election
oppon
lican
Repub
velt in Massachusetts before the Chicago conSheridan defeated . his
the
In
votes.
1,149
vention. He did not do a great deal of consulting
ent by a plurality of
was
who
well,
with leaders when he went into the state prispecial election Mr. Stock
ship
aster
postm
mary in 1934. Through pretty much of his poliousted from the Maynard
the
in
career he has relied upon himself to do the
ed
tical
by the man whom he will succe
g and to plot the route to be pursued, reHouse of Representatives, was favored leadin
gardless of what others of real or supposed emiover his Democratic rival by a margin of
nence in the party councils wished.
995 votes.
l
Many hard things have been said about Mr.
The Tenth Middlesex District specia
, but his worst enemies have to admit that
Curley
beelection was the second test of strength
he is a shrewd politician. He has the faculty of
tween the rival major parties in Massachu- feeling the public pulse, and while he has been
up
setts in recent weeks, and both piled
deceived at times, it is probable that what he
tion
opposi
ng
growi
of
conclusive evidence
a political situation and
of Mr. really believed about
were quite different on
public
the
to the Curley regime. The election
told
what he
Stockwell is so interpreted by the chair- occasions. If he is in earnest when he says he
ttee, Intends to consult the party leaders as to what
man of the Republican State commi
"the his course will be next year, it is because he feels
that
ed
charg
who, in a statement,
rule certain he will need their help. It may be that
gang
the
of
sick
people are heartily
to he is speaking facetiously and that the only
mined
deter
are
at the State House, and
which have leader he recognizes in the party in Massachuput a stop to the cheap polities
setts is James M. Curley.
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GOV. JAMES M. CURLEY GREETED BY CHEERING
CROWD ON NETURN TO BOSTON FROM HAWAII
Boston, Mass., Nov. 2 (INS)—Although he ordered no
"welcome home" reception, Governor James M. Curley arrived today from a vacation spent in Hawaii and was greeted by 2500 cheering men, women and children when he stepped from a Chicago railroad train at Back Bay station.
Tanned and smiling, Governor Curley waved greetings to the
crowd which was kept in check by mounted policemen. The
governor was accompanied by his daughter. Mary, and her
husband, Lieutenant Colonel Edward Donnelly, and the governor's secretary, Richard 1). Grant.
Mrs. Donnelly appeared fully recovered from her recent
apendicitis operation.
----GAZETTE
Worcester, Mass.

CURLEY WORD 00
MISSIONARY WOIIK
Prefers to Work to Make
State Democratic Instead
.
of Entering Senate
BOSTON, Nov. 2 (AP)—A 'Boston newspaper says Gov. James M.
Curley, in discussing his political
future said today: "It may be bet..
to remain in Massachusetts and
keep on this work of making the
state Democratic." Reports have
been current the Governor mi
run for the United States Sc
e.
Curley mentioned nett
the
governorship nor the senatorship
directly, according to the newspaper account.
The paper says Curley announced
he would ask the Governor's Council Wednesday to nominate J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield, Republican member of the Governor's
Council. to succeed the late Frederick J. McLeod as a Superior
Court judge. The newspaper says
Curley also said he would ask that
Milton Burdick of Pittsfield
be
nominated as Baker's successor in
the Governor's Council.
"I will nominate Baker if he will
accept the nomination," the newspaper quoted the Governor as sa

ing.

"The appointment of
r will
cause some confusion among the
Republicans, but we will soon take
over the vote getters among the
Republicans. Baker will come over,
so will the president of the Senate
(James B. Moran) in a short time. ,
So will Ernie Dean (Ernest J.
Dean of Chilmark) and the rest. as I
well. We have the greatest chance
the state PVPF has known to build !
5 a real organization."
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City Getting
Little From
Curley Bonds
$79,000 For Worcester,
Not $650,000 Expected

Although
Worcester
has
roughly 4% per cent of the
state population, and pays
about 5 per cent of the state
tax, it will get six-tenths of one
per cent of Gov. Curley's socalled "work and wager" bond
issue for street work.
Worcester was so notified
yesterday by William F. Callahan, public works commissionWith notification from Commiser. Out of the $13,000,000 Worsioner of Public Works William F.
cester will get $79,000. The
Callahan that Worcester will get
commissioner indicated to the
only $79,000 of Governor Curley''
Worcester WPA-PWA planning
"work -111111”ages"
$13,000.000
hoard that this city will get
bond issue for highway work,
nothing for sidewalks. Worcesmathematicians went to work toter County however, out of its
day. They figured out that Worcesallotment has done some sideter has about 4% per cent of the
walk work on West Boylston
populationn and pays about 5 per
street.
cent of the state tax and that deOn
the population
basis
spite these facts the city's share
of the fund is eix-tenths of 1 per / Worcester officiate thought this
city should receive $650,000 incent. City officials said they had
stead of the $79,000 granted.
expected $650,000.
; A plan for spending the allotAccording
to
Ernest N.
ment will he submitted to Mayor
Adams, chairman of the WPAMahoney by the WPA-PWA PlanPWA planning board, the $79,
nine Board early next week.
000 can be used for labor,
materials and trucking, or for
—- materials and trucking only,
with the labor to be provided
by the WPA. Selection of the
streets on which the work will
be done also is left to the city.
Mr. Adams said a plan for
expending the allotment probably will be submitted to
Mayor Mahoney early next
week. As yet, no streets have
been picked.
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SHARE OF CURLEY FUND
DISAPPOINTING TO CITY

GAZETTE
Worcester, Mass.

have spelled his name correct/3k
He observed that not only was the
candidate's name spelled incorrectly on thetas banners, but it was
a "curious coincidence" that automobile stickers used in the primary campaign also had the same incorrect spelling.
See Democratic Change
"The events of the last few weeks
have revealed an unusual situation
in the political life of Worcester,"
I he continued. • "The Democratic
candidate for mayor and aldermanat-large and the remainder of the
I Democratic candidates in a desperate attempt to escape the implications of domination by Boston interests have adopted the Republican slogans of 'Good Government'
and 'Home Rule for Worcester.'
Most unusual, however, is the fact
that they now have suddenly been
convinced of the soundness of
most of the proposalr heretofore
fostered by the Republicans in the
, City Council.
"I have served in the City CounA barrage of criticism was turned on the Democratic can- cil and have been a member of the
didate for Mayor for "his alliance with outside interests who Council Finance Committee. The
voters of this city know as well as I
are trying to impose their will on the people of Worcester,"
by that the Democratic members of
Walter J. Cookson, Republican nominee for Mayor, and his asso- the Council have never sincerely
ciates on the ticket as they spoke at nine rallies last night. A favored the proposals they are now
advancing. Their slogan and acmost dramatic moment in the meetings came when Ale..1rman- I
tions have almost consistently been
at-large C. Vernon Inett, seeking reelection, suddenly .unrolled to spend,
spend, and to borrow, bora banner urging nomination and election of the Democratic row.
candidate.
"Need I remind you that within
a few short months a Democra
"A Democratic spokesman said e
tic
Trading Co. of Boston. We all knovi Mayor
recommended to the City
tonight that no printing was done , the
men to whom
for the Democratic candidate in promised jobs. the opposition has Council that the city embark on a
They speak of a 610,000,000
adventure which would
Boston," he declared. "This is the purchasing agent,
of a paid board have added
answer. Here Is one of the banners of three to run the Welfare
&bout $6,000,000 to the
Departdebt
of
this
city. Why hes this debt
and at the bottom is the imprint ment. The question
is, do we want I not been
saddled on the backs of
of a Boston printing concern. I men of the type who have been
the taxpayers,
don't ask you to take my word promised jobs running our
city. I wage earners? home ownera and
for it, I invite you to step up here
Because the Repti.,.
"The opposition talks about bringand see for yourself." At every lng new industries to Worcester, licans have and will oppose such
, meeting a large number inspected but they have their printing done in wild ideas.
i the banner.
"Civil Service has been ignored,
Boston. They have searched my ree1
Mr. Cookson who was received ord of 26 years' service on the power is being centrali
zed, conwith enthusiasm, declared that School Committee. What have they tracts are being awarded
, and
even now men representing the found? Nothing but honest acts in money is being recklessly borrowe
d,
"Boston
to
all
interest
the
interest
the
are
end
s"
working
in
of the city's welfare. I
that the ambitions of
,
' Worcester among groups of mu- r am proud of my record, and I sta.nd Boston interests to establish
a. dic1 nicipal employes in an effort to , on il•
tatorship in thie state and in
swing them to the support of hisl "We have a fight to keep our city city will be realized. Repudia this
te the
opponent,
i and rule it. Boston wants it the threat in the same manner as they ,
George W. Grant, chairman of' same as Boston wants Springfield.
have in Essex and Middlesex Counthe Worcester Planning Board, Dr.
tyby voting the Republican ticket.
To Stop Tax Raises
George E. Nelson, a member of
Protect your home, your job and
the School Committee, and Alder- . "We are going to stop the tn- your city."
man Axel U. Sternlof were the crease in taxation. We are going to
Sees Curley Influence
"big guns" other than the candi- give the taxpayers of Worcester
Polntin oet that the Democra
tic
dates who turned their fire on the more for their money. We don't
attempt of "outside interests" to , have to take it away from the wage candidate, as his party's floor leader
of
the
House
of
earners.
i
Represen
There
get control of Worcester affairs
tatives.
are other methods.
"My present business position had been at "the beck and call of
through the election of the Demothe Governor," George W. Grant,
cratic candidate. The torch they was not obtained through politics,
.3,ut through my ability to produce. former president of the Board of
threw was caught up by ward can- 1!
didates who further emphasized it. . am equipped to give Worcester Aldermen, said that the interests
a business administration. My Suc- of the Governor and his organizaChallenge Democrat
cess was not obtained at the ex- tion in the Democratic candidate's
Speaking at nine rallies, they pense of taxpayers, and I will not election was "clearly reflected in
openly challenged the Democratic betray the trust that i3 placed ln the manner of campaign which he
is waging."
Icandidate for mayor to explain his me as mayor."
silence over the Governor's part in
Alderman
Alderman Inett charged the
Axel
U.
Sternloi
the campaign. They charged that Democratic may.oralty nominee
brought out as "significant" of
th(
out of the Governor's "Work and violated the corrupt practices had Governor's methods the
law
appoint,
Wages" program a few "favored in not reporting the contribution ment of 25 motor truck
inspectors
sons" had been given 66000 jobs of campaign signs in his primary in the Department of Public
Utiliwhile the rank and file were still expense returns on the basis of a ties. These men, he said,
"were
, looking for "Work and Wages," and statement by a Democratic speak- supposedly named under
civil servthat the civil service system, de- er jhat the signs had been donated ice regulations, but such
was not
signed to protect municipal and by a prominent Worcester Demo- the fact. Instead, they were
ed from hand-picked lists selectstate employes, had been set aside crat.
Offering banners bearing the im- examinations, all semblance without
In a "wild orgy to take care of poof civil
, print of a Boston printer as evi- service being discarde
litical debts."
d. Thus
"I know where and how they are dence, he defied the opposition to of able and capable Worcest scores
er men
prove its claim the signs had been were deprived of the
working," Mr. Cookson said. "They i „
right to coinwill stop at nothing in their mad painted" in Worcester, and said pet. for these positions."
desire to get control of Worcester, that had they been ordered by the
We all know about the Mohawk Democratic candidate they would
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REPUBLICANS RENEW CHARGES
OF KELLEY'S BOSTON AIDES

Barrage of Criticism Leveled at Democratic
Nominee for Mayor — Inett Produces
Banner He Claims Was Printed in State
Capital — Cookson Enthusiastically Received at Rallies—Nine Held

i

h.
-- Pries

Isaias Carries!
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Service
School Committeeman Nelson la2 Park Square
beled AP a "cute manipulation" the
BOSTON
appointment of the head of the WorMASS.
i eester employment office under the
state $13,000,000 "work and wages"
bond issue. He said that after Cornelius H. Mannix had been named,
GAZETTE
another was appointed, outranking
Worcester,
Mass.
on
the
Govcall
a
him, following
ernor by the Democratic candidate,
[40
"Really," he said, "the Democratic
, candidates, instead of speaking of
Republican machinations, should
speak more of cute Demcoratic
manipulations."
Nine Rallies
The speakers were heard at an
open meeting of the Street Department Employes' Local, at a beano
. party in Arcadia Hall, and at Republican rallies at the ItalianAmerican Citizens' League, the
Lithuanian
Naturalization Club, e-.,
Vernon and Ward streets; the t...
English 'Social Club, Blithewood
avenue
school,
Malvern
road
school, and the homes of Louis
Cutler, 5 Loxwood street, and Dr.[ I
Bernard J. Burns, 1404 Main street.
Other speakers included Mrs.
Evelyn C. Bjorkman, candidate for
school committee-at-large; CouncilBy JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
man Leo A. J. Charbonneau, Mrs.
Charlee T. Tatman, Albert E. MayGazette Staff Reporter
kel, Councilman Earle S. Stanson,
Tuesday's municipal election
Cosmo Tuscano, Nunziato Fuser°,
The mayoralty battle in next
but unless there is an unexVictor M. Friar. Morris Newman.
be a reasonably close contest,
candidate,
Councilman Edmund J. Wahl- will
J. Cookson, the Republican
strom, Mrs. Flora A. Lane, lohn pected development Walter
the DemoKelley,
J.
Edward
Rep.
Baxter, Jacob A. Goldberg, Coun- should emerge a victor over
in the political
cilman Earle S. Stanton, Eldridge
There will be little change, if any,
E. Campbell, Councilman George cratic nominee.
will continue
Republicans
The
A. Beams, Councilman Gustaf A. complexion of the City Council.
margins and
same
the
ly
approximate
Carlson, candidate for alderman in
both branches by
control
to
in the Board
Ward 8; John A. Anderson and
possibility they may gain one seat
George J. Groves. Common Council there is a strong
in the balhangs
Committee
candidates in Ward 6.
Aldermen. Control of the School
of
more than
of
majority
a
have
The F r a n c 0-American Civic
and neither party is likely to
League at a meeting last night in ance
La Salle Hall endorsed the entire one vote.
The presence of this issue has
Republican ticket and pledged acThe Republic-an majorities for
tive support of all candidates. Do- alderman-at-large and School Com- kept the Democrats on the defendifficult for them
lord J. Hamel presided.
mittee member-at-large will be sive. It has been
that it is not
greater than the majority for the to persuade the voters
and
mayoralty candidate, according to so in the face of automobiles
Boston to aid
the present outlook. This is be- workers sent from
the
cause the Democrats have concen- Mr. Kelley in the primaries,
trated their fire on the head of the printing of banners for the DemoBoston and
G. O. P. ticket. Virtually all their cratic candidate in
leffort has been on behalf of their other activities that smacked of
icandidate for mayor to the neglect the rough and tumble Hub politics
of the other candidates on the, PO foreign to Worcester's past politicket. The Republican city-wide tical history. The Republicans have
candidates on the other hand have emphasized if the Democrats are
worked with a determined unity successful there is danger they will
that would seem to assure good Inject into the municipal governmajorities for Alderman C. Ver- ment some of the practices of the
non Inett, for re-election as alder- present state administration which
They
man-at-large and Mrs. Evelyn C. have aroused indignation.
Bjorkman for School Committee have asserted there is peril In permember-at-large.
mitting Boston influences to take
The dominant issue in the earn, a hand in Worcester government
it as a stepping stone
paign has been the evidence that and to use
to build up a state-wide organizato
are
interest
endeavoring
outside
tion for its own benefit.
interfere with home rule in WorOther Issues
has become as
cester. Cur
Beyond this the other issues of
much an issue in the mayorlty fight the campaign have been the usual
here as it was in the recent spe- discussions upon which Worcester
its choice for mayor in
cial elections in the Second Essex has based
the past, the qualifications, trainSenatorial District and the 10th
ing and experience of the candiMiddlesex Representative District.
The Republicans in Mr.
In each of these the voters showed dates.
Cookson have a candidate for
their backing of the Curley organwho has had long years of
ization. Undoubtedly this issue is mayor
business training in an important
the biggest obstacle in the way of
executive capacity and a man who
Representative Kelley for it has
has given 28 years of voluntary
thoroughly aroused the voters of
public service on the School ComWorcester who look upon this outmittee, where he has helped to
side influence with suspicion.
solve Worcester problems.
I
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PRE-ELECT1ON TREND POINTS
TO COOKSON VICTORY TUESDAY

d—Little
lose Mayoralty Battle Indicate
Change, if Any, in Political Complexion
New
of City Council Predicted-4400
Voters Registered

I

His opponent, Representative 'speculation as to the extent of thej whether the Coe act by to be amendKelley has been in the public serv- votes which will come from thiS1 ed so the city can borrow outside
ice 16 years of which 13 have been move. There is no question thdldz the debt limit and without special
as a legislator in the Massachusetts many who voted Domocratic in the legislation for junior high schools
House conaidering matters as a last two municipal elections were or combination junior and senior
minority member, few of which "Mahoney Democrats." Many of high schools.
have been directly associated with these were disappointed at the
local problems. No word of criti- outcome of the primary and were
cism has been raised against Mr. off the reservation. It is impossible
Cookson's long service on the to tell how many of these will come
School Committee. No one has dis- back or how many will stay away
puted that Representative Kelley's because they question the sincerity
2 Park Square
service in the Legislature has been of the mayor's support of Mr.
Kelley.
satisfactory to his party.
BOSTO
N
MASS.
Mr. Cookson's only promise has ;I The issue upon which the other
major
candidat
es have campaigned
been "good government on a bustaess basis for Worcester people by 'Iare not complicated. Alderman
POST
Mkrcester people." Representative Inett who risked his political fu'ture to recapture the alderman-atKelley
Worceste
offered
several
has
vague
r,. Mass.
suggestionslarge post
for his party and inciwhich he believes will
help Worcester to grow, reduce the dentally control of the board is
tax rate and bring in new Indus- pitting his experience and service
tries. Some of his suggestions ag
",ainst Alderman Harold D. Donhave previously been rejected by n ue-' president of the
Board.
Democratic administrations. There Both men have stuck to the theme
of
the
service
has been some speculation as to
they have rendered
i how improvements he suggests can and the principles of the parties
;be carried out and the tax rate be ' which they represent.
Mrs. Bjorkrnan, the Republican
'reduced at the same time.
AR a result of the discussion of nominee for School Committee
the kind of governmental principles member-at-large has made her issue
which the two candidates represent I that the viewpoint of a woman and
r great many voters have expressed mother on the School Board would
,he opinion that they are confront- be an asset, particularly one with
)d with a choice for mayor of a her qualifications. The Democratic
andidate with business experience i candidate, Prof. Cornelius S. Donog 7
s
and training in :
local public service
I hue, who i seeking reelection is
r a candidate who has made poll- basing his request tot support on
his services the past two years.
ics his profession,
There does not appear to be any
G. 0. P. Unity Cited
Republican encouragement of tri- question but what the Republicans
umph Tuesday is based on the ex- will elect aldermen in Ward 1, 2, 6,
letting party unity. There have been 9 and 10 and the Democrats in
few campaigns where the racial Wards 3, 4, 5 and 8. The Democrats
groups, particularly the Swedish- have entertained hopes of making
American and Franco-American, Inroads in Ward 6 but there is no
have been so patently behind the apparent foundation for it.
ticket. It has been a long time I
Battle Seen In Ward 7
since the Republican organization
hasbeen aroused to such effort and !1,1 The big battle will be in Ward 7,
because the Republicans feel that
has functioned so smoothly.
The Democratic confidence rests the prestige and appeal of William
One of the major rallies on the
particularly on a better organize- A. Bennett, who has frequently
Republican schedule for tonight
tion than it has. had in the past, al- been mentioned as mayoralty timis the pre-election gathering of
though it does not appear to be as ber will enable them to regain the
efficient as it was in the primary, seat now held by a Democrat. It the Worcester County Republican
There also is a feeling that the per. IS liable to be a close fight, however, Club, 22 Mechanic Street, Walter
sonality of Mr. Kelley and his ap- for much work has been done for
J. Cookson, nominee for mayor,
peal to youth is an asset to their the Democratic nominee, William
Mrs. Evelyn
cause and their campaign has been D. Fleming.
C. Sjorkman for
more intensive.
i The present. lineup of 18 Republischool committee-at-large and C.
The extent of the primary vie- cans and 12 Democrats in the ComVernon Inett for alderman-attory over Mayor John C. Mahoney, mon Council is not in danger of any
large will be the headline speakwhich came as a surprise to most 1 material change. It is probable
citizens in both parties, is another Wards 1, 2, 7, 9 and 10 will send
ers.
source of encouragement. They be- Solid Republican delegatio
ns just
The name of Governor Curley was
lieve it demonstrated Mr. Kelley's as Wards 3. 4, 5 and 8
injected into the campaign last night
will send
strength as a vote getter and was solid Democratic delegations.
by a number of the Republican speakThe
an omen of an interest which in- Democrat
s hope to gain a seat in
ers. Including George W. Grant,
dicated an increased Democratic I Ward
Alderman Axel U. Sternlof, Dr. Georg,
6. They may but it is doubttrend.
ful. Their biggest drive, howev-....r
E. Nelson and Alderman-at-Large C.
This election will show whether will be
Vernon Inett, while Mr. Cookson
made in Ward 9. They will
Worcester is still a Republican I reduce
openly stated that men from Boston
city. The primary enrollment vot- jorities Republican councilmen mawere at work among the city embut it does not appear they
ins* list gives the Republicans an
ployes in an attempt to make them
can upset the ward.
advantage of about 20,000 votes
line up with the Democratic nomThere is more doubt about School
over the Democrats, There are
inees.
11,- Committee control than the City
000 so-called independents and 4400
The speakers were heard at 10 ralnew voters. If these figures rep- Council make up. Wards 1,2,9and
lies in various parts of the city. At
resent a true sentiment the only 10 are conceded to the Republicans
the rallies he attended Aldermanall
by observers. They give Wards 3, 4
factor that can defeat the
at-Large Inett displayed a political
Republican cause-is the failure of its foi- and 5 to the Democrats. The conbanner which he said was being used
tests in Wards 6, 7 and 8 will be
lowers t
or a sizable defec- close
by the Democratic nominee for mayor
because of the personal popuow apparent. Mr. Cookand was printed in Boston. He inson must have been a good vote larity of the candidates on both
vited members of the audience to
getter for he was repeatedly elec- sides and the intensity of the caminspect the banner. The largest atted to the School Board in city- paigns which have been waged.
tended gatherings of the evening were
There has been practically no
the open rally of the Street Depart'wide contest and always had united public campaigning on the two
ment Employes' Local in A. 0. H.
referendum questions but considRepublican support.
Hall, the Lithuanian-American rally
erable quiet work has been going
Issues not Complicated
and the Italian-American Citizens'
on under the surface. One quesThe sullen decision of Mayor MaLeague rally, 177 Shrewsbury Street.
tion
will
determin
e
whether
the
honey to support Representative
Speaking at the Blithewood Avenue
soldiers' relief commisKelley despite the bitterness of office
School, Dr. Nelson of the School Comtheir previous feuds has caused sioner is to be placed under civil
mittee declared that it is of vital imservice making it a position of life
portance for the voters of Worcester
tenure. The other is to decide
11) vote fnr tho noinAlelo+na mhes ationr1
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!seem to select him for, according
t o some views in political circles.
Thus, having apparently sub2 Park Square
merged his political ambitions for
the good of the party to come up
BOSTON
MASS.
2 Park Square
as a candidate chosen by the unbiased—that's their story
and
BOSTON
MASS.
they'll stick to It—for leadership
POST
of the party, the Governor would
loom as a potent party figure. By
Worcester, Mass.
TELEGRAM
the added political stature thus
gained his prefe;ence would mean
Worcester, Mass.
something and, of course, courtesy
would entitle his suggestions to
ki0 V 2 consideration.
As reports and rumors were outlining the situation, it was being
I figured into simple language to
show that the Governor and his advisers want whoever may be the
candidate for Governor or Senator
Imprinted with the Curley stamp
of approval. Quite obviously, the
group expects or hopes to control
the next Democratic state convention.
No Easy Going
With memory of the last one not
dimmed, it is not likely that the
Curley followers want U. S. Sen,
Marcus A. Coolidge of Fichburg
renominated. Neither Coolidge nor
any other element of the WalshEly combine, arlh foe of the
Governor, is likely to be permitted
easy going.
As a matter of simple fact, the
Governor's situation is not greatly
from what it has been for
He has spoken
some months.
about the Senatorship before, but
a so happens now that the steamup is on. Just as posible candidates for Governor have been held
back until the Governor anBOSTON, Nov. 2 (in—The BosBy CLINTON P. ROWE
nounced whether he would seek reton Traveler says Gov. James M.
Telegram State House Reporter , election, so will they be held back
Curley, in discussing his political
BOSTON, Nov. 1. — Behind the on the Senatorship,
P, or so the plan
future said today: "It may be betsomewhat elaborate and possibly ;would seem to be.
encouraged speculation concerning I The Governor returns to a wanter to remain in Massachusetts
the future political plans of Gov. ing prestige. He is good enough
and keep on this work of making
James M. Curley was the expressed politician to have learned that and
the state Democratic." Reports
belief in some quarters today that to have noted it can be traced to
a lot of fog is being kicked up to smashing Republican victories in
have been current the Governor
Senatorial
disEssex
selecthe
Second
the
mask moves leading to
might run for the United States
tion of a Democratic candidate for trict and the 10th Middlesex disSenate.
other
In
trict where he and his policies
Senator.
States
United
words, another bid for power by were the issue. The mystery as to
Curley mentioned neither the goverhis plans and the accompanying
the Governor.
norship nor the senatorship directly,
Naturally this belief was based ballyhoo are presumably diver- , I according to the Traveler.
I The Traveler says Curley announced
on the assumption that the Gover- sions.
Coolidge Silent
nor will seek renomination and rehe would ask the Governor's Council
election. If he did seek renominaWednesday to nominate J. Arthur
The reports 'that the Governor ,
matter
tion, it is simple logic and a
Baker of Pittsfield, Republican memconferred with national leaders in
would
that
he
ber of the oGvernor's Council, to sue- 1
of good tactics
his trip across the country persistwant, characteristically, a domin- ed today, centering on the story
ceed the late Frederic J. McLeod as a
candidate
naming
the
promnational
in
Superior Court judge. The Traveler
ant voice
that he aspires to
says Curley also said he would ask
for the Senate ahd, for that mat- inence, or his friends aspire for
that Milton Burdic of Pittsfield be
ter, other candidates. If he ran for him. Perhaps the Vice-Presidency,
nominated as Baker's successor in the
the Senate he would want a voice some say. But anyway a little
Governor's Council.
In naming the gubernatorial can- more prominence at the next Nadidate.
"I will nominate Baker if he will
tional convention than the last
accept the nomination," the Traveler
If the Governor, now homeward when he took Porto Rican 'credenvacation,
Honolulu
bound from a
quoted the Governor as saying.
tials to get into the place.
"The appointment of Baker will
On his expected return to Roswere simply to announce himself
cause
some confusion among the Rewill find
Governor
the
today,
ton
re-election
or
I
for
as a candidate
publicans, but he will soon take over
possible Senatorial candieven for the United States Senate 1 four
are State Treas. the vote getters among the Republithere would be an immediate dash dates. They
cans. Baker will come over, so will the
will run
of candidates for the vacated nom-f Charles F. Hurley, who
president of the Senate (James B.
Senatorship
ination. If this happened the Gov- for Governor if the
open; Thomas H. O'Brien, Moran) in a short time. So will Ernie
ernor might not have the say and isn't
Dean (Representative Ernest J. Dean
district attorney of Suffolk
direction desired in separating the; former
county; U. S. Marshal John J. of Chilman and the rest, as well. We
faithful from the recreant.
have
the greatest chance the state has
Murphy; and Cong. William P.
ever known to build a real organizaMystery Cloaks Plans
Connery of Lynn.
Meantime, Senator Coolidge, dis- tion."
But if he throws some mystery,
The Traveler quotes Curley as sayabout his plan's, as he has, and tinctly not a Curley man, says he
seemingly tosses his political fu- has nothing to say concerning his ing further regarding the possible appointment of Burdic, a Democrat, to
ture into the hands of "party plans.
succeed Baker in the Governor's
leaders" with a magnanimous gesCouncil:
ture,. as he says he will, he be"That will make the council decidcomes a "demand" candidate for
edly Democratic for the first time in
whichever post the "leaders" may
I many years. Hitherto we have had a
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Report Curley
Leans Toward
Governorship

SEE CURLEY AS
MASKING PLANS
Deliberate Fog Kicked Up
To Hide Plans, Belief
Of Some Observers

i

AWAITING 'CALL'?

Expects to Nominate
Baker for Superior
Court Post
G. 0. P. CONFUSION

Sees Democracy Taking
Over Republican VoteGetters

New Bid For Power by !changed
Governor Predicted in
Political Circles

1

his ofiTti'filia;
or the Governor and
candidates
atic
Democr
the
tion in
reflected in
y
"clearl
was
n
electio
which he
the manner of campaign
is waging."
Sternlof
U.
Axel
Alderman
the
brought out as "significant" of
Governor's methods the appointment of 25 motor truck inspectors
in the Department of Public Utilities. These men, he said, "were
supposedly named under civil service regulations, but such was not
the fact. Instead, they were selected from hand-picked lists without
examinations, all semblauce of civil
service being discarded. Thus scores
of able and capable Worcester men
were deprived of the right to compete for these positions."
Another speaker, School Committeeman George E. Nelson, labeled
as a "cute manipulation" the appointment of the head of the Worcester employment office under the
state $13,000,000 "work and wages"
bond issue. He said that after Cornelius H. Mannix had been named,
another was appointed, outranking
him, following a call on the Governor by the Democratic candidate.
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Party Manipulations
"Really," he said, "the Democratic
candidates, instead of speaking of
Republican machinations, should
speak more of cute Demcoratic
manipulations."
The speakers were heard at an
open meeting of the street Department Employes' Local, at a beano
party in Arcadia Hall, and at Republican rallies at the Italian, American Citizens' League, the
Lithuanian Naturalization Club,
Vernon and Ward streets; the
' English Social Club, Blithewood
road
Malvern
school,
avenue
' school, and the homes of Louis
Cutler, 5 Loxwood street, and Dr.
Bernard J. Burns, 1404 Main street.
Mr. Cookson received rousing receptions at the Italian-American,
Lithuanian-American and English
Social Chib rallies. He charged
l
that men representing the "Boa.,
ton interests" were now In Worcester working among municipal
departments in attempt to swing
opposition
workers to the
Governor Curley and his political confederates were made
IC IlaS;
"I now where and how they are
i definite issue of the city election last night by Walter J. CoOkson,
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have
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in not reportin.g the contribution candidate, as his party's floor lead- crease in taxation. We are
ter
of campaign signs in his primary er of the House of Representatives, give the taxpayers of Worces
expense returns on the basis of a had been at "the beck and call of more for their money. We don't
statement by a Democratic speak- the Governor," George W. Grant, have to take it away from the wage
er that the signs had been donated former president of the Board of earners. There are other methods.
by a prominent Worcester Demo- Aldermen, said that the Interests
crat.
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'SAYS CURLEY SEEKS
TO RULE WORCESTER
Cookson Makes Issue of Governor and
Political Confederates. Charges
'Collusion' With Kelley
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• Cites Ability'
"My present business position
was not obtained through politics,
hut through my ability to produce.
I am equipped to give Worcester
a business administration. My Success was not obtained at the expense of taxpayers, and I will not
betray the trust that is placed in
me as mayor."
Mr. Inett termed as a Democratic "inconsistency" its candidate's
proposal for a public works commissioner. "The record," he said,
"shows that a Republican controlled Council adopted an order
for the creation of this position.
That order was vetoed by a Democratic mayor and was killed by the
opposition of the Demosratic members of the City Council. The only
sincere Democrat was the late
Councilman Thomas F. Dean, who
died with bitterness in his hear;
because of the actions of his fellow • Democratic members of the
Council in defeating the order."
Other speakers included Councilman Leo A. J. Charbonneau, Mrs.
Charles T. Tatinan, Albert E. Maykel, Councilman Earle S. Stanson,
Cosmo Tuscano, Nunziato Fusaro,
Victor M. Friar, Morris Newman,
Councilman Edmund J. Wahlstrom, Mrs. Flora A. Lane, John'
Baxter, Jacob A. Goldberg, Councilman Earle S. Stanton, Eldridge
E. Campbell, Councilman George
A. Beams, Councilman Gustaf A.
Carlson, candidate for alderman in
Ward 6; John A. Anderson • and
George J. Groves, Common Council
candidates in Ward 6.
Hits Outside Element
Clinging that the Democratic
candidate for mayor is waging•hts
campaign with the practical and
plentiful aid of the governor, Mr.
Sternlof questioned the right of
any outside element to intervene in
a Worcester city election.
"The Republican party" he said,
"has and does stand for sound,
businesslike government. Worcester stands high among the cities of
the country. Its. financial rating is
excellent as evidenced by the sale
of its bonds last week at the lowest
interest cost in the history of the
city. But for the Republican opposition to reckless spending and borrowing the city of Worcester would
probably be in the same position as
the Democratic controlled cities of
Fall River. Chelsea and Revere."
Also linking the Governor and
the Democratic candidate with the
campaign, Mr. Grant pointed out
that the Boston Finance Commission came under control of the
Governor early in his administration.
Points to Manipulation
"By clever manipulation," he
said, "he converted the Governor's
Council from s. Republican to a
Democratic body. With this party
change effected, he gained complete power in the matter of appointments, knowing that the built
over council would confirm his
choices or sustain his removal proceedings. State department h,.lads
know this. He reached out to control the Legislature.
"Now we find the same interests
which did this involved in a campaign affecting the high elective
office of mayor in Worcester. We
find those interests giving this candidacy an active support. We ask,
and probably will get no answer,
who gave the Democratic candi-

date his billboards, posters and
We ask—and still will
banners?
probably not get an answer—why
did the billboard sheets bear the
name of a Boston printer? Why
did the name of a Boston printer
appear on the banner?"
Activities will be marked by the
pre-election rally of the Worcester
County Republican Club tonight at
8 o'clock at the club's quarters, 22
Several radio
Mechanic street.
speakers also will be heard,
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Their Civic Records:

3Lawyers,Veteran
r Aid Man In Race
DEMETER, CONCANNON, CARP
AND BURKE SEEK POST
That the public may know the background of the 29
candidates for the three openings on the school committee,
the Boston Evening American will print each day the pictures and brief biographies of the aspirants. The voting on
these candidates will be next Tuesday, November S. Four
of the candidates are sketched below. Others will be described in the following issues.
Representative George Demeter, lawyer, teacher and legis- .
lator is a graduate of the Dwight Grammar School, Boston Latin
School, Harvard College and Boston University Law School with
degrees of A.B. and L.L.B.
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and Federal bars and before entering the contest for election to
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Elks and Massachusetts Bar Association.
Has served in
the Legislature
since 1933 and is
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the State
George Demeier
partment of Education, Emerson College and
Staley College.
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Off Train With "Glad-to-Be-Home-Agiimiles

GOVERNOR CURLEY

MRS. MARY CURLEY DONNELLY

Boston's glad to see them—and Governor Curley, his
daughter Mary and her husband, Lieutenant Colonel
Edward C. Donnelly, are glad to see Boston, too, the
smiles on their ,c,ccs sccm to indicate. Also beaming
with the spirit of the occasion is Miss Catherine Donnelly,

EDWARD C. DONNELLY RINE DONNELLY
(Picture from Jiltfors Photograph Servic,

sister of the governor's son-in-I is greeting the
Curley party, just off the trefhicago at the
Huntington avenue station. Ed Mrs. Donnelly,
this home-coming is a happy clir5,000-mile wedding trip around the world.
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Home Again in Boston

MRS. MARY DONNELLY

GOVERNOR CURLEY

iPlchire from int•rnattona
l News Pholovaph

Service
Back home again in Boston today are Gove
rnor Curley
and his daughter, Mrs. Mary Curley Donnelly,
the latter
and her husband, Lieutenant Colonel Edward
Donnelly,
returning from an around-the-world
honeymoon. The
governor met the Donnellys in Honolulu. This
taken at Chicago, before the Curley partypicture was
entrained
for Boston.
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iCURLEY CHEER
ED
ON
AR
RI
V
GOLCURLEY
CHEERED ON
ARRIVAL

Michael Perkins, American Legion post band of South Boston,
added to the gayety by playing
The Wearing of the Green,"
"Tammany" and other favorites of
the Governor.
In the party were his daughter,
Mary, and her husband, LieutenantColonel Edward II Donnelly, who
are returning froth a world honeymoon, Dr. Martin J. English, family physician, who accompanied
Governor Curley to Hawaii, and the
Governor's secretary, Richard D.
Grant, who joined the party in
Chicago.
MARY GOES TO HOTEL

Mr. and Mrs. Donnelly went to
In the pink of condition,
Governor James M. Curley the Ritz Carlton Hotel where they
will reside pending the selection
returned to Boston before
of a home.
noon today.

A detail of 50 police were at the

However, he would hot admit he
had definitely decided on Baker. ,
With the promotion of Baker, a
Republican, to the bench and the
appointment of Burdick, a Democrat, to the resultant vacancy in
the governor's council, Governor
Curley indicated his work and
wages program would be given an
impetus that would bring employment to many thousands by January 1 and make for necessary state
construction.
The realignment of the council
will limit the Republicans to three
seats, those held -by Councillors
Grossman, Brooks and Schuster.

RECEPTION CALLED OFF
Plans for a gala reception upon
his arrival at Back Bay Station
this morning were called of at the
request of Governor Curley himself.
Told of the proposed reception
when he arrived in Chicago Thursday, ,the governor immediately
wired that he wished no such demonstration
and would prefer going
I

1

The first person that Gov- station to maintain order. There
ernor Curley oTeeted when he were 40 patrolmen, five mounted
stepped off the train was for-, officers and five motorcycle police.
The detail was in cparge of Depmer City Treasurer Edmi‘nd C.
Dolan with whom he shook uty Superintendent of Police Wil- quietly back to work at the State
liam Livingston and Captain Per- House.
hands and said:
"Vacation days and celebraley Skillings.
tions are over," the governor
"Hello, hello;

how are you?"
Then he leaned over and kissed
his young son, Francis.
Despite his request for no demonstration, 500 persona were ;n the
crowd that cheered, His Excellency, including Mrs. Roland Mahoney of Newton, John, Catherine
and Mayiene Donnelly, brother and
sisters of Mary's husband.
Others were Judge Joseph A.
Sheehan of the Superior court, and ,
Attorney General Paul A. Dever.
LEGION BAND PLAYS
One of the features of the homecoming was the playing of Hawaiian music by a native orchestra
whose members also sang.

Attracted by the number of police said. "there is a lot serious work
a crowd gathered., long before the to be Ilene. State projects must
arrival of the train. Upon learning be started and men put to work."
Mrs. Donnelly, in announcing
that Governor Curley was due to that she would lixe at the Ritz until
detrain there many remained to she and Col. Donnelly had selectcheer him.
ed a permanent home, said they
would select a home within the
JUDGESHIP FOR RAKER
city of Boston, thus ending all reIt is expected that one of the ports the young couple had algovernor's first important acts will ready selected a home in Weston,
be the appointment of Executive in Milton, in Dedham and in vaCouncillor J. Arthur Raker of Pitts, rious other suburbs.
field to a superior court judgeship
made vacant by the death of Judge
'
Frederick J. McLeod.
"t beileve Mr. Baker Ma the
ability to become a fine judge,"
Governor Curley said.
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SWEEP IN '36
PREDICTED
11

BERNARD .1. DOHERTY

Governor Curley believes that President
Roosevelt has shifted his
policies and the shift will
win him re-election.
He declared today, immeditely after a triumphal return to
3oston, that he expects President Roosevelt to sweep the
!ountry in 1936 as he did in
'
11932.
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the police escort of 45 patrolmen
d
and five officers which forme
about the gates. The ybrought
more. The more brought bands.
In the party were the Governor's
nd,
daughter, Mary. and her husba
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J. English,
nelly, Dr. Martin
whom
family physician, all of
i.
were ending their trip from Hawai
to
and Richard D. Grant, secretary
His Excellency, who met the party
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"Rut," the Governor as- Ritz-C
arlton Hotel, on Arlington
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live
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POMO
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in Boston.
dency, and I believe he ha* the they would find a nhome
first perso Governor CurThe
ge
chan
n
to
visio
and
courage
ley greeted was former City Treas
his views and position when urer Edmund C. Dolan.
The next was his son, Francis,
he realizes that the public is
he kissed.
whom
him.
with
d
not in accor
ds,
Then came the deluge, frien
Wellmere
and
acquaintances
"He has destroyed the Townwisher's.
send-Long-Coughlin bloc by 'takAfter his transcontinental trip
ing them Into camp.'
to Hawaii where he met his honey
"He made MA mistake of trymooning daughter, the Governor
ing to do overnight a task which
was greeted again with Hawaiian
had been made necessary by the
music, this time furnished by a
abuses of the past DWI years.
Boston orchestra.
SLOWS DP REFORMS
The Michael J. Perkins Post,
"Now I believe that he sees
American Leion band, of South
the need of slowing up on his
Boston, was on hand, playing such
the
melodies as "The Wearing of
reform moves, and will ease lip
on the disturbed business man." Green," "Tammany" and other faThe Governor returned to Boa- vorites of the Governor.
When he had won through the
ton on the Twentieth Century Limthrong of well-wishers, Governor
lied in the pink of condition,
no Curley not the press.
that
i Despite his request
to
He said he would not attempt
demonstration be given him, a huge
ipal or local
munic
at
red
gathe
rs
with
wishe
ere
interf
well
of
g
thron
beHuntington Avenue Station long
fcre the train arrived.

politics next Tuesday and thereto the Superior Court bench, ("and
after. He remarked:
hope he will," Curley
"They're all good boys. Let if "Ernie eDan" acceptssaid) and
the post
them fight It out."
of commissioner of conservation,
He reiterated his willingneas to the Governor declared, a large porlet his final decision an a run for tion of the Republicans' power
will
re-election rest on what is for the have been brought over.
best interests of the party.
"Ernie Dean" is Ernest
He added that he would confer of Chilmark, a Republican J. Dean
.
with Senators Marcus A, CooliVe
The Governor then said that he
and David I. Walsh.
would like to cut as short as posWith a twinkle in his eye, the sible all home-coming celebrations,
Governor said that the Republican as he had much work to do "putparty was going to find vote-getting ting men to work" at once.
very difficult, as the Democrats
With hia council fairly well lined
had weaned away most of their real ' up, he said, he should
be able to
workers.
!get his work and wages program
If Councillor S. Arthur Baker of and his other state projects under
Pittsfield, accepts an appointment a full head of steam by January 1.
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CURLEY TO
NAME BAKER
horn,.

LL
NAME BAKER
AS JUDGE

Judge Frederick J,
Lend.

Governor Curley Is expected to
submit the name of Baker for the
superior judgeship to the gayerCDOLE
'
y
Baker's successor in the gov,nor's council next Wednesday. It,
ernor's council will be Milton is probable that Baker's successor
Burdick of Pittsfield, unless a in the council will be named at
last minute hitch develops.
the same time.
"I believe Mr. Baker has the
The selection of Baker, for the
ability to become a fine judge,"
Judgeship and the likely appoint- Governor Curley
said.
ment of Burdick became known toHowever, he would not admit he
day as Governor James M. Curley had definitely decided on Baker.
With the promotion of Baker, a
neared Boston and the resumption
Republican, to the bench and the
of his duties on Beacon Hill,
appointment of Burdick, a Demo,Governor Curley and his party, crat, to the resultant vacancy in
which includes his daughter, Mary, the governor's council, Governor
By JOHN A. MALLOY
and her husband, Lieutenant Col- Curley indicated his work and
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Edward G. Donnelly, Dr, Mar- Impetus that would bring employWriter
tin J. English and the governor's ment to many thousands by JanuAboard Twentieth Cen- secretary, Richard
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construction.
tury, Nov. 2—Governor's I joined the party in Chicago,
arrives
The realignment of the council
Councillor ,I. Arthur Baker at the Back Bay station shortly
wth limit the Republicans to three
of Pittsfield will be ap- before noon today.
seats, those held by Councillors
Grossman, Brooks and Schuster,
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"He has destroyed the Town- to the Superior Court bench, ("and
send-Long-Coughlin bloc by 'takhope he will," Curley said) and
ing them into camp.'
if "Ernie eDan" accepts the post
"He made the mistake of try- of commissioner of conservation,
ing to do overnight a task which the Governor declared, a large porhad been made necessary by the tion of the Republicans power will
abuses of the past 1900 years.
have been brought over.
"Ernie Dean" Is Ernest J. Dean
SLOWS UT REFORMS
"Now I believe that he sees of Chilmark, a Republican.
The Governor then said that he
, the need of slowlmr un on his
would like to cut as short as posreform moves, and will ease up
on the disturbed business man." sible all home-coming celebrations,
The Governor returned to Boa- as he had much work to do "putLon on the Twentieth Century Lim- , ting men to work" at once.
With his council fairly well lined
tted in the pink of condition.
Despite his request
that
no ! up, he said, he should be able. to
demonstration be given him, a huge get his work and wages program
throng of well wishers gathered at! and his other state projects under
Huntington Avenue Station long be- a full head of steam by January 1.
fore the train arrived.
Many of them were attracted by
the police escort of 45 patrolmen!
and five officers which formed
about the gates. The ybrought
more. The more brought bands.
2 Park Square
In the party were the Governor's
Boston
daughter, Mary, and. her husband,
Mass.
Lieutenant Colonel Edward Don-cil*eg
nelly, Dr. Martin
J. English,
family physician, all of whom
GLOBE
were ending their trip from Hawaii.
Boston, Mass.
snd Richard D. Grant, secretary to
Ella Excellency, who met the party
in Chicago,
The return to Boston will mom
The party was whisked to the
the last stage in the round-the-world
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, on Arlington
honeymoon journey of Col and Mrs
reet, where Colonel and
Donnelly, the former Mary Curley,
Donnelly will live until they select
which was interrupted in Shanghai
a home.
when. Mary was stricken with apHANDS OFF POLICY
pendicitis.
Incidentally,
Mrs.
Dtinnelly
No attempt has been made to
spiked rumors that she and her
hurry home for Mrs Donnelly has
husband would live in some fashbeen slightly weakened by the social
ionable suburb. She flatly statedC
activities in which she has had to
they would find a home in Boston.
participate since her father and Dr
The first person Governor CurEnglish joined her. She began to
ley greeted was former City Tress- .
show signs of fatigue and. Dr Engurer Edmund C. Dolan.
lish advised moving toward Boston
The next was his 'son, Francis,
slowly.
whom he kissed.
The Governor intimated in ChiThen came the deluge, friends,
'ago that he might be a candidate
acquaintances
or a second gubernatorial term, inand mere
wellwishers.
dead of seeking the Democratic
nomination for the United States
After his transcontinental trip
to Hawaii where he met his honeySenate to succeed Senator Marcus A.
Coolidge.
mooning daughter, the Governor
"There is much yet that I must do
was greeted again with Hawaiian
as Governor," he said. "Thousands
music, this time furnished by a
in Massachusetts are still idle and I
Boston orchestra.
I
am going to do everything possible
The Michael J. Perkins Post,
American Leion band, of South
Upon his arrival at 11:45 this to provide work for them during the
so that they can support their
Boston, was on hand, playing such morning at the
South Station GovWintr
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James
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Green," "Tammany" and other favorites of the Governor.
mediately to St Joseph's Cemetery Believes r. D. Will Win
When he had won through the
throng of well-wishers, Governor 0 be present at the burial of Mrs . The Governor expressed the conCurley met the press.
Theodore A. G:ynn, wife of his viction that President Roosevelt will
He said he would not attempt to
carry as many states in the next elees
Interfere with municipal or local lose friend, the former Fire CorniOn as he did in 1932. Throughout
misstoner.
politics next Tuesday and there- I The Governor has asked his is trip, he said, he saw signs of reafter. He remarked:
friends to abstain from any public overy.
The women's division of the Demos
"They're all good boys. Let welcome at the station, urging that
them fight it out."
he be treated like any other citi- retie state committee, a gathering
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He reiterated his willingness to zen.
tate, will greet Mayor Curley at a
let his final decision an a run for
With the Governor when he re- supper
dance at the Hotel Stotler
re-election rest on what is for the
turns to Boston from Chicago will next Wednesday evening.
best ioterests of the party,
be
his daughter, Mrs Edward C. Mrs William A. Murray of Milford
He added that ,he would confer
with Senators Marcus A. CooliVe Donnelly, and her husband, Col is chairman of the committee.
Donnelly; Dr Martin J. English,, Women who are aiding Mrs Murand David I. Walsh.
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